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e d i to r ’s n ot e

Recent Changes
During the past year, the Church has been blessed with some exciting
announcements and changes, including a new edition of the LDS scriptures
in English that was released both in print and electronically as well as a burgeoning missionary workforce with an accompanying expansion in the need
to house and train the increasing number of missionaries. This edition of the
Religious Educator highlights some of the important changes in the new edition of the scriptures and how those changes may shape lessons and gospel
instruction. Additionally, this edition highlights the Church’s efforts in the
creation of a new missionary training center in Mexico.
This issue begins with a piece by Elder Dallin H. Oaks from the Church
Educational System’s Evening with a General Authority devotional on
February 8, 2013, and two selections from the Seminaries and Institutes
August 6, 2013, broadcast to educators. Each of them touches upon topics
that are timely for our day.
In personally reflecting upon the recent edition of the LDS scriptures, it
is interesting to see the subtle connection of an expansion in the missionary
workforce and a new and improved edition of the scriptures. The two efforts
go hand in hand, and there are many important changes to the scriptures
that will shape the way we think for generations to come. An insightful press
release with accompanying documentation can be found at lds.org (“2013
Edition of the LDS Scriptures”). I hope that we will all take full advantage of
these important resources in the days to come.

Thomas A. Wayment
Editor
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“As He Thinketh in
His Heart”
e l d e r da lli n h. oa k s

Elder Dallin H. Oaks is a member of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles.

The following address was given at a Church Educational System Evening with
a General Authority devotional on February 8, 2013.

M

y dear fellow servants, my interest in the teaching of our youth is
long-standing. In 1967—before many of you were born—our oldest
daughter began attending early-morning seminary in Chicago. During most
of over forty-five years since that time, I have had children, grandchildren,
and now a great-granddaughter attending seminary, institute, or a university
in the Church Educational System. As teachers, as staff and administrators, as
CES missionaries, and as the companions of these servants of the Lord, your
responsibilities are vital to preparing the rising generation for their responsibilities in the Church and kingdom of God.
I.

Our young people are amazing in their faith and their devotion to what is
good and right. Measured by any righteous criteria, they are superior. For
1

2
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example, a recent study showed that the percent of young Mormons who stay
true to their faith and regularly attend Church services is the highest of any
faith group in America.1 I believe our youth and young adults are better than
any earlier generation. Yet they still need our help to reinforce them against
the diversions and evils that surround them, which are intense and persuasive. In an address to this same CES audience nearly a decade ago, President
Boyd K. Packer observed that “the world is spiraling downward at an everquickening pace.”2 And in rededicating the Boise Idaho Temple in November
2012, President Thomas S. Monson declared that our young members “walk
in a world saturated with the sophistries of Satan.”3
The difficulties faced by gospel teachers—parents or those called or
employed—are magnified by the modern technology to which their young
students have instant access. As Sister Julie B. Beck, former Relief Society
general president, described a few years ago, “There are media messages everywhere that are anti-family, and our young people are very connected with
media. . . . Increasingly, our youth are seeing no reason to form a family or get
married in spite of all the teaching you give them. They are being desensitized
about the need to form eternal families.”4
I will speak about some of these anti-family messages and suggest some
things we can teach to counteract them. In the context of your sequential
scripture teaching, you are responsible to teach the basic doctrine of marriage
and the family. My message is intended to help you in that effort. I seek to add
to the remarkable, heaven-inspired recent outpouring of helps to strengthen
our young members’ role in hastening the work of the Lord in these last days.5
II.

Sometimes the most important things we can teach—the things most needed
by our students—are things we teachers tend to take for granted. We can
neglect to teach simple, basic truths because we assume they are understood
by all. For example, consider the fundamental importance of this basic Bible
truth taught by the prophet Isaiah: “For my thoughts are not your thoughts,
neither are your ways my ways, saith the Lord. For as the heavens are higher
than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways, and my thoughts than
your thoughts” (Isaiah 55:8–9).
Second Nephi chapter 9 has a similar teaching about the foolishness of
learned men who set aside the counsel of God (see 2 Nephi 9:28). And in the
book of Luke we read Jesus’s response to the Pharisees who “derided” Him
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for His teachings: “Ye are they which justify yourselves before men; but God
knoweth your hearts: for that which is highly esteemed among men is abomination in the sight of God” (Luke 16:14–15).
From these scriptures, I conclude that followers of Christ think differently than others. I was introduced to that idea as a young man studying law
at the University of Chicago. Raised in Mormon country with little contact
with persons of other beliefs, I was intrigued when I learned that a part-time
worker in our law library was studying for the ministry, pursuing the degree
Doctor of Divinity. Imagine my surprise when I learned in our conversations that while he believed that Jesus Christ was “a great teacher,” he did not
believe that He was the divine Son of God.
“What church do you belong to?” I naively asked him.
“Oh, it doesn’t matter,” he replied. “I’ll take any position that offers me a
good situation—teaching, preaching, or counseling.”
This man desired to do what he saw as good, but he lacked the fundamental, underlying belief in the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost that I
assumed was believed by all Christians. When it came to the purpose and
practice of religion, he obviously thought differently than I.
That is my subject. I will describe the reality and significance of the fact
that on many important subjects involving religion, Latter-day Saints think
differently than many others.
III.

When I say that Latter-day Saints “think differently,” I do not suggest that we
have a different way of reasoning in the sense of how we think. I am referring
to the fact that on many important subjects, our assumptions—our starting points or major premises—are different from many of our friends and
associates. They are also different from many assumptions currently used in
the media and in other common discourse. For example, because Latter-day
Saints know our Heavenly Father’s plan for His children, we know that this
mortal life is not a one-act play sandwiched between an unknowable past and
an uncertain future. This life is like the second act in a three-act play. Its purpose is defined by what is revealed about our spiritual existence in act 1 and
our eternal destiny in act 3. Because of our knowledge of this plan and other
truths that God has revealed, we start with different assumptions than those
who do not share our knowledge. As a result, we reach different conclusions

4
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on many important subjects that others judge only in terms of their opinions
about mortal life.
In some ways our experience is the same as the Apostle Peter’s recorded
in the sixteenth chapter of Matthew. Jesus taught His Apostles that He would
soon go to Jerusalem and suffer many things from the elders and chief priests
and scribes and finally be killed.
“Then Peter took him, and began to rebuke him, saying, Be it far from
thee, Lord: this shall not be unto thee. But he turned, and said unto Peter,
Get thee behind me, Satan: thou art an offence unto me: for thou savourest
not the things that be of God, but those that be of men” (Matthew 16:22–23).
Peter did not savor “the things that be of God, but those that be of men”
when he argued that Jesus would not be killed in Jerusalem. By reasoning
from the wisdom of men, he reached the wrong conclusion. If, on that occasion, Peter had reasoned from “the things that be of God”—from the plan
that required the Savior to die—he would not have been chastened. Then
he would have had what the scriptures describe as the “mind of the Lord” or
the “mind of Christ” (Romans 11:34; 1 Corinthians 2:16; D&C 102:23; see
also 2 Nephi 9:39), which includes the ability to understand and think clearly
about the application of eternal gospel truths and teachings to the various
circumstances we face in mortality.
We live in a world where many advocate and practice things that are contrary to “the things that be of God”—His plan of salvation. This produces
much of the misunderstanding and opposition our young people face from
friends and associates. For example, we are surrounded by associates and a
culture that maintain that it is not wrong to have sexual relations without
being married. A recent survey reports that 53 percent of the American public believes this.6 Similarly, in my conference talk in October 2012, I cited the
fact that in a recent period, 41 percent of all births in the United States were
to women who were not married.7 Most of these births were to couples that
were cohabiting—living together outside of marriage. Couples giving birth
to children and raising them without being married is common and accepted
by many.
How should our youth respond when their associates and even their
classroom teachers conclude that marriage is not important anymore and that
children suffer no disadvantage if their parents are not married? Similarly,
how should they respond to familiar proposals to redefine the family?
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I suggest that it may be preferable for our young people to refrain
from arguing with their associates about such assertions or proposals. They
will often be better off to respond by identifying the worldly premises or
assumptions in the assertions they face and then by identifying the different
assumptions or premises that guide the thinking of Latter-day Saints. This
won’t elicit agreement from persons who don’t share our faith, but it can
move the discussion away from arguing over conclusions to identifying the
real source of disagreement.
Here is another illustration: A powerful and influential modern school
of thought is “moral relativism,” the idea that there is no absolute right or
wrong. Behind that idea is the assumption that there is no God or, if there is
a God, that He has given no commandments that apply to us today. That idea
puts its adherents in the same position as the unfortunate people the prophet
Mormon described as “without Christ and God in the world; . . . driven about
as chaff before the wind” (Mormon 5:16).
Latter-day Saints obviously begin with a different premise: there is a God
who is the source of eternal law, and He has given commandments that establish a right and a wrong for many choices. Also, in the third act of His eternal
plan, we will be held accountable for the extent to which our mortal deeds
and desires have been in harmony with those commandments. We oppose
moral relativism, and we must help our youth avoid being deceived and persuaded by reasoning and conclusions based on its false premises.
IV.

Where do we look for the premises with which we begin our reasoning on
the truth or acceptability of various proposals? We anchor ourselves to the
word of God, contained in the scriptures and in the teachings of modern
prophets. Unless we are anchored to these truths as our major premises and
assumptions, we cannot be sure that our conclusions are true. Being anchored
to eternal truth will not protect us from the tribulation and persecution Jesus
predicted (see Matthew 13:21), but it will give us the peace that comes from
faith in Jesus Christ and the knowledge that we are on the pathway to eternal
life. Remind your students of the following teachings, which are the starting
points for our thinking about many modern trends and advocacies.
We think differently about family issues than many people in the world
because of what we know about the eternal purpose and nature of our family relationships. Our family proclamation states that “marriage between a

6
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man and a woman is ordained of God” and that “the family is central to the
Creator’s plan for the eternal destiny of His children.”8 Knowing that marriage between a man and a woman is essential to God’s eternal plan, Latter-day
Saints persist in the time-honored religious principle that marriage is foremost
an institution for the procreation and raising of children. We also adhere to
the proven experience that marriage is the best institution for the economic,
political, and moral well-being of the human family. As President Spencer W.
Kimball said many years ago, “We know that when things go wrong in the
family, things go wrong in every other institution in society.”9
We reject the modern idea that marriage is a relationship that exists primarily for the fulfillment of the individuals who enter into it, with either one
of them being able to terminate it at will. We focus on the well-being of children, not just ourselves.
Our Church handbook explains, “By divine design, both a man and a
woman are essential for bringing children into mortality and providing the
best setting for the rearing and nurturing of children.”10
Our family proclamation declares, “Children are entitled to birth within
the bonds of matrimony, and to be reared by a father and a mother who honor
marital vows with complete fidelity.”11
Our belief that we are commanded to “honor marital vows with complete fidelity” introduces the next fundamental premise stated in the family
proclamation: “God has commanded that the sacred powers of procreation
are to be employed only between man and woman, lawfully wedded as husband and wife.”12
This declaration is not politically correct, but it is true, and we are responsible to teach and practice its truth. That obviously sets us against many
assumptions and practices in today’s world—the birth of millions of innocent
children to unwed mothers being only one illustration.
The next basic truth I quote from the family proclamation is a principle
whose implications go far beyond what many of our youth realize. It requires
careful attention and inspired teaching: “Gender is an essential characteristic
of individual premortal, mortal, and eternal identity and purpose.”13
The eternal characteristic of gender has many consequences. One is
explained in this statement from Handbook 2: “The nature of male and female
spirits is such that they complete each other. Men and women are intended to
progress together toward exaltation.”14
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Men and women spirits “complete each other” because they are different,
and they “progress together toward exaltation” by, among other things, honoring those eternal, created differences. Thus, the family proclamation states,
“By divine design, fathers are to preside over their families in love and righteousness and are responsible to provide the necessities of life and protection
for their families. Mothers are primarily responsible for the nurture of their
children. In these sacred responsibilities, fathers and mothers are obligated to
help one another as equal partners.”15
We rejoice in the distinctive and mutually supportive roles of men and
women in God’s plan. Men and women are to be different, yet they are inseparably bound together in a mutually supportive relationship to accomplish
God’s plan. Sister Elaine S. Dalton, Young Women general president, gave
this important counsel to our BYU students:
Young women, you will be the ones who will provide the example of virtuous womanhood and motherhood. . . . You will also be the ones who will provide the example
of family life in a time when families are under attack, being redefined, and disintegrating. You will understand your roles and your responsibilities. . . .
Young men, you will be the ones who will know that priesthood power—the
power to act for God on the earth—is to be accessed only through purity. And you
will use that priesthood power to bless generations.
For each of you, the very purity and virtue of your lives will attract the gaze of
all the world in these latter days.16

All of us—men and women alike—find true and lasting happiness when
we understand and rejoice in our unique roles in God’s great plan of salvation.
Of course we see the need to correct some long-standing deficiencies in
legal protections and opportunities for women. But in our private behavior,
as President Gordon B. Hinckley taught many years ago about the public sector, we believe that any effort “to create neuter gender of that which God
created male and female will bring more problems than benefits.”17
The family proclamation concludes with a plea “to maintain and
strengthen the family as the fundamental unit of society,” and urges “responsible citizens and officers of government everywhere to promote those
measures designed” to do so.18
When we begin by measuring modern practices and proposals against
what we know of God’s plan and the premises given in the word of God and
the teachings of His living prophets, we must anticipate that our conclusions
will differ from persons who do not think in that way. But we are firm in this
because we know that this puts us on safe ground eternally. Many others will

8
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not agree, but our explanation of why we think in this way will give others a
better understanding of our positions.
V.

In a general conference talk in October 2009, I gave additional examples of
ways some others think differently than faithful Latter-day Saints.19 These
examples, which concerned possible confusion between the competing
demands of love and law, are important enough to revisit here because they
occur within loving relationships, even within Latter-day Saint families.
In the first example, a young adult in a cohabiting relationship tells grieving parents, “If you really love me, you would accept me and my partner just
like you accept your married children.” This young person asserts that parental love should override God’s commandments. Parents who understand the
purpose and effect of God’s commandments and their own responsibilities
obviously think differently. While not condoning conduct that violates God’s
commandments, they do not exclude a son or daughter from their love or
their family circle.
Two other examples concern the effect of God’s love. In one, a person
rejects the doctrine that a couple must be married for eternity to enjoy eternal
family relationships in the next life. He or she declares, “If God really loved
us, I can’t believe He would treat husbands and wives in this way.” In the other
example a person says his or her faith has been destroyed by the human suffering God allows to be inflicted on a person or a race, concluding, “If there
were a God who loved us, He wouldn’t let this happen.”
Persons who think in this way mistakenly believe that God’s love is so
great and so unconditional that it will mercifully excuse them from obeying His laws or the conditions of His plan. They reason backward from their
desired conclusion and assume that the fundamentals of God’s eternal law
must adhere to their concepts. But this thinking is confused. The love of God
does not supersede His commandments or His plan.
Those who understand the relationship between God’s love and His law
know that “there is a law, irrevocably decreed in heaven before the foundations of this world, upon which all blessings are predicated—And when we
obtain any blessing from God, it is by obedience to that law upon which it is
predicated” (D&C 130:20–21).
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Mercy cannot rob justice (see Alma 42:25). Those who obtain the mercy
available because of God’s great love for His children are “they who have kept
the covenant and observed the commandment” (D&C 54:6).
This fundamental principle helps us understand the why of many things,
like justice and mercy balanced by the Atonement. It also explains why God
will not forestall the exercise of agency by His children. Agency—our power
to choose—is fundamental to the plan that brings us to earth. Typically, God
does not intervene to forestall the consequences of some persons’ choices in
order to protect the well-being of other persons—even when they kill, injure,
or oppress one another—for this would destroy His plan for our eternal progress (see Alma 42:8). While God will not prevent those choices (see Mosiah
24:14–15), He will bless us to endure the consequences of others’ choices.
And those whose mortal opportunities are cut short or reduced by the choices
of others eventually have every blessing and opportunity offered through the
mercy and Atonement of Jesus Christ.
The eternal consequences and fairness of God’s honoring His children’s
choices—their agency—culminates in what we have called act 3, our eternal
destination in our Heavenly Father’s plan. The Final Judgment that occurs
there explains many things about the purpose and effect of our difficult mortal journey. We read in modern revelation, “All kingdoms have a law given”
(D&C 88:36). For example: “He who is not able to abide the law of a celestial
kingdom cannot abide a celestial glory. And he who cannot abide the law
of a terrestrial kingdom cannot abide a terrestrial glory. And he who cannot
abide the law of a telestial kingdom cannot abide a telestial glory” (D&C
88:22–24).
In other words, the kingdom of glory to which we are assigned in the
Final Judgment is not determined by love but by the law that God has given
us—because of His love—to qualify us for eternal life, “the greatest of all the
gifts of God” (D&C 14:7). Those who know that truth will surely think differently about many things than those who do not.
VI.

The world in which we live is like the field described by the Savior in
the Gospel of Matthew. Until the time of harvest, the wholesome and desirable wheat is growing side by side with the tares sown by the enemy, who
is the devil (see Matthew 13:24–30, 39). In the parable of the sower, Jesus
described the result: When the sower’s word falls on stony places, where a
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hearer has “not root in himself,” he will be offended when “tribulation or persecution ariseth because of the word” (see Matthew 13:20–21). Other seeds
fall “among thorns” and, as Mark describes, “the cares of this world, and the
deceitfulness of riches, and the lusts of other things entering in, choke the
word, and it becometh unfruitful” (Mark 4:18–19). This parable describes
the reaction of any of us who are offended when we suffer tribulation or persecution or otherwise become unfruitful because of “the cares of this world”
or our “lusts of other things.”
We should apply the caution Jesus gave to His disciples to “beware of the
. . . doctrine of the Pharisees” (Matthew 16:12). We cannot escape the conclusions, teachings, and advocacy of modern Pharisees. We must live in the
world. But the teaching that we not be “of the world” ( John 15:19; 17:14, 16)
requires us to identify error and exclude it from our thinking, our desires,
and our actions. In this way, through faith and trust in Jesus Christ and our
knowledge of our Heavenly Father’s plan, we can press forward with confidence in these troubled times.
We must help our young people think clearly about gospel truths and
how to apply them to the challenges they face. Those who do this will be
founded upon “the rock of our Redeemer, who is Christ, the Son of God,”
and will qualify for the prophetic promise that the mighty opposition of the
devil will have no power to drag them into the gulf of misery because they are
built upon that “sure foundation” and “cannot fall” (Helaman 5:12).
I testify of the truth of that secure foundation. I testify of Jesus Christ,
who is the Author and Finisher of our faith. And I testify that we will be
blessed when we anchor ourselves to the word of the Lord and the teachings
of His prophets. And I testify of this in the name of Jesus Christ, amen.
© 2013 by Intellectual Reserve, Inc. All rights reserved.
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What More Might the Lord
Be Willing to Give Us?
e l d e r paul v. j o h n s o n

Elder Paul V. Johnson is Commissioner of the Church Educational System and a member of
the Seventy of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.

From a Seminaries and Institutes of Religion satellite broadcast on August 6, 2013.

L

ess than two weeks before the Evening with a General Authority broadcast, the announcement had been made that a high school run by the
Church in Mexico City was to become a missionary training center, and I
was so touched by the response of our employees and the students to the
announcement that I decided to address the topic of responding appropriately to change.
Now that campus is a fully functioning MTC, and the smooth transition was facilitated by Seminaries and Institutes of Religion employees and
students who not only accepted the decision but helped to bring this transition about. The students even created a booklet with a welcome and some
encouraging words, as well as phrases in both English and Spanish, to help
the missionaries through their first few days. They left the booklets in the
dorm rooms as gifts to those who would be coming.
After that broadcast I had several people tell me they thought I was preparing the audience for a major announcement. That was not the case, but
13

14
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there is always some type of change happening in the kingdom, in seminaries
and institutes, and in our personal lives. For example, the announcement of
the missionary age change less than a year ago has had a tremendous impact
on many different fronts, including the Church Educational System, both
in our seminaries and institutes and our institutions of higher education. It
affected our family profoundly, since we now have a daughter serving a mission, who left as a nineteen-year-old.
We all face change, and how we respond will affect our personal happiness and our ability to follow the will of the Lord and contribute as the
kingdom rolls forth. So today I would like to delve a little deeper into the
topic of responding to change.
One of the great examples that contrasts different ways of dealing with
change is found in the transition after the law of Moses was fulfilled among
the people of the Book of Mormon and that same transition among the people of the New Testament.
Abinadi explained some background of the law of Moses:
It is expedient that ye should keep the law of Moses as yet; but I say unto you, that
the time shall come when it shall no more be expedient to keep the law of Moses. .
It was expedient that there should be a law given to the children of Israel, yea,
even a very strict law; for they were a stiffnecked people, quick to do iniquity, and
slow to remember the Lord their God;
Therefore there was a law given them, . . . a law which they were to observe
strictly from day to day, to keep them in remembrance of God and their duty
towards him. (Mosiah 13:27, 29–30)

Nephi explained the place of the law of Moses in the context of the doctrine of Christ:
For we labor diligently to write, to persuade our children, and also our brethren, to
believe in Christ, and to be reconciled to God; for we know that it is by grace that
we are saved, after all we can do.
And, notwithstanding we believe in Christ, we keep the law of Moses, and look
forward with steadfastness unto Christ, until the law shall be fulfilled. . . .
And after the law is fulfilled in Christ, . . . they need not harden their hearts
against him when the law ought to be done away. (2 Nephi 25:23–24, 27)

The people in the Book of Mormon clearly knew the law would be fulfilled, and the time would come when the law would be done away. In fact,
the one challenge they had in the transition from the law of Moses was that
some of them thought they should cease observing the law before it was completely fulfilled (see 3 Nephi 1:24–25).
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The Book of Mormon people’s understanding of the proper place of the
law and the smooth transition from the law after it was fulfilled is in stark
contrast to what happened in the New Testament. Among the Jews of the
New Testament, there didn’t seem to be a general understanding that the law
would ever be superseded. In addition, the law was meant to bring focus on
the Savior—the Lawgiver—and that focus was lost to many, partly because
of oral traditions and unauthorized additions to the requirements of the law.
Many looked beyond the mark (see Jacob 4:14–15) and missed the Savior of
the world. Ironically, a corrupted interpretation of the law was used to condemn the very lawgiver Himself.
With the completion of the atoning sacrifice and the Resurrection, the
law of Moses was fulfilled, and members of the Church were not under obligation to follow it. However, the law was so ingrained in the members and
leaders of the Church that the question of what to require of Gentile converts
to Christianity became a contentious and difficult issue. Could they come
directly into the Church, or were they expected to adhere to the requirements
of the ceremonial law?
A council of Apostles and elders was convened to determine how to consider this matter (see Acts 15:6). After some disputing, Peter reminded the
group that “the Gentiles . . . should hear the word of the gospel” (Acts 15:7)
and that God “put no difference between us and them” (Acts 15:9). This was
in reference to the revelation he received in the case of Cornelius (see Acts 10).
The decision was made to send letters to the Gentiles explaining a few
things they should do but also explaining that they were not required to keep
the law of Moses (see Acts 15:22–29). The decision of this council was, in
effect, a half step. They could have sent a letter to all members of the Church,
whether they were Jewish members or gentile members, explaining that the
law had been fulfilled and no one was under obligation to keep the ceremonial law any longer. Why didn’t they do that? Why a half step instead of a full
stride?
I wasn’t in that council and don’t know every particular, but it seems one
reason was because the members of the Church and other Jews around them
were not ready and would not accept that drastic a change. Sometime later,
when Paul returned to Jerusalem, he met with James and the elders. They
explained to Paul that “many thousands of Jews . . . believe; and they are all
zealous of the law” (Acts 21:20). So, even members of the Church were still
keeping the law after it was fulfilled.
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James and the others asked Paul to follow some ceremonial rituals with
some others before entering the temple so that the people would see that he
was still willing to observe the law. Again, why would they do this if the law
was fulfilled and observing it was no longer required? Well, they were not
ready to handle the full truth at the time.
Elder Bruce R. McConkie explained, “The Lord was giving gospel truths
to them line upon line, precept upon precept. It was better to have them in
the Church, seeking the Spirit, striving to keep the commandments, and trying to work out their salvation, than to leave them without the fold until they
gained a full knowledge of all things.”1
In this particular instance, just the accusation that Paul had taught against
the law and brought Gentiles into the temple caused such an uproar that a
mob of the Jews took Paul from the temple and were beating him and would
have killed him had the Roman soldiers not intervened (see Acts 21:22–33).
The Jews at the time were so steeped in the law they couldn’t get over the stumbling block that really was the chief cornerstone. In fact, the truth seemed like
apostasy to them. Even some members of the Church were still zealous of the
law after it had been fulfilled, and they expected others should be the same.
This caused dissention and was a central issue for the early Church.
Do we want to be the ones the Brethren have to make concessions to
because we are so steeped in tradition? Because of the misunderstanding and
weakness of some Saints in those days, half-step decisions had to be made. In
fact, the leaders were inspired to make them in order to bring the Church
along line upon line, precept upon precept. What more might the Lord be
willing to give us if we are humble and willing to change rather than resistant?
An example from medical history illustrates the danger of resisting change
because of being steeped in tradition. In the nineteenth century, before germ
theory was understood, there were different ideas about how infectious
diseases were spread. A Hungarian doctor, Ignaz Semmelweis, observed a
different rate of death by childbed fever between two clinics in the hospital
where he worked. He noted that the only major difference between the two
clinics was the people who worked at each. The clinic that had a higher mortality rate was used as a teaching setting for doctors, and those doctors also
performed autopsies on cadavers as part of their training. The other clinic was
for training midwives and did not include contact with cadavers.
Dr. Semmelweis concluded that the doctors’ hands were transmitting
something from the cadavers to the mothers as the doctors went from one
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Before germ theory was fully understood, doctors did not accept the early evidences or the recommendations
that they should properly wash their hands. As more evidence was brought to light, the medical profession
began making changes in procedures.

activity to the other without washing their hands. He recommended that
doctors wash their hands in a chlorinated lime solution before attending to a
birth. After he implemented this procedure in his hospital, death from childbed fever dropped dramatically.
But the medical profession, in general, did not accept the recommendations from Dr. Semmelweis. In fact, some of the doctors were offended to think
that they could actually be spreading disease. It wasn’t until Louis Pasteur and
others conducted more formal experiments and offered more concrete proof
that the medical profession began making changes in procedures. There are
now thorough washing and scrubbing techniques for operating rooms, along
with very sanitary conditions to prevent infection, but these changes were not
easily made because of the stubbornness of many in the medical profession at
the time.
Besides actively resisting change, we can affect others’ experiences by
the way we approach things. Sometimes when we are trying to implement or
emphasize something, we may oversell it and put it in a more central position
than it should be and even confuse means and ends. Some believe this was
a factor in the misunderstandings about the law of Moses in biblical times.
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When the Jews were taken into captivity by the Babylonians, there may have
been additions to and shifts in focus about the law. This was probably done
in an effort to help the people keep themselves from the sins of the nations
around them, but the long-term effect detracted from a true understanding of
the purpose of the law. The focus became the law itself rather than “[keeping]
them in remembrance of God and their duty towards him” (Mosiah 13:30).
My hope is that we in the Church Educational System don’t become
stumbling blocks to the progress of the kingdom in any way. Is it possible to
inadvertently contribute to resistance to needed change? How can we avoid
doing this?
There has been an exciting change this past year with teaching the youth
of the Church with the new Come, Follow Me resources for teaching. When
we were working with the Young Women, the Young Men, and the Sunday
School presidencies on this change in approach, we discussed what each organization could do to best help the youth. Now, what if the decision had been
made that we in Seminaries and Institutes would teach conceptually rather
than using sequential scripture teaching? Could we have made the transition
smoothly? In our discussions it was felt that our best contribution would be
to continue to teach the scriptures sequentially, but what if a different decision had been made? How would we have reacted?
I have been thinking about the use of scriptures in our classes. We don’t
have a policy about the use of electronic versions of scriptures on phones or
tablets in our classes, and we leave that decision to the teachers or faculties.
There may be good reasons for the decision one way or the other. For example,
someone may decide it is too disruptive to have students use phones or tablets
in class. This may be a fully justified decision, but it could be harmful to try to
sell the decision by implying in some way that studying the scriptures with a
physical book is the only true way to do it. The medium on which we find the
word is less important than the impact of the word on our souls. Would we be
better off if students were studying the scriptures from plates of gold or brass
or from parchment or papyrus? Each medium has its advantages and disadvantages. For example, it can be tough to mark and transport metal plates, but
they sure last a long time, and you never need to recharge them!
The central issue is the word of God and not the medium on which it is
found. What if some teacher has left the impression that one cannot truly
study and use the scriptures if they are in an electronic form, and then the students become missionaries and begin using a tablet for their scripture study
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and teaching? We wouldn’t want them to think they could only experience
a lower level of scripture study because they are using the electronic version.
There may also be teachers, in an attempt to utilize technology they find
advantageous, that send the message to students or colleagues that unless
they are studying the scriptures in a digital format, they are not doing it correctly. As far as the effect of the word on lives is concerned, one source for the
scriptures is not inherently better than another. Each has advantages and disadvantages, but we shouldn’t put the idea in a young mind that one medium
is inferior for study to another. The advantage all have is that they make available the sacred word and can help change lives.
In the New Testament, many had lost sight of the purpose and intent of
the law of Moses. In fact, the Savior pointed out that the scribes and Pharisees
sometimes used the law or the additions to the law to sidestep the purpose
or intent of the law (see Matthew 15:1–9; 23:13–33; Mark 2:23–28). We
should be careful we don’t do the same with employment and other policies
in Seminaries and Institutes of Religion. They are meant to help us focus on
our objective and to function properly. If personnel lose sight of the intent
of the policies and instead look at them for how they can benefit themselves,
they can end up looking for loopholes or using the policies in some legalistic
way to get what they want. They would be trying to use the letter of the law
to violate its spirit. We avoid this when we keep our hearts focused on our
objective.
Sometimes we assume that an inspired idea or policy can never be
changed. Well, there are numerous examples of inspired ideas that were right
for a certain time and place but were later changed. The law of Moses was
given by the Lord and was the right thing while it was in force. For years in
this dispensation, there were regional representatives and Assistants to the
Twelve. These positions were important for that time period in the Church,
but the change from regional representatives and Assistants to the Twelve
to the current use of the Seventy was also inspired. Sometimes we feel that a
change somehow casts a bad light on things that have gone before, but that
isn’t the case.
When a new policy comes, I invite you to respond with a spirit of seeking
to understand rather than to criticize. Decisions are made with the intent to
bless our students, their families, and priesthood leaders, as well as helping
those who work and serve in Seminaries and Institutes of Religion. Please
ask questions when you don’t understand a decision but do so assuming good
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intent and with a desire to understand rather than to find something to murmur about. As we do this, we invite the Spirit to teach us.
When something new comes along in our lives, we should try to be open
and view the possibilities in a good light. Many times, changes in assignments
or callings fall into this category. Many teachers have accepted changes in
their assignments or locations, including moving from institute to seminary,
and others have remained in their assignments when they desired a change.
I wish to thank them! While personal desires are considered in making
assignments, it is so nice to be able to do what is right for this work without
worrying that our employees will react poorly when given their assignments.
When we are familiar with one set of circumstances, it can be difficult for
many of us to sense the potential good a change can bring when we can’t see
clearly down the road. Think of comparing the automobile with the horse and
buggy in the very early 1900s. The horse and buggy had been developed and
improved for hundreds of years and was at the pinnacle of its development.
The automobile was in its infancy, and there were problems with breakdowns,
finding fuel, and a poorly developed highway system. But there were visionaries at the time that could sense the potential of the automobile in the future,
after it had had some time to develop.
Many things can and will change in the future. How can we be ready
to move forward with needed changes and not get so entrenched that
proper change seems like apostasy to us? We face change in the Church, in
Seminaries and Institutes, and sometimes, most challengingly, in our families
and personal lives.
The real test comes when there is a change to something that is near to
our hearts—something about which we feel strongly. It isn’t much of a test if
it doesn’t tug at our heartstrings or raise anxiety in our souls. Each of us will
face these types of challenges in our personal lives. How will we respond? Our
willingness to accept and embrace those personal changes the Lord would
have us make is an important key to our individual development.
In the end, we all want our hearts, our countenances, and even our very
natures changed. Our willingness to accept and even embrace difficult things
triggers the Lord’s power to make these fundamental changes within us. He
knows each of us and loves us perfectly. He also knows what things we most
need to change, and as we submit our will to His, He is able to change us
(see Alma 5:7, 12, 14).
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I know the Lord lives. I pray He will bless those who are teachers as they
continue their tremendous service that is blessing so many lives, and I especially pray for God’s blessings as they face the difficult individual challenges
they encounter. In the name of Jesus Christ, amen.
© 2013 by Intellectual Reserve, Inc. All rights reserved.

Note
1. Bruce R. McConkie, Doctrinal New Testament Commentary (Salt Lake City:
Bookcraft, 1966–73), 2:184.
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Home, a Glimpse
of Heaven
li n da k . b urto n

Linda K. Burton is Relief Society general president.

From a Seminaries and Institutes of Religion satellite broadcast on August 6, 2013.

I

serve as a member of the CES executive committee and board. I love and
admire those whom I serve with and testify they are men and women of
God. I express my deep love and gratitude to you too. Some among you have
taught our children or grandchildren in seminary or institute. And others
of you may yet teach our twenty-three grandchildren. Like John, we “have
no greater joy than to hear that [our] children [and grandchildren] walk in
truth” (3 John 1:4). Thank you for what you have done and will do to help our
posterity walk in truth!
About three years ago, I was called to serve as an early-morning seminary
teacher for a brief two months before I was called to another assignment. I
gained a profound appreciation for what you do to bless the lives of Heavenly
Father’s beloved sons and daughters, and I thank my Heavenly Father for you.
I also thank Him for the support of my beloved husband as I taught seminary.
He went with me each morning to set up tables and chairs and did much,
much more. After class each day, he thoughtfully called to see how things had
23
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gone. He shared in the joys, the frustrations, the challenges, and the entirety
of the experience. He was and continues to be my cherished companion and
my best cheerleader.
To the spouses, thank you for the sacrifices you make and the service you
give, both seen and unseen. It takes both husband and wife, working together
as a team, in order to bless the youth of the Church. You may sometimes
feel invisible as you serve and sacrifice behind the scenes, but our Father in
Heaven knows and loves you for what you are doing with great faith within
the walls of your own home. You can depend on his promise that what you do
in secret will be rewarded openly by Him (see Matthew 6:6).
As a member of the board, I would like to say just a word or two about
a sensitive subject. Because we believe in and place great emphasis on the
importance of the family in the Church, it could be tempting to think that
working in seminary or institute ought to be a little more “family friendly.”
With a little planning and thoughtful counseling together, it would be rare
that we would ever have to choose between our families and our work. It is
not an either-or proposition.
Your consistency and professionalism in being where you have committed
to be shows the Lord he can trust you to bless his children when they are most
open and ready to learn. What if the teacher wasn’t there on the particular day
that a student really needed a special experience? Your consistency blesses those
you teach now as well as the Church in the future because, as we all know, those
you teach will become the future leaders and teachers of the Church.
A few years ago, in two separate worldwide leadership trainings, President
Gordon B. Hinckley emphasized the importance of being a good employee.
He said, “Do not neglect your employer or take advantage of him. Give him
full measure for the compensation he provides you.”1
Brothers and sisters, I invite you to commit to abide by this prophetic
counsel. As you do so, I promise the Lord will bless you and your family and
the students you teach. Be worthy of the prayers offered by members of the
Church who are praying for the youth and those who lead and teach them—
that would be you.
As I share a few thoughts, I pray the Holy Ghost will bless each of us to see
the critical role each has in this seminary and institute work whose purpose
is “to help youth . . . understand and rely on the teachings and Atonement
of Jesus Christ, qualify for the blessings of the temple, and prepare themselves,
their families, and others for eternal life.”2
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Several months ago it was my blessing to visit with a recent convert to the
Church on the continent of Africa. This beautiful, young girl was just fifteen
years old and the only member in her family. As we turned to leave after a
lovely visit in her home, we asked if there was anything we could do for her.
She eagerly asked us to persuade her father to allow her to attend seminary.
Currently, he was forbidding her to do so. When asked why, he said he was
concerned for her safety, as she would have to walk to seminary early in the
morning in the dark.
The inspired priesthood leader who accompanied us on that visit wisely
asked, “Why don’t you go with her? You would be welcome to stay in the
classroom and listen to what she is being taught. Will you do that at least two
times before forbidding her to attend?”
Her father agreed to do so.
I was talking to my father recently. He is almost eighty-seven years old,
but he still remembers with great feeling teaching seminary as a young married man. He remembered a seventeen-year-old girl who was invited to attend
his early-morning seminary class by some of her high school friends. At the
time, she and her family were not at all active in the Church. She made it clear
that she only showed up to seminary because of peer pressure and declared
that this would be the only time she would be getting out of bed that early to
attend class with them. But on that first day of seminary, she felt something
deep in her heart that brought her back every morning the rest of her senior
year.
Her love for the gospel grew, and she began to soften and change, which
became evident in her behavior at home. One night, her alcoholic father came
home in a drunken stupor. This young girl ran to her father, wrapped her arms
around his neck, and said, “Oh, Daddy, I love you!” Because she was filled
with the Spirit, he was deeply touched. He eventually gave up drinking and
returned to activity in the Church, bringing the rest of the family with him.
I’m sure many of you could share similar stories.
One student who understands the depth and breadth of the Atonement
of Jesus Christ can yield a profound influence, leading a family to the temple
and toward becoming an eternal family. That is why we do what we do in this
wonderful work!
As I continued to visit with my father, I asked him what impact he felt his
relationship with my mother had on his ability to teach. He said he quickly
learned that if things weren’t right at home, he would not have the Spirit. He
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confessed that occasionally as he was leaving for seminary, he would have to
turn around, go back, and ask for my mother’s forgiveness for something he
had done. Then he said, “If she was willing to forgive me, all would be well.”
That reminded me of Joseph Smith’s experience of trying to translate the
Book of Mormon when things were not quite right with Emma. When he
repented and asked her forgiveness, he was again able to resume translation.
We are familiar with that story. What interested me as I listened to my
father was how important it was to both ask for forgiveness as the offending
party and to receive forgiveness from the one who had been offended. One
of the scripture mastery verses then jumped to my mind. In Doctrine and
Covenants 64:9 we are reminded “that ye ought to forgive one another; for he
that forgiveth not his brother [or spouse] his trespasses standeth condemned
before the Lord; for there remaineth in him [or her] the greater sin.”
What if the day the less-active girl came to seminary for the first time was
a day when things weren’t quite right at home with my father and mother?
What if my father had not decided to let go of his pride, repent, and ask for
my mother’s forgiveness? Or what if she had harbored a grudge and had
decided not to forgive him that day? It is unlikely that the young girl would
have returned to seminary. Perhaps she would not have been filled with the
Spirit or been enabled to express her love to her father, who in turn never
would have brought his family back into Church activity with him.
As we ponder the vital need to have the Spirit in our homes every single
day, we can find help on how to do this in the scriptures. In Doctrine and
Covenants 25 the Lord gives inspired counsel that applies to all of us as we
seek to have the Spirit in our homes.
1. Comfort and speak “consoling words, in the spirit of meekness”
(D&C 25:5).

Think of Sariah, Lehi’s wife. We all relate to her because, like all of us, she
was very mortal; she didn’t always remember to comfort and speak consoling
words to Lehi in the spirit of meekness. But what a tremendous impact for
good she had when she repented and supported and sustained her husband,
testifying of his prophetic calling and teachings (see 1 Nephi 5:2–3, 8). You
may not have the privilege of testifying vocally in a seminary or institute classroom setting, but you do have a perfect opportunity to do so within the walls
of your own home as a spiritual leader.
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2. “Lay aside the things of this world, and seek for the things of a
better” (D&C 25:10).

This might mean simply living by the principles taught in the family proclamation, turning your back on the trends of the world. This includes practicing
faith, prayer, repentance, forgiveness, respect, love, compassion, work, and
wholesome recreational activities. I find it particularly instructive to note the
order of these proclamation principles. Order often suggests priority.
3. “Lift up thy heart and rejoice, and cleave unto . . . covenants. . . .
[And] keep my commandments continually” (D&C 25:13, 15).

We have a great opportunity to influence youth for good as we live the gospel by cleaving to covenants and keeping the commandments wholeheartedly
and not grudgingly.
What if the day the African girl’s father accompanied her to seminary
was a day where the Spirit was absent in the home of the seminary teacher?
What if the seminary teacher and his family were living the gospel grudgingly, perhaps keeping the letter of the law but not wholeheartedly? Might an
opportunity to influence an entire family be forfeited?
Recently, our leaders have emphasized the importance of strengthening our families through the priesthood. Every family, including families
of one—including families where the one is a sister—can have priesthood
power in their homes as they cleave to covenants and keep the commandments. I recently received a letter from a sister who said, “I have never known
the safety, security, and warmth that comes from having a worthy priesthood
holder in my home. . . . The Savior has always taken care of me. . . . He has been,
and is, the Priesthood Holder in my home.”
Lifting up our heads and rejoicing suggests that we live the gospel wholeheartedly, like this sister who is a devoted disciple of Jesus Christ.
4. “Continue in the spirit of meekness, and beware of pride. Let thy
soul delight in thy [companion], and the glory which shall come upon
him [or her]” (D&C 25:14).

I was interested in my mother’s response as my father was reminiscing about
his seminary teaching days. She seemed as excited as he was to recount experiences, and she would fill in the blanks as he forgot a detail here or there about
some of his students. It was obvious she had shared in that experience with
him—the challenges, the joys, and the glory.
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As we strive to comfort, console, lay aside the things of this world
(including our own pride), rejoice and cleave to our covenants, and keep the
commandments, our marriages and families will be strengthened and the
Spirit will be there. We will be blessed with occasional glimpses of heaven
within the walls of our own homes.
“A man once asked President Spencer W. Kimball, ‘Have you ever been
to heaven?’ In response to this question, President Kimball . . . told of a time
when he glimpsed heaven at the home of a stake president. The home was
small, but the family was large. The children worked together to set the table,
and a young child offered a heartfelt prayer before supper. . . . ‘Heaven is a
place,’ President Kimball taught, ‘but also a condition; it is home and family.
It is understanding and kindness. . . . It is living the commandments of God
without ostentation or hypocrisy. It is selflessness.’”3
At age fourteen, I too caught a “glimpse of heaven.” Brother Noel
Archibald was my first seminary teacher at the Church College of New
Zealand. I had the opportunity of living in close proximity to most of my
teachers and often babysat for them. I was impressed by what I learned and felt
in the Archibald home while babysitting for them occasionally. I was always
invited to kneel with them in family prayer and listened with great interest
as Brother or Sister Archibald expressed heartfelt gratitude for the blessing
of being sealed in the temple. I had heard Brother Archibald teach about the
importance of temple marriage in class and remembered him expressing his
love for his wife on numerous occasions. But when I saw this righteous couple
hold hands and heard them express gratitude for each other and their temple
marriage in prayer, it felt real to me! Living what he taught was the best visual
aid I ever saw in seminary!
Although I can’t remember Sister Archibald ever coming to our seminary
class, her role was as essential as was his. How could he have testified of the
importance of temple marriage unless she were cleaving to her covenants and
speaking words of comfort to him or forgiveness as needed? How could he
have taught with the Spirit without her willingness to lay aside the things of
this world and keep the commandments?
Elder Neal A. Maxwell taught, “There are no perfect families, either in
the world or in the Church, but there are many good families. . . . In the
healthy family, first and best, we can learn to listen, forgive, praise, and to
rejoice in the achievements of others. There also we can learn to tame our egos,
work, repent, and love.”4
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I close with the simple and sweet words that were penned by Stephen
Chalmers:
Out of the dreariness,
Into its cheeriness,
Come we in weariness
Home5

May our homes be worthy of such a description as we strive to live as devoted
disciples of our Savior, Jesus Christ. Surely then, we too will glimpse heaven.
I testify we are known and loved by Heavenly Father and His son, Jesus
Christ. I testify we are led by a living prophet, President Thomas S. Monson. I
know the Book of Mormon is true and add my witness of that sacred volume,
in the name of Jesus Christ, amen.
© 2013 by Intellectual Reserve, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Translators frequently consult the Dead Sea Scroll texts, particularly in problematic passages.
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B

righam Young once said that “if [the Bible] be translated incorrectly, and
there is a scholar on the earth who professes to be a Christian, and he can
translate it any better than King James’s translators did it, he is under obligation to do so.”1 Many translations have appeared since 1611, and modern
Apostles have profitably consulted these other Bible translations, sometimes
citing them in general conference or the Ensign.2 Latter-day Saints who
likewise wish to engage in personal study from other Bible translations will
quickly notice differences of various kinds, not only in style but also in substance. Some differences between translations are subtle, others glaringly
obvious, such as the first translation of Psalm 23 into Tlingit: “The Lord is
my Goatherder, I don’t want him; he hauls me up the mountain; he drags me
down to the beach.”3
While the typical Latter-day Saint reads the Bible fairly often,4 many are
unfamiliar with “where the [biblical] texts originated, how they were transmitted, what sorts of issues translators struggled with, or even how different
types of translations work, or even where to start finding answers.”5 Generally
speaking, differences arise from four aspects of the translation process, three
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of which are rooted in the original languages. An introduction to these four
categories as well as a bit of background on biblical languages can go far in
helping readers understand and evaluate different translations. Various Bible
versions will be cited by common abbreviation, explained either at the first
reference (e.g., KJV), or by an endnote. Due to my own academic training,
the following discussion focuses mainly on the Old Testament, but similar
issues are involved in translating the New Testament.
Category 1: What Are the Textual Sources of the Translation?

Translators must choose a base text from which to translate. Until the 1947
discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls (often abbreviated as DSS), the oldest and
best Hebrew manuscripts of the Old Testament were dated back to the ninth
century AD, far closer in date to modern translators than to the Hebrew
authors and editors. This traditional Hebrew text, called the Masoretic Text
(or MT), serves as the source of most Bible translations of the Old Testament,
including the KJV.6 Scribes copied biblical texts by hand for generations.
Consequently, changes to the text crept in by nature of imperfect copying7 as
well as by intention.8 On occasion scribes would “correct” a text to the way
they thought it should read.9 If one read a story in which a dog chases a man,
the dog catches him, the man bites the dog, but then the man goes to the hospital, you would reasonably assume that it was the dog that bit the man, not
the other way around and correct the corrupted text. Scribes also sometimes
made changes in pronunciation (e.g., to make sure Yahweh was pronounced
as Adonai), made theological changes,10 or bowdlerized the text.11 (This term
comes from a Dr. Thomas Bowdler, who produced an edition of Shakespeare
in 1807 with offensive or inappropriate passages for women and children
removed. Ophelia’s suicide, for example, became merely an unfortunate
drowning.) Minor textual errors in the Hebrew text are relatively common,
obvious corrections or major theological changes much less so. Translators
frequently consult the Dead Sea Scroll texts, particularly in problematic passages.12 The books of Samuel are held to be two of the more textually corrupt
books, with many difficult decisions to be made about which text should be
used in which passage.13 Whether translators decide to use the MT, DSS, or
both as the basis of the translation is a philosophical decision based upon
theological commitments and scholarly presuppositions. Using a different
base text will result in differences in the translation.
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The base text is often supplemented by reference to ancient translations
of the Hebrew scriptures, known as “versions.”14 These include the Greek
translations known as the Septuagint, or LXX;15 Aramaic translations known
as targums or targumim; the Samaritan Pentateuch; and more in Latin,
Syriac, and other languages. Prior to the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls,
some of the existing copies of these versions predated our oldest copies of
the Masoretic Hebrew text, resulting in the odd situation of translations that
were older than the “original” text. Translators often consult the versions at
difficult or ambiguous passages because they show how ancient translators
understood the text, and sometimes attest to a textual tradition different
than that handed down in the MT. One example is Deuteronomy 32:8–9, in
which the MT was apparently “corrected” in a monotheistic direction, while
the Septuagint preserved a very different text that was then largely confirmed
by the Dead Sea Scrolls Hebrew text of Deuteronomy.16
The standard editions of the original language texts17 provide the most
relevant variations between manuscripts and the versions in what is called the
textual apparatus, a densely abbreviated technical tool.18 Good modern Bibles
often include footnotes that say something like “other manuscripts read X” or
“Hebrew uncertain.” The NET Bible often explains its translation in terms of
the base text and includes text-critical notes labeled TC.19 (“Text criticism” is
the study of textual variants.) English translations of the versions are available, such as the recent and free New English Translation of the Septuagint
(NETS)20 or The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible, which includes the biblical texts
of the DSS with some textual commentary.21 How much weight should be
given to the versions, and under what circumstances are questions of translation philosophy that directly affect the translation. Most Bibles thus include
a preface explaining the general choice of texts and other decisions.22
Category 2: How Does the Translator Understand the Grammar and
Syntax?

While the details are complex, a simple overview of a few of the significant ways Biblical Hebrew differs from English will help the reader gain
appreciation for the difficulties of translation. Those unfamiliar with these
Hebrew difficulties may wonder how anyone can firmly derive meaning from
the text under such circumstances, but the Hebrew is rarely as ambiguous as
this section makes it appear.
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Like many other ancient languages, Biblical Hebrew had no formal
punctuation, no capitals, and variable word order.23 Consequently, a Hebrew
translator cannot always easily determine if a word is a proper name24
or if it belongs to the ending of one phrase or the beginning of the next.
Deciding where one sentence ends and another begins can be difficult, particularly since Hebrew uses “and” much more frequently and differently than
English.25 Translators have to decide where the breaks are in the text, and
then how to represent that in the target language.26 James Kugel provides one
example from Genesis 22:8: “Since biblical Hebrew was originally written
without punctuation marks or even capital letters marking the beginnings of
sentences, Abraham’s answer to Isaac could actually be read as two sentences:
‘God Himself will provide. The lamb for the burnt offering [is] my son.’ (Note
that Hebrew does not use “to be” in the present tense; thus, this last sentence
would be the same whether or not the word ‘is’ is supplied in translation.)”27
Another significant way Hebrew differs from English is that it has only
two verb “conjugations,” one that adds suffixes and one that adds prefixes.
Whereas English makes liberal use of words to indicate tense and mood,
Hebrew does not grammatically indicate tenses such as future, past, or present, let alone those nightmarish tenses like future perfect progressive (“you
will have been doing X”).28 This is not to say Israelites weren’t concerned with
time; what English indicates explicitly either within the verb itself (e.g., “eat”
versus “ate,” “run” versus “ran”) or by ancillary words (“he will work” versus
“he did work”), Hebrew indicates less explicitly via syntax or word order.29
This again means translators must both decide what the Hebrew means and
then how to represent that in English. The lack of explicit grammatical tense
and scholarly consensus over the verbal system explains why one translation
may interpret a verse in the past tense, another in the future, and another
in the present.30 While perhaps an extreme example, compare the variety of
tenses in Isaiah 9:6 in table 1(emphasis added).
Another issue with Hebrew is that, like Spanish, it does not require pronouns with verbs; one can simply say “ate” instead of “he ate.” Thus, lacking an
explicit subject, translators must decide if the subject is new and assumed (he?
it? God?) or carried over from something in the previous phrase. Ambiguities
of this nature combined with lexical difficulties described in the next section
occur significantly more often in poetry. Indeed, the ambiguities of Hebrew
lend themselves frustratingly well to poetry. It poses particular difficulties,
as it is often less concrete and more elliptical than prose. Because poetry in
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KJV

NRSV

For unto us a child
is born, unto us a
son is given: and
the government
shall be upon his
shoulder: and his
name shall be
called Wonderful,
Counsellor, The
mighty God, The
everlasting Father,
The Prince of
Peace.

For a child has
For a child has
been born for us,
been born to us,
a son given to us; A son has been
authority rests
given us. And
upon his shoulauthority has
ders; and he is
settled on his
named Wonderful shoulders. He
Counselor, Mighty has been named
God, Everlasting
“The Mighty God
is planning grace;
Father, Prince of
The Eternal Father,
Peace.
a peaceable ruler.”

For a child will be
born to us, a son
will be given to us;
And the government will rest on
His shoulders;
And His name
will be called Wonderful Counselor,
Mighty God, Eternal Father, Prince
of Peace.

Present perfect,
present perfect,
future, future.

Past, past,
present, present.

Future, future,
future, future.

Past, past, past,
past.

NASB

Table 1. Comparison of Tenses in Isaiah 9:6

English-speaking cultures tends to be used for aesthetic reasons instead of as
a practical or common mode of communication, these difficulties may seem
irrelevant. However, poetry is the primary form of prophetic texts such as
Isaiah and Jeremiah, as well as Psalms, the Old Testament book most quoted
in the New Testament. Learning how to understand poetic structures and
parse out its ambiguities thus takes on much more importance.31
Category 3: How Does the Translator Resolve Ambiguities on the
Word Level?

Due to the evolution of the Hebrew writing system, the relatively small number of Hebrew texts, and the nature of Semitic languages, a translator may be
very uncertain of the meaning(s) of a word. Ambiguity over one word here
or there may seem inconsequential, but the amount of variance possible and
the import of one lone word can change a passage significantly. To choose one
theological example, considerable ink has been spilled over the translation
of ‘almah in Isaiah 7:14. “Behold, [the] ‘almah shall conceive and bear a son,
and call his name Immanuel.”32 Should ‘almah be “virgin” (the traditional
translation conservative evangelicals still argue for) or “young woman” (the
translation heavily supported by usage and lexical research)?33 How is such
word-level ambiguity possible?
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The first cause of ambiguity is the nature of the writing system.34 The
Hebrew alphabet was originally an abjad, a writing system that represented
only consonants, likely based on a rebus principle. This means that each
Hebrew letter is also the name of an object. To write the word ’ab (“father”),
for example, one would draw an ’aleph (the word for ox) and a bet (or house).35
All Hebrew words begin with consonants. (Those words English speakers
would consider to begin with a vowel begin with something like a glottal stop,
in which airflow is cut off in the throat, as between the two syllables of uh-oh.)
A later stage of Hebrew began to indicate long vowels at the end of words,
using y, w, and perhaps h. Later still, y and w became inconsistently used indicators of long vowels inside a word as well as at the end. For example, David
is written DWD (w as a consonant) before the Babylonian exile, but consistently in texts afterward as DWYD, with y indicating the long i-vowel (the
name is pronounced dah-VEED in Hebrew today). The Dead Sea Scrolls
expand on this trend of using a few consonants to represent certain vowels.36
Roughly one thousand years after the close of the Hebrew Bible, Jews
who had memorized the traditional text improvised a system of indicating
the pronunciation with marks above, below, and inside the consonants, called
“vowel pointing” or just “pointing.” Until that time, Hebrew did not indicate
doubled consonants, which can change the meaning of a word, nor the full
range of vowels.37 Scholars vary in how much weight should be assigned to
the traditional pointing, but at times greater sense can be made of a text by
replacing the vowels (“repointing”) or redividing a key word or phrase.38
For example, if a text had the consonants GDSNWHR in God’s appearance to Moses, and the tradition pointed and divided as “GoD iS NoWHeRe,”
it might be thought a bit odd for an Israelite to say. A scholar might repoint
and redivide as “GoD iS NoW HeRe” since it better fits the context of a
divine presence. Just as BT in English could give us BuTT, BiT, BaT, ByTe,
BuT, aBet, or BeT, many Hebrew words vary only in their pointing. In Amos
6:12, the NRSV prefers to repoint the masculine plural marker of “oxen,” -iym,
as a separate word yam, or “sea.” Contrast the KJV “Shall horses run upon
the rock? will one plow there with oxen?” with the NRSV “Do horses run on
rocks? Does one plow the sea with oxen?”39
One of the more common and complex examples involves whether lō “to
him” or lō’ “not” is the correct reading. This entirely changes the meaning of
Job 13:15, an old scripture mastery passage; compare the KJV “Though he
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slay me, yet I will trust in him (lō)” with the NJPS, “He may well slay me; I
have no (lō’) hope” (emphasis added).
Here is the Hebrew text of Isaiah 9:5 (English numbering) without
pointing.

Here is the same text with pointing added.

Finally, here is the same text with the pointing and marks indicating
accents and how to “sing” or chant the text, the role of the cantor in a modern
synagogue.
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Second, assuming the traditional pointing is largely accurate, as it probably is in most cases, another issue deserves consideration: It is usage that
determines a word’s meaning. (This, combined with tradition, is the issue
with “virgin”/”young woman” in Isaiah 7:14.) The more often a word occurs,
the more examples and contexts we have to establish its meaning. However,
the Old Testament does not have many words—less than 7,000, many of
them related to each other—and words often have multiple meanings.40 Add
to the small sample size the fact that usage, and therefore meaning, shifts over
time, and it can become quite difficult to know just what a word means in a
given passage. We can’t haphazardly assume a word with legal or technical
meaning will bear the exact same meaning when used in a different genre at
a different time. Indeed, conclusions and word studies of this kind require
extreme caution.41
Particularly when a word is rare, scholars cautiously turn to the versions as well
as comparative Semitics. Do Aramaic, Ugaritic, Arabic, or Assyrian/Babylonian
use a related word in a similar context? Do the usages there shed any light on its
usage in the Old Testament?42 The combined corpus of these languages dwarfs
that of Biblical Hebrew, and is often useful.
Here again the genre of poetry magnifies the difficulties, since poetic
texts tend to use more obscure vocabulary and use it in less concrete ways.
If the words of Isaiah are great, they are equally rare and semantically difficult. Job is arguably the most difficult text in the Hebrew Bible, with a high
concentration of words that occur only once and nowhere else (called hapax
legomena) and many other rare words.43 Indeed, in Job 24:18, the NJPS
translation notes that “From here to the end of the chapter [verse 25] the
translation is largely conjectural.”44
The bottom line is that even with centuries of tradition and scholarship,
ancient translations, and modern lexicons, sometimes meaning cannot be
established with any degree of certainty. For some passages, that has serious implications. When reading through the list of non-kosher animals in
Leviticus 11, the Jewish Study Bible notes a high degree of uncertainty as
to what particular birds are intended. Jews have a practical need to know
which birds are kosher and which are not.45 But again, translations must
say something, and good scholarship recognizes its own limitations. One
scholar has suggested that gaining interpretive humility is one of the advantages of learning biblical languages. “Seeing the messiness of the text—the
text-critical problems, the ambiguities, the instances (particularly if reading
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in Job or Proverbs) in which you stare at a line but you have no idea what it
means and neither does anyone else but the translations have to say something so they grab a phrase out of thin air—causes you to be more humble
in your interpretive approach. You come to realize that you are not the master of the text.”46
At both the word level and higher, the structure of Hebrew lends itself
to ambiguity, multiple meanings, puns, and subtle allusions. While lending
itself easily to poetry, this tendency also makes it infuriatingly difficult at
times to understand and to translate. One of my graduate professors joked
that every Semitic word has at least four meanings: the primary meaning, its
opposite, something to do with sex, and something to do with camels! He
was exaggerating, but not by much.
Category 4: What Conscious Choices are Being Made about
Translation Philosophy, Style, and Register?

Translation is a tricky process, but particularly so when involving religious
sensitivities. After resolving textual issues (category 1), working through the
grammar and syntax (category 2), and weighing lexical ambiguities (category
3), a translator might have a good idea what a passage means in Hebrew, but
must still work out what it should convey in the target language and how it
should convey it. This means that even if two Bible translations used the same
underlying text (e.g., MT versus DSS), and the translators understood that
text the same way, and agreed on the meanings of every word, the English
from each translator could still vary greatly. One could simply charge “translator bias,” but this is not often the case, and examples of flagrant bias tend
to be publicized and debated.47 To English-only readers, all these decisions
and issues remain below the surface. An illuminating example of the difficulty Bible translators have in weighing these issues is available on YouTube.48
Translations can rarely indicate the debates, the deliberate or unconscious
choices made by the translator(s), or that the Hebrew text in question may
be terribly difficult to understand or fraught with textual issues; regardless
of the difficulties involved, at the end of the day a translator must provide a
translation.49
Translating involves an original language and a target language. No
language exists in isolation; each is embedded in and reflects its cultural
matrix. The more “distance” there is between the original and the target languages in terms of linguistic similarity,50 time, and culture, the more difficult
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translational decisions become. This also means that evaluation of a translation’s accuracy and utility can change; an excellent translation for 1611 may
become a terrible translation by 2013 because the target language and culture
have shifted.51
Formal or Dynamic Translation

Translation is not a science, but has begun to be studied like one. Those introduced to foreign language for the first time often fall into thinking that it’s
simply a matter of substituting the equivalent words. An elder in my district
in the Missionary Training Center once exclaimed, “Il est à propos le temps!”
Intending to convey a frustrated “It’s about time!” he had simply looked up
each English word in his dictionary, substituted the French word he found
there, and strung them together. His final phrase was good French (“It concerns the time!”), but did not mean what he intended. (A propos has since
made its way into English, meaning “relevant to the matter at hand.”) All
translation, particularly Bible translation, is much more complex than the
word-for-word substitution he performed, particularly where idioms and cultural references are concerned.
Beginning in the mid-twentieth century with Eugene Nida, a linguist
and Greek scholar, Bible translators today talk about two endpoints on the
spectrum of translation theory. On one end is “word-for-word,” “formal
equivalence,” or “text-oriented” translation, which is more literal but less
understandable. The translator chooses to preserve more of the original language at the cost of being less accessible to the target language and culture. On
the other end is “thought-for-thought,” “dynamic/functional equivalence,” or
“reader-oriented” translation, which is more understandable but potentially
less reliable.52 The translator does more interpreting in order to smooth and
adapt to target language and culture, intending to create the same understanding and response among the new audience as among the original.
If a translator has misunderstood the meaning embedded in the cultural/
language matrix of either the original or target language, than the meaning
will be deformed.53 For example, Isaiah 1:18 reads, “Though your sins be as
scarlet, they shall be white as snow.” How should one translate “snow” for a
tropical culture that has no concept of winter? “White as wool”? Since the
text says “white as snow,” could one translate “white as wool” and footnote
(if a translation allows) saying “white symbolized purity for the Israelites”?
What if in the target culture, the color white represents death instead of
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purity or sinlessness? If blue were the paradigmatic color of purity, would
“blue as the sky” be acceptable? And so on. Essentially, is it the words that
matter or the concepts? How much can, must, or should one deform the text
to be true to and accurately convey the message of the text? Sometimes one
must translate what the text means instead of what it says.54 Every translation
is a traitor, goes the saying, and this difficulty was recognized long ago by the
rabbis. “One who translates literally (according to its form) is a liar, while one
who adds [to it] is a blasphemer.”55
Continuing this example, let us assume a thought-for-thought translation philosophy; most translations understand “white” in Isaiah 1:18 to
represent purity, sinlessness, or forgiveness. What if this equation is mistaken? One scholar concluded that “the formula to be made white as snow
is not a blessing in the Hebrew Bible. Rather it is a curse. Thus, also in Isaiah
1:18 we have a judgment speech or rîb [pronounced reeve], which calls the
people to judgment. The signs of the judgment are red, as the sign of guilt,
and white, the sign of punishment. Come to judgment, if your sins are as bad
as scarlet, they shall be made white as snow, a sign of curse and disease.”56 If
this is true, the thought-for-thought translation has seriously mistranslated
as “purity” where it should indicate “judgment.” (It may also provide new perspective on Miriam being turned white in Numbers 12:10–12 after speaking
against Moses.) A word-for-word translation that simply read “white as snow”
would not convey either concept, but allow all interpretation to the reader.
In other words, a word-for-word translation puts the onus on the reader to
construct a meaning for the passage, whether through tradition, research
and study, or problematic “face value”57 readings. The responsibility for any
misunderstanding also falls upon the reader. A thought-for-thought translation offloads much of the responsibility in understanding original contextual
meaning onto the translator.
To the left, right, and in between the two points of word-for-word/formal and thought-for-thought/dynamic translation, three more positions can
be identified. More literal than formal equivalence is “literal,” between formal
and dynamic is “mixed,” and even more interpretive and loose are “paraphrases.” Though every translation is somewhat eclectic depending on the
passage, each one generally falls into a particular category, and online guides
show generally where a translation falls along this spectrum of translation
philosophy.58
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On one side of the spectrum, there is the literal extreme; Everett Fox’s
commendable The Five Books of Moses attempts to capture more of the flavor
and rhythm of Hebrew, with the result that the English is sometimes odd. A
familiar passage reads, “At the beginning of God’s creating of the heavens and
the earth, when the earth was wild and waste, darkness over the face of Ocean,
rushing-spirit of God hovering over the face of the waters—God said: Let
there be light! And there was light.”59
At the other extreme, paraphrases like The Message risk sounding too
loose and disconnected from their original context, too casual, perhaps even
non-scriptural60: “Our Father in heaven, Reveal who you are. Set the world
right; Do what’s best—as above, so below. Keep us alive with three square
meals. Keep us forgiven with you and forgiving others. Keep us safe from ourselves and the Devil. You’re in charge! You can do anything you want! You’re
ablaze in beauty! Yes. Yes. Yes.”61 Thus reads the Lord’s Prayer.
The KJV is far towards the word-for-word/formal end of the spectrum;
however, its target language was English of the 1500s. The instructions to
the KJV translators to revise Tyndale’s version (1526) and the Bishop’s Bible
(1568) and leave their text unchanged unless necessary resulted in the KJV
already sounding archaic when published in 1611.62 For example, by the
end of the sixteenth century, -eth endings on verbs were still written but had
dropped out of speech and were pronounced as -s as standard practice.63
Four hundred additional years of linguistic shift has not made the KJV more
accessible, and this has definite effects on such fundamental LDS matters as
missionary work.64
Choice of Register

Register is a broad sociolinguistic term that refers to different kinds of language appropriate for a given audience and context. For example, I would
speak to a close group of friends at a casual gathering differently than I
would to the President of the United States in a formal presentation. I would
explain a concept differently to a Primary class, than to my Institute class,
than to a missionary contact. The choice of “register” also affects translation.
Translators must know their purpose in translation and their audience, and
then further decide what kind of language is contextually appropriate for that
combination.65
One example of this is the reading level chosen for a translation. The NIV
has been translated at an eighth-grade reading level, whereas The Message
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(quoted above with the Lord’s Prayer) is around a fourth-grade reading level.
A different kind of example concerning register and genre comes from a critique of a recent anthology of ancient Near Eastern texts:
The [Ugaritic] Baal Cycle is a larger than life tale and its ancient readers likely read
it as such. When translators render epics like this in immediately accessible, common vernaculars they inescapably fail to translate aspects of how these stories were
received and preserved. These were and are grand, expressive stories; encountering
the Baal cycle should feel different from reading legal texts or proverbs.66

Should a Bible translation be formal or informal? Archaic or modern? Should
it reflect differences in style, tone, genre, and dialect that exist in the original? For modern readers of the KJV, both the nature of the translation and
non-fluency in its archaic language contribute to a very flat reading;67 that
is, imagine a movie in which every character spoke in the same voice, energy,
emotion, and tone, never raising the pitch or lowering the volume regardless
of the setting.
The original language texts are not so flat, but vary in many ways. The
Gospel of Mark, for example, is low, common “street” Greek with grammatical infelicities, in contrast to the educated and refined Greek of Luke. Esau’s
grunt for grub, “Let me gulp down some of this red red stuff ” starkly contrasts Jacob’s careful and lawyerly response.68 Hebrew had different geographic
accents and/or dialects, both a Northern Hebrew and a Southern Hebrew
(perhaps like Texan, Brooklynite, or Midwestern English).69 Both Jacob’s
servant and then Jacob himself travel north into Aramaic territory to meet
Laban, and their own language changes to match Laban’s Aramaic “accent.”70
I have an American friend with an Indian mother and grandparents; in conversation with them, her English takes on a different accent, vocabulary, and
cadence. Changing registers is something speakers often do unconsciously
based on audience and context, and the original texts reflect such changes.
Reading the original languages or modern translations which try to capture
some of the text’s original “flavor” can thus provide a very different experience
than the lordly but flat monotone of the KJV. Perhaps this is what led Joseph
Smith to exclaim, “My soul delights in reading the word of the Lord in the
original, and I am determined to pursue the study of the languages, until I
shall become master of them, if I am permitted to live long enough.”71 Should
a translation attempt to capture the flavors of the underlying text?
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Appropriate Language

Another issue of register concerns differing cultural expectations in terms of
sacred writing and language. That which is taboo, shocking, or offensive in
one culture may not be in another. While a few originally inoffensive passages became so by translation into a different time or culture, sometimes the
prophets intended to shock and offend. One scholar even advises, “If you do
not wish to be shocked and disgusted, then stay away from reading the prophetic texts.”72 Some of these difficult passages have been bowdlerized in the
past, some overlooked due to archaic language, and some just never noticed
due to their relative obscurity.73 For example, “The Hebrew Bible regularly
uses the root ŠKB . . . ‘lie (with)’ as a euphemism for sexual intercourse. But
on four occasions the more direct verb ŠGL . . . occurs. Scholars agree that
ŠGL was a word for sexual intercourse, but it may or may not have been vulgar (therefore, we cannot supply an exact English translation). In each of the
four instances, ŠGL appears as part of a threat or condemnation, and always
with the clear intention of shocking the audience . . . Obviously, the authors
of these lines [in Deuteronomy 28:30, Isaiah 13:16, Jeremiah 3:1–2 and
Zechariah 14:2] deliberately chose strong language—if not actual vulgarity—
in order to horrify, upset and rattle their audience.”74
The English in 1 Samuel 25, involving David, Nabal (“Fool”), and “every
one that pisseth against the wall,” was not offensive when first published,75
but has now become so as American English has shifted. Translating in such
a way as to avoid offending readers, as most modern translations do, turns out
to obscure important connections within the story.76 Even if justifiable “to
provoke revulsion and disgust” and contextualized within its own time and
culture, the graphic sexual, violent, or scatological imagery used by several
prophets, particularly Ezekiel, challenges scholars and those who hold the
Bible in high esteem.77
How should translators deal with these passages, far more numerous
and problematic than most readers realize? They are not limited to the Old
Testament. For example, Paul’s use of “you foolish Galatians” may be deliberate use of an ethnic slur to forcefully grab the attention of his audience,
equivalent to “you stupid rednecks!”78 In Philippians 3:8, he disdainfully
describes as “dung” (KJV) all he gave up to gain Christ (potentially a considerable amount)79 but some scholars bluntly suggest a different four-letter
word is a more accurate translation. The NET Bible notes that skubalon “was
often used in Greek as a vulgar term for fecal matter. As such it would most
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likely have had a certain shock value for the readers.”80 Complicating matters, the same skubalon letter contains “the admonition of Paul” to seek out
whatever is pure and commendable, among other adjectives (Philippians 4:8).
How does Paul reconcile his use of language with this admonition?
Why are these passages so troublesome? Setting aside those examples in
which prophets intended offense, other reasons exist. Modern readers have
come to apply certain assumptions and expectations to the idea of “Holy
Scripture” which were foreign to its authors. John J. Collins remarks, “When
[certain Old Testament] stories are read as Scripture, they become more problematic, because of a common but ill-founded assumption that all Scripture
should be edifying,” i.e., positive and uplifting.81 Ancient prophets did not
labor under many of the assumptions we attach to scripture today, because
they are largely modern assumptions. The contents of our “Holy Scriptures”
did not become such until long after they were written or preached. “Jeremiah,
Ezekiel, Isaiah et al. had no sense of the white-covered, gold-cross embossed
Bibles in which their prose was to be packaged, nor had they been briefed on
the standards of Western literary decorum against which they would inevitably offend.”82 Even our basic concept of “scripture” today would be somewhat
foreign to them.83 Certainly they would have thought they were operating
under the Spirit of the Lord, but they were rarely conscious of authoring
something that would become canon or “Holy Scripture,” because it did not
exist as such. Few prophets have ever written with the idea of “I am adding
to the canon,” because there was neither a formally established canon nor a
concept of canon (generally in the Old Testament period), or because the
canon was something other and past; in the New Testament period, “scripture”
referred broadly to the writings of Old Testament prophets (as in 2 Timothy
3:15), not things such as Paul’s letters or the Gospels which were being written at the time. Indeed, Peter and Paul (and sometimes Joseph Smith in the
Doctrine and Covenants) were simply writing letters to congregations, not
attempting to produce canonized and inspired writing fit for all Christians
in all times.
The writings eventually canonized as the Bible accurately reflected life
in its variety, with language humorous and serious, sacred and profane. But
once combined with other books (Greek ta biblia, source of the term “Bible,”
means “the books,” not The Book) and canonized as “Holy Scripture,” certain
expectations and assumptions came to be applied to each book and passage as
though these criteria existed at the time, and prophets had written with them
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Leaf from a 1611 King James Bible showing Psalms 130–33, chapter headings, illuminated letters, and
marginal notes.
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in mind. Consequently, the kind of language expected by the target community does not always match the kind of language used by the prophets. Should
the translator privilege sensitivities of the target community, who may expect
“Holy Scripture” to use elevated, archaic, antiseptic language, or should they
provide culturally accurate translations of the text, which would create the
same kind of reaction among its readers as among its native audience?
Suggestions for Personal Study

The typical Bible reader who is aware of differences between versions cannot
directly investigate the reason for those differences in the original languages.
However, a multitude of useful tools are available to attack this problem from
a different direction.
Multiple Translations

The easiest and first step is to become familiar with several translations, noting what each appears to say and areas of agreement or disagreement. Most
modern Bible translations have been produced by committees of translators,
and represent some degree of scholarly evaluation of textual variants and
other relevant issues. Where multiple modern translations agree with each
other but differ significantly from the KJV (textual scholars would say “agree
against” the KJV), as a general rule I would favor the rendering of the modern
versions. My personal recommendations would be the NRSV (scholarly/ecumenical), NJPS ( Jewish), NIV (evangelical, various editions), NAB or New
American Bible, Revised Edition (Catholic), and the NET Bible (discussed
below).84 For those that include them, check each translation’s footnotes of
for useful indicators such as “Hebrew uncertain” or “other versions read X.”
Single-Volume Resources

Besides the various translations of the Bible, there is also a range of accessible resources that can explain to some degree what is taking place under the
surface of the English text. While certainly not necessary to consult with any
frequency, simple awareness that these resources exist means the interested
student knows where and how to search for answers when the need arises.
•
The most accessible of these is the NET Bible with its myriad footnotes at www.netbible.org. Study Bibles based on reputable translations
will provide more footnotes of this kind than simple translations. For
example, the Jewish Study Bible comprises the NJPS translation with
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•

•
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notes, maps, introductions, and more from a Jewish perspective. Other
good recommendations include the NIV Study Bible (evangelical),
the New Oxford Annotated Bible (NRSV, scholarly/ecumenical),
and the Jewish Annotated New Testament (NRSV, commentary from
a Jewish perspective).
Robert Alter, a Jewish professor of Literature and Hebrew at UC–
Berkeley, often explains his translational decisions in difficult areas by
referencing other versions and the original languages.85 Moreover, his
translations are enlightening and enjoyable to read, often capturing
literary nuances lacking in others.86
Another potentially useful volume is The Dead Sea Scrolls Bible.87
Authored by several prominent scroll scholars, the text contains a
heavily annotated translation of the biblical scrolls with commentary
focused on textual differences between the traditional Hebrew text,
DSS, and other ancient versions. Differences between the Hebrew
manuscripts and scrolls are printed in italics. The authors also provide
a helpful introduction to the primary ancient translations.
Bruce Metzger, a notable scholar of the Greek New Testament, published a one-volume layman’s guide to textual variants of the New
Testament.88 Arranged by chapter and verse, this should be a go-to
resource for New Testament questions.

Multivolume Resources

Multivolume works that are often available in public and college libraries
can also address these issues in great depth. The UBS Handbook Series by the
United Bible Societies (UBS) is one such work. These books were written
primarily “to assist Bible translators but are also helpful for others who wish
to study, reflect on and communicate the Scriptures. Although the commentaries are based on the original biblical languages, it is not necessary to know
these languages to benefit from the commentaries.”89 These go verse-by-verse,
avoid technical language, compare multiple translations, and discuss major
textual differences. Like other UBS publications, they are relatively expensive.
Also in this category are the most powerful and most difficult references,
namely, commentaries, which vary greatly in length, focus, intended audience,
and perspective. One-volume commentaries will rarely prove useful since
they lack the space necessary to comment verse-by-verse. The greater depth
of multivolume commentaries brings issues of greater expense, bulk (unless
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purchased electronically), and unevenness, as each volume is usually written
by a different author. The most suitable commentary will offer a translation as
well as discussion of and justification for it. The strength here is also the weakness: depth enough to explain these issues often means technicality, which is
likely to lose or confuse readers without technical training.
As space prevents making specific recommendations for each book of the
Bible, a few general suggestions and brief notes on series must suffice.90 Many
of these are available at local public and university libraries.
•
Anchor Bible Commentary—Now published by Yale University (and
renamed accordingly as the Anchor Yale Bible Commentary), no
denominational orientation, academic. Older volumes are being
updated, so more than one volume may exist for a given book.
•
JPS Torah Commentary—Jewish Publication Society, scholarly Jewish
perspective, covers Genesis through Deuteronomy under this title. A
selection of other Old Testament books and passages such as Ruth and
Jonah are covered under the series title JPS Bible Commentary.
•
New International Commentary—Eerdmans, Protestant perspective,
semi-technical, conservative.
•
New Interpreters Bible—Abingdon Press, variety of perspectives. (I
find the commentary on Romans by N. T. Wright to be particularly
illuminating.)
•
NIV Application Commentary—Zondervan, conservative evangelical perspective, less technical, and more useful “modern application”
suggestions as Latter-day Saints tend to expect. The authors provide a
bridge between ancient and modern perspectives.
•
Word Biblical Commentary—Thomas Nelson, Protestant perspective,
semi-technical.
Samples of these commentaries are often available on Amazon.com, the
website of the publisher, or Google Books.
Original Language Resources

The last category involves those resources dealing with words in the original
source language. It is possible to research the underlying Greek and Hebrew
without any formal training; however, the risk of misunderstanding and misusing this information cannot be overemphasized! Even students with a year
or two of formal training tend to fall into common errors. The serious Bible
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reader who delves into these should begin by reading John Walton’s essay on
word studies and D. A. Carson’s Exegetical Fallacies.91
The following process allows the non-specialist to make use of some
accessible lexicons. As BYU philosophy professor James E. Faulconer devotes
a chapter to this process in his excellent short volume Scripture Study: Tools
and Suggestions (now available online), what follows is a brief summary.92
Essentially, one looks up the English word, then chapter/verse reference in
Strong’s Lexicon, which assigns a unique number to every Greek and Hebrew
word. This indicates what original language word is behind the English in any
given passage. Several recent Hebrew lexicons are keyed to Strong’s numbers,
making them accessible to the nonspecialist; in other words, Strong’s can provide a bridge from the English word to the proper Hebrew entry in one of
these other lexicons. Free tools allowing Strong’s Lexicon lookup are available
online, such as at www.blueletterbible.org.
There is a caveat to this approach—I cannot recommend relying upon
Strong’s for any but the most general interpretive guidance. Besides being
outdated, Strong’s provides only brief translational equivalents which can
mislead, since the translation of a word is not always its meaning. That is,
a simple translational equivalent cannot always adequately convey a native
understanding of a word, particularly when it bears technical or cultural
meaning. For example, the root PQD occurs some three hundred times in
the Old Testament, with a bewildering variety of translational equivalents,
including “to visit” (Genesis 21:1), “to appoint” (Genesis 41:34), “to muster
troops,” (Numbers 1:3), “to be numbered” (Exodus 30:13), and “to punish”
(Isaiah 10:12). The meaning of PQD that contextually demands such different translational equivalents in English is “to assign a person or thing to what
the subject believes is its proper or appropriate status or position in an organizational order.” 93 Israelites had no need to say that. They just said “paqad.”
Since Strong’s does no more than list the confusing array of seemingly-unrelated English translational equivalents, it should be used only as a stepping
stone to more complete tools.
Of all the volumes keyed to Strong’s numbers, I recommend these: the
Theological Wordbook of the Old Testament (or TWOT, 3 volumes, evangelical), Theological Lexicon of the Old Testament (or TLOT, 3 volumes,
translated from German scholarship), and the New International Dictionary
of Old Testament Theology and Exegesis (or NIDOTTE, 6 volumes, evangelical). The last is the most extensive, containing essays on each word as well as
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some more general background essays. All three are available for electronic
purchase from Logos, Accordance, or Bibleworks.94 Electronic editions
greatly facilitate the process, since one can go directly to the desired Hebrew
lexicon from English words.95 None of these lexicons includes every Hebrew
word; hapax legomena would not generally be included.96 The standard academic lexicons97 do contain those references, but are probably inaccessible to
nonspecialists because of their highly technical and abbreviated nature. They
are also not keyed to Strong’s, making it very difficult to look up a Hebrew
word without knowing the language. In spite of not treating every word,
TWOT, TLOT, and NIDOTTE remain excellent tools accessible to the
non-specialist.
How Relevant are the Book of Mormon and Joseph Smith Translation
in Evaluating Translation Differences?

In many and perhaps most cases where modern translations vary significantly
from the KJV, I would follow modern translations on the basis of the information above. However, modern revelation complicates this issue. In some
passages, the Book of Mormon and KJV agree against modern translations.
In others, the Book of Mormon and KJV agree against the JST.
The Book of Mormon

While this is a complex issue largely outside the scope of this paper, two
general points can be made. First, as a result of his text-critical work, Royal
Skousen has determined that many of the Isaiah variants between the 1981
Book of Mormon and the KJV result from copying or scribal errors in the
Book of Mormon publication history, instead of a different underlying
Hebrew text.98 This suggests that the brass plates version of Isaiah was closer
to the traditional Hebrew text than LDS have often assumed. Second, our
text explicitly represents a Nephite interpretation and recontextualization
of Isaiah. Although Nephi explains this clearly in 1 Nephi 19:23, its significance is often overlooked. Elder McConkie understood Isaiah in the Book
of Mormon to be an expansive translation. “Nephi gave, not a literal, but an
inspired and interpreting translation.”99 Thus, some textual differences could
be attributed to Nephi interpreting instead of differences in the Hebrew
text. Lastly, one’s view of the relationship between the KJV and the Book
of Mormon will vary greatly based on how one understands the nature of
the Book of Mormon translation and process. Several reputable LDS scholars
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come to differing conclusions, and the wise student will be aware of the range
of opinions.100
In my view, the Book of Mormon is a sufficient translation, not a perfect one (if indeed, the idea of a perfect translation has any meaning); that is,
regardless of how it was translated, the end product was sufficient for God’s
purposes, despite grammatical infelicities,101 archaic language, or other lessthan-perfect aspects. The “most correct book” statement by Joseph Smith
does not apply to its textual characteristics (such as spelling or verb-subject
agreement), does not preclude scribal errors,102 cannot rule out historical
errors, cannot guarantee doctrinal correctness,103 nor, most relevantly, can it
affirm some kind of ultimate accuracy of the translation in the Isaiah passages or elsewhere. Rather it is “most correct,” as Joseph went on to say, in its
capability to bring us closer to God through living by its precepts.104 Thus, I
believe a translation of Isaiah that is better or more accurate than Nephi’s
Isaiah is theoretically possible.105
The Joseph Smith Translation

Many Latter-day Saints seem to approach the Joseph Smith Translation
(or JST) as pure restoration of original text, replacing text that was “incorrectly translated,” a concept which serves on the popular level as an escape
from any text which causes discomfort or doesn’t seem to represent current doctrinal understandings. In my view, God’s commandment to Joseph
Smith to retranslate the Bible had little to do with returning the Bible to an
uncorrupted state; rather, God intended Joseph’s intensive study to serve as
a catalyst for revelation as he came across puzzling passages, pondering and
inquiring about them. Many distinctive and divisive LDS doctrines come
from just such a process. Joseph’s study of the patriarchs led to the revelation of D&C 132 and plural marriage. Study of John 5:29 in February 1832
resulted in D&C 76, revealing three divisions in the heavens. Study of 1
Corinthians led to baptism for the dead. If this is correct, the purpose of
the JST translation process was to engender thought, understanding, and
revelation, not original text. It “was not a simple, mechanical recording of
divine dictum, but rather a study-and-thought process accompanied and
prompted by revelation from the Lord.”106 This theory also has the advantage of accounting for Joseph Smith translating the same passages differently
on different occasions.107
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The conclusions and cautions of much recent LDS scholarship exploring the nature of the JST have not yet reached popular consciousness in the
Church. Robert J. Matthews was the first LDS scholar to receive permission
to study the JST manuscripts, which belonged to the RLDS Church (now
Community of Christ). His work in the 1950s served to validate the reliability of the text, overturning suspicions that the RLDS had tampered with
them.108 At that time, Matthews concluded that the JST represented a variety
of things. In 2004, Kent P. Jackson, Scott Faulring, and Matthews reiterated
his conclusions, categorizing the JST changes within these categories:109
1. Editing to make the Bible more understandable for modern readers.
“Many of the individual JST changes fall into this category . . . An
example might include 1 Thessalonians 5:26, in which ‘Greet all the
brethren with a holy kiss’ is changed to ‘Greet all the brethren with a
holy salutation’ . . . It is likely that the King James text here accurately
represents Paul’s original word and intent. Yet to modern Western
readers, unaccustomed to Mediterranean displays of friendship and
brotherhood, Paul’s word might miscommunicate and misdirect, and
thus the Prophet made a change.” Note that in this category, the JST’s
solving of a difficulty (not textual, but cultural) is not a restoration of
original text or cultural setting. The JST solves a problem that arises
because the passage is now being read in a new context; the original
context had no such issue.
2. Restoration of original text. “Joseph Smith did not restore the very
words of lost texts, because they were in Hebrew or Greek (or other
ancient languages), and the new Translation was to be in English. Thus
his translation, in the English idiom of his own day, would restore the
meaning and the message of original passages but not necessarily the
literary trappings that accompanied them when they were first put to
writing.” Regarding this category, the authors bluntly state that the
assumption “that all JST changes are intended to restore original text
[is] a claim made neither by the JST itself nor by the Prophet Joseph
Smith.”110
3. Restoration of what was once said or done but which was never in the
Bible. This would extend to include “material of which the biblical
writers were unaware or which they chose not to include or neglected
to record (cf. 3 Ne. 23:6–13).”
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4. Editing to bring biblical wording into harmony with truth found in other
revelations or elsewhere in the Bible. “Where modern revelation had
given a clearer view of a doctrine preserved less adequately in the Bible,
it was appropriate for Joseph Smith to add a correction-whether or not
that correction reflects what was on the ancient original manuscript.”111
5. Changes to provide modern readers teachings that were not written by
original authors. For example, “there is an important JST change at
Romans 13 in which Paul’s teaching regarding the Saints’ submission
to secular political power is changed to submission to the authorities
of the Church. Perhaps both versions are correct. If the Bible preserves
accurately Paul’s original thoughts and intent, then the JST revision
would be viewed as a latter-day revelation intended to instruct us on a
topic not anticipated by Paul.”
The conclusions by those who have studied the JST most extensively run
counter to the assumption that the JST is monolithic textual restoration. As
Kevin Barney demonstrated in a preliminary paper, few of these changes of
the JST are based in the original texts.112 This is not to discount the JST, but to
recognize that its contribution is primarily doctrinal, not textual or historical;
it does not address the problems that give rise to differences between the KJV
and non-KJV translations. In other words, while the JST and other Bibles
vary from the KJV, they do so for very different reasons. Other translations
are working from the original languages, with all the problems entailed by categories 1–3 above. The JST was working from the English and Joseph Smith’s
prophetic understanding, rarely taking account of any of those difficulties.
If neither the Book of Mormon nor the JST represent some kind of
Platonic ideal of purely original and perfectly translated text, but a sufficient,
prophetic, line-upon-line text, then we should not expect the JST, Book of
Mormon, and KJV to match up. Furthermore, if God so directed, another
prophet could provide a new and different retranslation in accordance with
new revelation. As Brigham Young expressed, “Should the Lord Almighty
send an angel to re-write the Bible, it would in many places be very different from what it now is. And I will even venture to say that if the Book of
Mormon were now to be re-written, in many instances it would materially
differ from the present translation.”113 The ambiguity and discontinuity inherent in some of these ideas tend to discomfit many Latter-day Saints, but such
is the unavoidable nature of these texts and processes.114
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Conclusion

Translations vary for multiple reasons: different underlying texts and influence of the versions, different understandings of the text on the grammatical
and syntactic level, as well as on the semantic or word level, and differing philosophies of how to best to express one’s understanding of these differences in
the target language, taking the intended audience and context into account.
Before actually getting on to providing a translation, translators must
examine, weigh, and make difficult decisions on each of these issues, often
multiple times in one verse. Once translators understand a passage or at least
know that they cannot solve its issues, they must determine how best to
express that understanding in the target language and appropriate register for
its audience, itself a difficult question. Every translation is an interpretation.
The differences between translations can confuse readers, but armed with the
understanding of why differences arise and the tools described in this paper,
readers can learn to parse those differences profitably.
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From June 1830 to July 1833, Joseph Smith was inspired to revise 3,410 verses in the Bible,
of which only 1,111 (by my count) are noted in the LDS edition.
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O

n Friday, March 1, 2013, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints announced a new English edition of the scriptures with updated
study helps and stylistic improvements. It had been thirty-four years since
the Church produced an improved version of the English scriptures.1 Though
such scriptural updates have occurred in the past, it is important to understand what kinds of changes were included in the recently released 2013 LDS
English edition of the Bible. The purpose of this article is to describe, in general, these recent changes, and briefly list them. Since the JST changes are of
greater doctrinal significance, greater focus will be given to the JST changes
made in the new edition.
It takes a tremendous amount of time and skilled effort to print the
scriptures accurately. In addition to proficiency, however, inspiration is still
required. For example, during the printing of the 1979 English edition of the
LDS version of the Bible, President Thomas S. Monson (a former printer),
told of one fortunate visit to the Cambridge printing press in England: “As I
walked along the press line, pausing briefly at the delivery end of each press,
I removed from one a printed sheet. My eyes observed a horizontal rule that
67
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had been misplaced, making the text confusing to the reader. The press was
stopped. The error was corrected. I paused to thank my Heavenly Father.”2
President Monson was ever mindful of the Spirit that permeated the work: “I
can’t say enough about the seemingly countless people who gave part of their
lives to this project. But we should never forget the great and powerful source
of inspiration that has overseen the entire project—the Spirit of the Lord.”3
In the October 1982 general conference, President Boyd K. Packer
described the importance of the work done to produce an LDS edition of the
standard works:
As the generations roll on, this [new edition of the scriptures] will be regarded, in
the perspective of history, as the crowning achievement in the administration of
President Spencer W. Kimball. . . . With the passing of years, these scriptures will
produce successive generations of faithful Christians who know the Lord Jesus
Christ and are disposed to obey His will. The older generation has been raised
without them, but there is another generation growing up. The revelations will be
opened to them as to no other in the history of the world. Into their hands now
are placed the sticks of Joseph and of Judah. They will develop a gospel scholarship
beyond that which their forebears could achieve. They will have the testimony that
Jesus is the Christ and be competent to proclaim Him and to defend Him.4

As Elder Packer further observed, “Everything that could be done has been
done to help open the scriptures to members so that they might know the
gospel of Jesus Christ.”5 President Monson wrote in his journal about the
importance of this new LDS edition of the scriptures: “I have said in private this is one of the major contributions during my service as a General
Authority.”6 The adjustments in the 2013 edition of the scriptures will no
doubt prove to be of similar worth and value to future generations.
Approved Adjustments for the 2013 Edition of the Scriptures7

The printing masters (metal printing plates) created in 1979 for the LDS
edition of the King James Bible have been used over the past thirty years to
produce millions of printed copies. Due to “age and long use,” the quality of
these masters has deteriorated to the point that new ones sporting fresh and
crisp typefaces were critically needed. It was determined that if the Church
would have to go to the expense and effort to create new printing masters,
it would be a propitious time to update the scripture helps and make other
necessary changes. After eight years of careful editing, the 2013 edition
was completed and announced.8 More than 99 percent of the corrections
are found in the study aids, chapter summaries, footnotes, Topical Guide,
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Bible Dictionary and triple combination index. A Summary of Approved
Adjustments for the 2013 Edition of the Scriptures can be downloaded from
LDS.org. As described in that document, the following changes, corrections,
and improvements were made:
•
Cosmetic changes were made to improve font quality and readability.
•
Archaic spellings for twenty-three King James Version words were
updated in modern English.
•
Several minor typographical errors in the text were corrected.
•
The typeface for scriptural text was more clearly delineated from
study helps.
•
Grammatical changes were made in chapter headings to complete sentences, and clear up any possible doctrinal misinterpretations.
•
Items in the LDS Bible Dictionary and Topical Guide were reformatted for easier reading.
•
Bible maps were moved to the back and updated maps were provided.
•
New and improved Bible photographs were added after the maps section.
•
More accurate notes about specific scriptures were added.
•
The Bible Chronology was moved from inside the Bible Dictionary to
an appendix section.
•
The Harmony of the Gospels was also moved from the Bible Dictionary
to the appendix.
Joseph Smith Translation Additions9

By far the most doctrinally significant changes in the Bible are found in the
expanded JST appendix. The typeface has been enlarged for easier reading
and a new introduction has been written for the JST appendix; numerous
new JST entries have been added or revised; the title of this section is now
“Selections from the Joseph Smith Translation.” This is a significant change.
Some readers of the LDS edition of the Bible may have assumed that the
1979 “Joseph Smith Translation” section, and the other JST footnotes, contained every one of the inspired revisions the Prophet Joseph Smith made to
the Bible; however, from June 1830 to July 1833, Joseph Smith was inspired
to revise 3,410 verses in the Bible, of which only 1,111 (by my count) are
noted in the LDS edition (about 33 percent). By changing the title of this
section to read “Selections from the Joseph Smith Translation,” students of
the scriptures will know that there are other JST changes to search out and
savor. Just as Moses was informed, a latter-day prophet would be raised up to
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restore the words Moses had written: “And now, Moses, my son, I will speak
unto thee concerning this earth upon which thou standest; and thou shalt
write the things which I shall speak. And in a day when the children of men
shall esteem my words as naught and take many of them from the book which
thou shalt write, behold, I will raise up another like unto thee; and they shall be
had again among the children of men—among as many as shall believe” (Moses
1:40–41; emphasis added).
The brief 1979 introduction to the JST appendix (“Excerpts Too Lengthy
for Inclusion in Footnotes”) has now been expanded to read “Following are
excerpts from the Joseph Smith Translation of the Bible too lengthy for
inclusion in the footnotes. For an explanation of this work, see ‘Joseph Smith
Translation ( JST)’ in the Bible Dictionary. Joseph Smith’s translation of the
Bible has connections with or is mentioned in several sections of the Doctrine
and Covenants (see sections 37, 45, 73, 76, 77, 86, 91 and 132). Also, the
Book of Moses and Joseph Smith—Matthew are excerpts from the Joseph
Smith Translation.” Not all 3,410 changed verses in the JST which were made
by the Prophet Joseph Smith could be included in the LDS edition, but several more doctrinally significant JST changes have now been added or revised
in the new 2013 JST appendix.
Genesis 1–6

One of the new JST additions is “JST, Genesis 1:1–8:18,” which reads “This
text of the Bible was restored by Joseph Smith and is published in the Pearl
of Great Price as Selections from the Book of Moses.” This is an important
addition. How many Latter-day Saints have studied the Book of Moses in
the Pearl of Great Price, never realizing that Moses 1–8 is the JST version of
Genesis 1:1 thru 6:13? How many readers looked for JST changes in the footnotes of those Genesis chapters? Because we already had the entire Joseph
Smith Translation version of Genesis 1:1 through 6:13 as the Book of Moses,
there were no JST footnotes in the 1979 text for Genesis 1:1 through 6:18.
Besides the twelve new JST appendix entries, there are also forty-two
new JST footnotes in the Bible that refer to the “Selections from the Joseph
Smith Translation” appendix, and forty-four new JST footnotes containing
JST quotations. Thus, those reading the Old and New Testaments with the
2013 edition will now have eighty-six new JST notes to ponder and contemplate. Following are a few of the JST changes in the 2013 edition.
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Genesis 6:6–7

A new JST footnote has been added to Genesis 6:6–7, footnotes 6a and 7b.
In the KJV the text disturbingly reads “And it repented the Lord that he had
made man on the earth, and it grieved him at his heart. . . . And the Lord said,
I will destroy man whom I have created from the face of the earth . . . for it
repenteth me that I have made them.” This makes it sound as if God regretted creating man and felt a need to repent for committing this “mistake” by
destroying mankind in the Flood. These verses (and many like them) in the
past have raised a variety of questions about God’s omniscience (or lack of
it), his supposed need to repent and the possibility of him making mistakes
he regrets. In Genesis 6:6, the new JST footnote deletes the phrase “The Heb.
Root [for repented] means ‘to be sorry,’ ‘moved to pity, ‘have compassion’”
and replaces it with a JST footnote which reads “And it repented Noah, and
his heart was pained, that the Lord had made man . . . .” In verse 7, the JST
changes the text to read “For it repenteth Noah that I have created them.”
There are similar verses in the Old Testament that make God sound weak or
in need of repentance. Almost every one of these verses is changed in the JST,
and now the JST changes in Genesis 6:6–7 join with other JST footnotes to
help clarify that it was man, not God, who repented.10 Joseph Smith taught
that one of the three things necessary in order to exercise faith in God is a
“correct idea of his character, perfections, and attributes.”11 The JST presents a
correct understanding of God’s true nature and character, making it possible
for us to develop great faith in him.
Genesis 9:10–14

A new JST entry for Genesis 9:10–14 explains that the covenant God made
with Enoch was now (after the Flood) renewed with Noah and his family—
changing “Genesis 9:10–14” to “JST, Genesis 9:10–15,” and adding verse 15,
which reads “And God spake unto Noah, and to his sons with him, saying,
And I, behold, I will establish my covenant with you, which I made unto your
father Enoch, concerning your seed after you” (emphasis added).
Genesis 17:7

When Abraham learns he and Sarah are to have a son, the text in Genesis 17:7
sounds as if he doubted it could ever be possible: “Then Abraham fell upon
his face and laughed, and said in his heart, Shall a child be born unto him that
is an hundred years old? And shall Sarah, that is ninety years old, bear?” The
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1979 edition has a footnote (17:17a) indicating that the word “laughed” was
changed in the JST to read “rejoiced.” However, the 2013 JST appendix now
adds the other JST changes made in that same verse. The new JST entry for
Genesis 17:23 reads: “Then Abraham fell on his face and rejoiced, and said in
his heart, There shall a child be born unto him that is an hundred years old,
and Sarah that is ninety years old shall bear.” What originally sounded like
doubting is replaced with more rejoicing.
2 Chronicles 18:20

Another new JST footnote was added at 2 Chronicles 18:20, which reads
“Then there came out a spirit and stood before the Lord, and said, I will entice
him.” The new JST footnote 20a adds that it was a “lying spirit.”
Ezekiel 14:9

Ezekiel 14:9 reads “And if the prophet be deceived when he hath spoken a
thing, I the Lord have deceived that prophet . . .” This is doctrinally incorrect
for several reasons. The new JST footnote 9a adds an important negation: “I
the Lord have not deceived that prophet.”
Matthew 2:19

Matthew 2:19 says that an angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph in a dream,
but in the new JST footnote JST Matthew 3:19, it is clarified that the angel
appeared to Joseph in a vision. Rather than have knowledge communicated
to Joseph in a dream (as the KJV indicates), Joseph experienced literal visions,
sent from God, guiding him and helping him protect his family. Joseph
learned in an open vision from an angel to take the Christ child and flee to
Egypt for safety, not merely a dream.
Matthew 7:23

The Lord closes the Sermon on the Mount with a warning that those who
claim to be his, but who have failed to do God’s will, will be rejected with the
thundering phrase “I never knew you; depart from me, ye that work iniquity”
(Matthew 7:23). Of course, this sort of response does not match what we
know about the Lord from other scriptures. God knows everyone of us better
than we know ourselves, especially after his atoning sacrifice on our behalf
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wherein he paid for our sins and failings. The new JST footnote reflects the
real reason some will be rejected: “And then will I say, Ye never knew me . . .”
Matthew 16:24–25

In the 1979 edition, Matthew 16:24–25 has two JST footnotes. The first, JST
Matthew 16:26d, states, “And now for a man to take up his cross, is to deny
himself all ungodliness, and every worldly lust, and keep my commandments”
(emphasis added). Right below it is a second JST note, which refers the reader
to the appendix. In the 2013 edition, this entry in the JST appendix has been
expanded to include verses 25 and 26. No new JST word changes are made,
but the JST changes are now listed together in the appendix (as JST, Matthew
16:25–29).
Mark 14:10

Another interesting footnote was added in Mark 14:10 that explains why
Judas turned against the Savior and betrayed him. The KJV reads “And
Judas Iscariot, one of the twelve, went unto the chief priests, to betray him
unto them.” The new JST footnote 10a adds “to betray Jesus unto them; for
he turned away from him, and was offended because of his words.” What an
insightful change to have included!
John 8:10–11

The story of the woman taken in adultery and thrown at the Savior’s feet to
be judged has a touching JST change added to the 2013 edition. After dismissing the vile scribes and Pharisees (who were convicted one by one, by
their own guilty conscience), the Savior stood and spoke to this unfortunate
woman: “Woman, where are those thine accusers? Hath no man condemned
thee? She said, No man, Lord. And Jesus said unto her, neither do I condemn
thee: go, and sin no more” ( John 8:10–11). The KJV makes this passage
sound like the Savior was both forgiving her and encouraging her to repent
and change. The JST adds one more interesting insight about what happened
next, which is not found in any other Bible: “And the woman glorified God
from that hour, and believed on his name.” This is not a doctrinal change in
the text, but the restoration of a historical gem that had been lost from this
vignette. Many scholars doubt this story was even real, because it is missing
from early New Testament manuscripts. However, this JST change reassures
us that the story not only occurred, but that it also had an inspiring ending.
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In just a few private moments with a sinful child of God, the Spirit was felt, a
heart was changed, and a soul was saved. This particular JST change gives us
hope for similar merciful moments in our own lives.
Conclusion

Truly there is much to learn by studying the revisions and refreshing updates
in the 2013 English edition of the LDS scriptures, especially with the new JST
additions. The Brethren take very seriously the Lord’s charge to “preserve” the
scriptures “in safety” (see D&C 42:56)—meaning physical safety as well as doctrinal and content safety. Each new version of the LDS scriptures continues
to preserve the content, doctrine, and meaning of the scriptures, and makes
the words of the Lord and his prophets more understandable. As the Prophet
Joseph Smith indicated, “He who reads it [the Bible] oftenest will like it best.”12
The same can be said of the revisions made in the 2013 LDS edition of the
scriptures. Those who study them most carefully will be blessed with additional
insight and enlightenment about the meaning of the biblical text.
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T

he 2013 edition of the standard works contains many adjustments to assist
both teachers and gospel students. In particular, new historical findings
from the Joseph Smith Papers Project have resulted in corrections, clarifications,
and improvements to the introduction, Chronological Order of Contents, and
numerous section headings of the Doctrine and Covenants. This article samples and highlights some of the many important changes made.1

Introduction Changes

The explanatory introduction added to the Doctrine and Covenants in 1921
was modified only slightly in the 1981 edition. The first thing the reader will
notice about the 2013 edition of the Doctrine and Covenants is that the title
“Explanatory Introduction” has been replaced by the more consistent and
straightforward title “Introduction.” The 1981 explanatory introduction noted
that “the testimony that is given of Jesus Christ . . . makes this book of great value
to the human family and of more worth than the riches of the whole earth.” In
the new introduction, the final phrase of this sentence has been replaced with
77
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the quotation “worth to the Church the riches of the whole Earth”—a statement attributed to Joseph Smith in one of the early conference meetings of the
Church. (See also the 2013 heading for D&C 70).2
While there are several minor textual changes within the introduction,
there are two major changes. The first important addition inserts four paragraphs that provide an excellent historical summary regarding receipt of the
revelations, printing of the 1833 Book of Commandments, and publication
of the earliest editions of the Doctrine and Covenants in 1835 and 1844. The
following text has been added:
The revelations were originally recorded by Joseph Smith’s scribes, and Church
members enthusiastically shared handwritten copies with each other. To create a
more permanent record, scribes soon copied these revelations into manuscript
record books, which Church leaders used in preparing the revelations to be printed.
Joseph and the early Saints viewed the revelations as they did the Church: living,
dynamic, and subject to refinement with additional revelation. They also recognized that unintentional errors had likely occurred through the process of copying
the revelations and preparing them for publication. Thus, a Church conference
asked Joseph Smith in 1831 to “correct those errors or mistakes which he may discover by the Holy Spirit.”
After the revelations had been reviewed and corrected, Church members in
Missouri began printing a book titled A Book of Commandments for the Government
of the Church of Christ, which contained many of the Prophet’s early revelations.
This first attempt to publish the revelations ended, however, when a mob destroyed
the Saints’ printing office in Jackson County on July 20, 1833.
Upon hearing of the destruction of the Missouri printing office, Joseph Smith
and other Church leaders began preparations to publish the revelations in Kirtland,
Ohio. To again correct errors, clarify wording, and recognize developments in
Church doctrine and organization, Joseph Smith oversaw the editing of the text
of some revelations to prepare them for publication in 1835 as the Doctrine and
Covenants of the Church of the Latter Day Saints. Joseph Smith authorized another
edition of the Doctrine and Covenants, which was published only months after the
Prophet’s martyrdom in 1844.
The early Latter-day Saints prized the revelations and viewed them as messages from God. On one occasion in late 1831, several elders of the Church gave
solemn testimony that the Lord had borne record to their souls of the truth of the
revelations. This testimony was published in the 1835 edition of the Doctrine and
Covenants as the written testimony of the Twelve Apostles:

A second significant textual addition appears after the “Testimony of
the Twelve Apostles to the Truth of the Book of Doctrine and Covenants.”
This one-sentence addition provides a brief explanation of the 1876 edition
of the Doctrine and Covenants for the reader to better understand how the
Doctrine and Covenants was created: “The 1876 edition, prepared by Elder
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Left: 2013 Edition Testimony of the Twelve Apostles. Right: 1981 Edition of the Testimony of the Twelve Apostles

Orson Pratt under Brigham Young’s direction, arranged the revelations
chronologically and supplied new headings with historical introductions.”
The 1876 edition of the Doctrine and Covenants was not mentioned in
either the 1921 or 1981 explanatory introduction. Aside from reordering and
providing historical introductions to the sections, the 1876 edition added
twenty-six sections to the book and created the format that most Saints today
are familiar with as they examine the Doctrine and Covenants. The final paragraph of the 2013 introduction summarizes many of the improvements and
changes found in the 2013 edition of the Doctrine and Covenants, such as
better photographs from Church history sites and updated section headings.
Chronological Order of Contents Update

The Chronological Order of Contents is a useful, but often ignored, Doctrine
and Covenants resource. The Chronological Order of Contents provides a
quick snapshot of the dates when sections in the Doctrine and Covenants were
received and the places where they were received. This resource also enables
students to quickly identify sections—such as 1, 74, 78, 94, 99, 133, 134, and
137—that appear in the Doctrine and Covenants out of chronological order.
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The 1981 heading to section 74

The 2013 heading to section 74

There are several changes to the Chronological Order of Contents in the 2013
edition of the scriptures, reflecting the section heading changes whose explanations follow.
Section Heading Changes

Scriptural text throughout the 2013 edition of the scriptures is formatted the
same as it appears in the 1981 edition of the scriptures. For example, Doctrine
and Covenants 130:18 begins on the third line of the right column on page
265—in both editions. The requirement to keep scriptural text fixed means
that all changes to section headings and footnotes had to be done within the
space originally allocated for that purpose in the 1981 scriptural edition.
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Changes were made to eighty section headings in the 2013 edition of
the Doctrine and Covenants (58 percent of the total).3 The numerous references in the 1981 edition to the History of the Church (for example, the
1981 section heading for D&C 1 refers the reader to “HC 1:221–224”) have
been removed in the 2013 edition, although some section headings now refer
instead to “Joseph Smith’s history.”4 (See, for example, the heading to section
67.) Additional historical and background information that many Doctrine
and Covenants teachers have been sharing with students for decades has now
been added to several of the section headings. Some of the section heading
changes are minor, such as date5 or location6 changes. Other changes significantly increase our understanding of the circumstances surrounding receipt
of that section. Many of the section heading changes resulted from two different sources of information: (1) the manuscript revelation books (which
provided better historical context as well as more precise dates and locations
for many revelations), and (2) intensive historical research into early Church
records (much of which was connected with the ongoing work of the Joseph
Smith Papers Project).
The discussion that follows illustrates several of these changes, but it is
not by any means exhaustive. Teachers of the Doctrine and Covenants will
find many additional insights as they study the new edition of the scriptures
in the coming years.
D&C 19

The 2013 scripture edition notes that the date this revelation was received was
“likely in the summer of 1829.” Earlier editions of the Doctrine and Covenants
had suggested a March 1830 date, but that date raised questions surrounding
the nature of the counsel Martin Harris received in verses 26 (“I command
thee that thou shalt not covet thine own property, but impart it freely to
the printing of the Book of Mormon.”) and 35 (“Pay the debt thou hast contracted with the printer. Release thyself from bondage.”), because the Book of
Mormon had already been printed by March 1830. Volume 1 of the Joseph
Smith Papers Documents series explains, “In June 1829, before this revelation was dictated, Harris and JS talked with several printers in Palmyra and
Rochester, New York, about printing the Book of Mormon, finally settling on
E. B. Grandin of Palmyra. According to John H. Gilbert, the compositor who
assisted Grandin in estimating the cost of the project and later typeset the
Book of Mormon, Harris initiated the negotiations and planned to pay for
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the printing.” According to Gilbert, Grandin would not purchase the type or
print the Book of Mormon until after Martin Harris promised to ensure payment. As is well known, Martin Harris mortgaged his property to Grandin
on August 25, 1829—fulfilling the Lord’s direction to pay the printer (verse
35). “The language of the revelation suggests that Harris had already agreed
to Grandin’s terms but had not yet arranged payment. . . . Once Harris mortgaged his property, however, Grandin considered himself paid in full.”7
D&C 20

In the earliest years of the Church, members frequently referred to D&C
20 as the “Articles and Covenants.” In the Book of Commandments and
Revelations, for example, John Whitmer titled section 20 as the “Church
Articles and Covenants.” The 2013 heading for D&C 20 explains, “Portions
of this revelation may have been given as early as summer 1829. The complete revelation, known at the time as the Articles and Covenants, was likely
recorded soon after April 6, 1830 (the day the Church was organized).” The
phrase “church articles and covenants” appears in D&C 33:14 and 42:13, and
new footnotes to those verses refer readers to section 20.
D&C 41

One of the major changes to a section heading that can be used by religious
educators to teach principles of the gospel can be found in D&C 41. This, the
first revelation Joseph Smith received in Ohio after he arrived from New York,
had previously been introduced by a heading that related the revelation to
the “strange notions and false spirits” that were manifested among the newly
baptized Kirtland converts. The verses, however, did not seem to expressly
correspond to the heading introducing them. In the new heading, the reader
learns why Joseph received the revelation:
Joseph Smith had just arrived in Kirtland from New York, and Leman Copley, a
Church member in nearby Thompson, Ohio, “requested Brother Joseph and Sidney
[Rigdon] . . . live with him and he would furnish them houses and provisions.” The
following revelation clarifies where Joseph and Sidney should live and also calls
Edward Partridge to be the Church’s first bishop.

When Joseph arrived from New York in early February 1831, he had very
little money. While many of the New York Saints would be able to sell their
farms before their exodus, albeit taking enormous losses, Joseph Smith could
not sell his small farm in Harmony until 1833.8 Arriving in the dead of winter,
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with nowhere to live and no money to buy land or food, the offer from the
eccentric Leman Copley must have been very tempting. If only Joseph would
move twenty miles east of Kirtland to Copley’s extensive landholdings in
Thompson, Ohio, his material wants would be supplied. But, knowing that
the Lord had brought him to Kirtland, Joseph did not immediately accept
the generous offer. As John Whitmer records in the Book of Commandments
and Revelations, “then Joseph enquired of the lord & Received as follows.”
The revelation Joseph received in response to his inquiry about Copley’s offer
explained that rather than move to Thompson, he and Sidney would have
houses built for them and their families in Kirtland. Rather than accepting
the offer that would have provided himself and his family more immediate
comfort and security, Joseph faithfully inquired of the Lord what he should
do. He then dutifully followed the voice of the Lord and remained in Kirtland,
living in the cramped quarters in others’ houses rather than in the one built
just for him that Copley had offered. This seemingly small decision in fact
had great impact on the development of the Church in Ohio. Had Joseph
settled in Thompson, other migrating members naturally would have done so
as well, and Thompson rather than Kirtland would have become the center
of the Church in Ohio. Yet, despite his early protestations to great generosity,
Copley’s devotion to the cause proved to be shallowly rooted and withered
very quickly in the heat of opposition.
Only a few months after Joseph and his family settled in Kirtland,
Copley pressed for missionaries to be sent among his Shaker friends in his
former religious community. A revelation, contained in D&C 49, directed
Parley P. Pratt and Sidney Rigdon to accompany him on a mission to North
Union, Ohio, to preach the Shakers there and inform them of some of their
erroneously held beliefs.9 When the Shakers refused to be converted by the
message, Copley apparently lost his own conviction. Within days, with the
help of one of the Shaker leaders, Copley ordered the Colesville Saints he had
invited to settle on his land to remove themselves immediately, causing much
distress among those families.10 Had Joseph accepted Copley’s offer to live in
Thompson in February 1831, he likely would have been evicted along with
any others that had settled near him. Instead, the Church was able to maintain its primary settlement in Kirtland, and a revelation a few months later
explained the Lord’s desire to “retain a strong hold in the Land of Kirtland for
the space of five years.”11 Joseph inquired of the Lord first rather than taking
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the easy path, upon which the Lord knew that unforeseen circumstances
would harm Joseph and the Church.
D&C 47

The 2013 heading for section 47 explains that “John Whitmer, who had
already served as a clerk to the Prophet, initially hesitated when he was asked
to serve as the Church historian and recorder, replacing Oliver Cowdery. He
wrote, ‘I would rather not do it but observed that the will of the Lord be done,
and if he desires it, I desire that he would manifest it through Joseph the Seer.’
After Joseph Smith received this revelation, John Whitmer accepted and
served in his appointed office.” It is remarkable that two times Joseph Smith
asked John Whitmer to serve as Church historian. In the heading to the
“50th Commandment” (now D&C 47) in the Book of Commandments and
Revelation, John Whitmer wrote and then partially crossed out this introductory statement to Joseph’s revelation, like this: “given to John [Whitmer] in
consequenc of not feeling reconciled to write at the request of Joseph with[o]
ut a commandment &c.”12 The first time John Whitmer felt that it was just
Joseph asking him, and he declined. When John was asked the second time,
it was the Lord who was extending the call—even though the actual request
came from Joseph Smith again. John Whitmer was able to recognize and
heed the voice of the Lord.
D&C 52, 54, and 56

The new section headings additionally help educators at times sort out who is
being addressed by the Lord in the revelation. For example, the previous section headings had erroneously linked D&C 54 and D&C 56 together as both
being part of the controversy surrounding Leman Copley’s faithless eviction
of the Colesville Saints living on his property in Thompson, Ohio. Section
56 chastised Ezra Thayre for not obeying the “former commandment which
I have given him concerning the place upon which he lives. And if he will do
this, as there shall be no divisions made upon the land, he shall be appointed
still to go to the land of Missouri; otherwise he shall receive the money which
he has paid, and shall leave the place, and shall be cut off out of my church,
saith the Lord God of hosts.” Because the only other section nearby discussing a land dispute was section 54, the writers of headings naturally concluded
that Thayre must have been involved with Copley somehow in his eviction
of Mormons from that land. However, research in The Joseph Smith Papers,
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Documents, Volume 1 demonstrated that in fact Thayre was unassociated with
the Thompson affair. Instead, a revelation given May 15, 1831, gave Thayre
very specific instructions of his calling on “the farm owned by Frederick [G.
Williams] and also concerning Joseph [Smith Sr.] & Ezra [Thayre].” Although
recorded in the Book of Commandments and Revelations and the Kirtland
Revelation Book, this revelation was never published alongside the others in
the Book of Commandments or the Doctrine and Covenants, so it was not
well known or even well understood.13
Frederick G. Williams purchased a 144-acre farm in Kirtland that became
one of the central locations of Mormon settlement. Joseph Smith Sr.’s family,
for instance settled on it when they arrived from Palmyra. Lucy Mack Smith
later wrote that “on this farm my family were all established with this arrangement that we were to cultivate the farm and the produce was to be applied to
the support of our families and the use of persons who came to the place and
had no acquaintances there.”14 However, Williams still owed a balance on the
property and the unpublished May 15 revelation instructed Ezra Thayre and
Joseph Smith Sr., “Let that which belongeth to my Servent [sic] Frederick be
secured unto him by deed or bond” and Thayre apparently paid some money
toward this debt. Thayre was also told to “humble himself ” and if he did “at
the conference meeting he would be ordained with power from on high &
he shall go from thence (if he be obedient unto my commandments) & proclaim my Gospel unto the western regions with my Servants that must go
forth even unto the borders of the Lamanites for Behold I have a great work
for them to do & it shall be given unto you to know what ye shall do at the
conference meeting even so Amen.”15
Thayre was called on a mission, as the Lord had promised, by a revelation Joseph Smith received at the close of the June 6, 1831, conference (D&C
52). However, as he prepared to leave, Thayre apparently allowed temporal
concerns to distract from his spiritual mission. He had paid money toward
securing the deed to the expansive Frederick G. Williams farm just weeks
earlier. Before he left for his mission to Missouri, Thayre demanded that he be
given a title to the portion of the farm his money had paid for. This demand
delayed his departure and necessitated the Lord calling someone else to serve
as the companion of Thomas B. Marsh. Thayre was chastised, and concerning
him the Lord said, “My servant Ezra Thayre must repent of his pride, and of
his selfishness, and obey the former commandment which I have given him
concerning the place upon which he lives. And if he will do this, as there shall
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be no divisions made upon the land, he shall be appointed still to go to the
land of Missouri; otherwise he shall receive the money which he has paid, and
shall leave the place, and shall be cut off out of my church, saith the Lord God
of hosts” (D&C 56:8).
Thayre could either repent and serve his mission and obey the word of
the Lord that had been given a month earlier concerning his role on the communally occupied Williams’s farm, or he could continue to demand that he
receive his money back. Thayre was told by the revelation that he would be
given his money, but it would cost him his membership in the Church. Faced
with this prophetic censure, Thayre apparently repented and remained in the
Church until apostatizing with many others after the murder of Joseph Smith
in 1844.
Additional Section Heading Changes

Here are some additional historical insights, details, and background information that have been added to various section headings in the 2013 edition
of the scriptures. (Quotations included are from the new section headings
unless otherwise noted.)
•
D&C 18 quotes the Prophet’s explanation of the revelation, saying
that it revealed the “calling of twelve apostles in these last days, and
also instructions relative to building up the Church.”
•
D&C 42 informs the reader that it was a revelation received in two
parts, the first on February 9, 1831, and the second on February 23,
1831. The heading informs the reader which verses were received in
the first part and those that were received a few weeks later.
•
D&C 49 is now dated to May 7 rather than March 7. Though a seemingly minor change, the new date helps explain Leman Copley’s
apostasy coming on the heels of his failed mission to the Shakers and
the subsequent eviction of the Colesville Saints from his land in D&C
54. Copley apparently ordered the members off of his land almost
immediately after he went on his missionary journey with Sidney
Rigdon and Parley P. Pratt.
•
D&C 59 notes, “On the day this revelation was received, Polly Knight,
the wife of Joseph Knight Sr., died, the first Church member to die in
Zion” which provides additional insights regarding the opening verses
of that section.
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D&C 60 teaches that Joseph and others had recently “participated
in the dedication of the land and the temple site” in Independence,
Missouri (as they had been commanded in D&C 58:57).
D&C 65 is now identified as a “revelation on prayer” instead of suggesting that Joseph Smith designated “this revelation as a prayer” (1981
section heading for D&C 65).
D&C 66 makes much clearer the connection between William
McLellin’s petition to the Lord “to make known through the Prophet
the answer to five questions, which were unknown to Joseph Smith”
and the Prophet’s receiving this revelation.
D&C 67 explains in greater detail what actions the November 1831
Church Conference at Hiram, Ohio took regarding publishing the
Book of Commandments. The new heading explains that “William
W. Phelps had recently established the Church printing press in
Independence, Missouri. The conference decided to publish the revelations in the Book of Commandments and to print 10,000 copies
(which because of unforeseen difficulties was later reduced to 3,000
copies).”
D&C 69 clarifies that D&C 133 was identified as “the Appendix” later,
not at the time of the November 1831 Church Conference. The new
heading also makes clear that “This revelation instructs John Whitmer
to accompany Oliver Cowdery and also directs Whitmer to travel
and collect historical material in his calling as Church historian and
recorder.” The previous section heading had mentioned only Oliver
Cowdery by name.
D&C 78, as well as several other sections (for example, D&C 82, 92,
and 104), discusses the role of the United Firm more clearly than previous editions. As the heading explains, the United Firm managed “the
Church’s mercantile and publishing endeavors . . . generating funds for
the establishment of Zion and for the benefit of the poor”; it “was
organized in April 1832 and disbanded in 1834.”
D&C 87’s heading provides additional insights into the American
political climate at the time Joseph received this section.
D&C 98 provides a better understanding of the circumstances that
Latter-day Saints in Missouri faced in 1833. It also mentions that “in
July 1833, a mob destroyed Church property, tarred and feathered
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two Church members, and demanded that the Saints leave Jackson
County.”
D&C 99 shares additional information regarding John Murdock’s challenging family situation. “For over a year, John Murdock had been
preaching the gospel while his children—motherless after the death of his
wife, Julia Clapp, in April 1831—resided with other families in Ohio.”
D&C 105 includes a more complete summary of the mission of Zion’s
Camp by explaining that “under the leadership of the Prophet, Saints
from Ohio and other areas marched to Missouri in an expedition
later known as Zion’s Camp. Their purpose was to escort the expelled
Missouri Saints back to their lands in Jackson County. Missourians
who had previously persecuted the Saints feared retaliation from
Zion’s Camp and preemptively attacked some Saints living in Clay
County, Missouri.” The new heading also notes that Missouri’s governor, Daniel Dunklin, withdrew his promised support (after earlier
receiving a copy of D&C 101).
D&C 132 now explains that the revelation relates to “the principle
of plural marriage” as well as “the marriage covenant.” The heading
points the reader to the fuller explanation of plural marriage found in
Official Declaration 1.
D&C 135 explains that this section “was included at the end of the
1844 edition of the Doctrine and Covenants, which was nearly ready
for publication when Joseph and Hyrum Smith were murdered.” John
Taylor is no longer specified as the definitive author, as this cannot be
verified by historical documents.

Official Declarations 1 & 2

Perhaps the most important additions to the 2013 edition of the scriptures
are the introductions to the Official Declarations. These declarations contain
the mind and will of the Lord on two aspects of Church history and theology that are often misunderstood by both members and non-members alike.
The introductions allow the religious educator to navigate some of the more
difficult questions students may have by pointing to the explanations now
contained in the scriptures that each student will have readily accessible.
In the 1981 edition, Official Declaration 1 contained several paragraphs
following it that helped demonstrate and explain the divine origins of this
revelation. The new introduction now situates the practice of plural marriage
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In the 1981 edition, the Official Declarations did not have introductions.

An introduction was added to both Official Declarations 1 and 2 in the 2013 edition of the Doctrine
and Covenants.

both theologically and historically. The reader is informed that monogamy is
the rule unless the Lord otherwise directs, but that such direction was given
to Joseph Smith by revelation and members began practicing plural marriage
in the 1840s. Fierce opposition to plural marriage by citizens of the United
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States led to laws outlawing the practice that were eventually upheld as constitutional by the Supreme Court. In the face of this opposition, the Lord
gave Wilford Woodruff the revelation which he announced in a document
now known as Official Declaration 1. Of key importance in the introduction,
beyond teaching the reader that the practice originated with Joseph Smith, is
the final line of the introduction that explains, contrary to what many believe,
that plural marriage did not immediately cease the day the Declaration was
issued. Instead, the reader learns that the Declaration “led to the end of the
practice of plural marriage in the Church” (emphasis added). Plural marriage did not end immediately, especially the marriages that had already been
entered into prior to the Declaration. And, for a time, some few new plural
marriages were still performed, especially in areas outside of the United States.
The introduction now prefacing Official Declaration 2 similarly allows
instructors to answer some of the more difficult questions from students surrounding the revelation that all worthy male members could be ordained to
the priesthood, regardless of race.16 Like the introduction to Declaration 1,
this introduction starts with explaining the doctrinal truth contained in the
Book of Mormon that “all are alike unto God.” Helping to answer questions
about when the practice originated, the introduction explains that some black
males were ordained to the priesthood during Joseph Smith’s time. At some
point after that, “church leaders stopped conferring the priesthood on black
males of African descent.” The introduction can end all speculative commentary in any class by the simple sentence it includes: “Church records offer no
clear insights in the origins of this practice.” This statement nicely dovetails
with the Church’s official statement on race, which further explains, “The
origins of priesthood availability are not entirely clear. Some explanations
with respect to this matter were made in the absence of direct revelation and
references to these explanations are sometimes cited in publications. These
previous personal statements do not represent Church doctrine.”17 The new
introduction allows an educator to have students turn to their scriptures, read
the preface to the Declaration, and understand that any theories, ideas, suppositions, or rumors they have heard about the priesthood restriction were
not the doctrine of the Church and should therefore not be perpetuated.
Instead, explaining that there is no revealed answer as to exactly when and
why the restriction came about, the educator is then allowed to focus on what
is known: that the Lord gave his servant Spencer W. Kimball a revelation
directing the Church to ordain all worthy males to the priesthood. We clearly
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see the promise that the truth would be revealed line upon line and precept
upon precept to the Lord’s prophets.
Summary

These changes were made under the direction of and accepted by Church
leaders in an effort to help readers of the Doctrine and Covenants better
understand the origin and intent of these communications from the Lord.
Before discussing with students the changes outlined here (and the many
other reference resource modifications), it may be beneficial to review the
fact that, while this information can be extremely helpful in placing revelations in their historical context and chronological order, introductory and
heading information is not itself canonized. As they have in the past, these
section headings may change in future editions of the scriptures, especially as
scholars better understand the founding decades of the Church.
The 2013 edition of the Doctrine and Covenants is a wonderful step forward in providing improved scriptural resources for Church members and
gospel students. The introduction, Chronological Order of Contents, section heading changes, and introductions prior to the Official Declarations can
increase our understanding of the gospel and enrich our experience with the
scriptures. Gaining a greater understanding of the questions that were asked
which led to the revelations, or the situations and difficulties Joseph and others
encountered that caused them to call upon the Lord for guidance, can better
help each reader to liken the verses of these revelations unto themselves.
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or many readers of the Book of Mormon, the Isaiah passages quoted in
1 and 2 Nephi, Mosiah, and 3 Nephi present an almost insurmountable
obstacle made up of Hebrew poetry and imagery. Particularly daunting is the
sudden change of style from historical narrative and the sermons and teachings of Nephi, Lehi, and Jacob to the more literary and symbolic style of the
Isaiah passages. President Boyd K. Packer observed: “Just as you settle in to
move comfortably along, you will meet a barrier. The style of the language
changes to Old Testament prophecy style. For, interspersed in the narrative,
are chapters reciting the prophecies of the Old Testament prophet Isaiah.
They loom as a barrier, like a roadblock or a checkpoint beyond which the
casual reader, one with idle curiosity, generally will not go.”1
Since Nephi clearly states that he loves “plainness” (2 Nephi 25:4), many
readers are somewhat perplexed by the inclusion of the Isaiah chapters in his
writings. What these readers fail to understand is that Nephi included the
writings of Isaiah not as a test or advanced course for scripture readers but
because they formed the foundation of his own scriptural understanding,
which he then communicated in plainness in his writings.2 In other words,
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the simplicity in Nephi’s writings reflects a depth of understanding that can
only be grasped after fully absorbing the meaning of Isaiah’s words. Therefore,
the reader who absorbs and plumbs the depths of Isaiah’s writings, as Nephi
did, will more fully understand the profound insights contained in the clarity
of Nephi’s words. The plain and more accessible writings of Nephi, Abinadi,
Christ, Mormon, and Moroni act as keys to illuminate Isaiah, and the writings of Isaiah in turn act as a key to fully unlock the profound nature of Book
of Mormon prophetic thought.
Twice the Savior urged the Nephites to study the words of Isaiah. First,
after declaring that they would be fulfilled, Jesus commanded, “Behold they
are written, ye have them before you, therefore search them” (3 Nephi 20:11).
Second, after quoting Isaiah 54 and numerous other passages, the Savior
admonished the Nephites: “Ye ought to search these things. Yea, a commandment I give unto you that ye search these things diligently; for great are the
words of Isaiah. For surely he spake as touching all things concerning my people which are of the house of Israel; therefore it must needs be that he must
speak also to the Gentiles” (3 Nephi 23:1–2).
In response to this commandment, this article’s chief purpose and contribution to existing Isaiah scholarship is to show how the main doctrines and
purposes of the Book of Mormon, found on the title page and in the writings of Book of Mormon prophets, mirror and follow the central focus of the
Isaiah chapters.3 Specifically, we will show how the scattering and gathering
of the house of Israel, due to their acceptance or rejection of the covenant of
Christ, illustrate the doctrines of justice and mercy as taught in the Book of
Mormon. While in one sense this article simplifies the message of Isaiah by
pointing to overarching themes recognized by the Book of Mormon prophets,
we do not intend to obfuscate the complexity of Isaiah’s teachings, the nuance
of his literary skills, or his multilayered approach that emphasizes numerous
concepts not mentioned in this article. In this article we intend to focus on
one way of teaching Isaiah that will help students synthesize the overarching
themes of his messages, rather than to minimize other important concepts he
taught that have been discussed by other scholars.4
To create a foundation for this discussion, we will first briefly describe
Isaiah’s writing style and historical context. Next, we will propose new possibilities for how Nephi and Jacob used Isaiah’s teachings as they applied
his writings to their own situation, which will be followed by a discussion of Nephi, Abinadi, and Christ’s extensive quotations of Isaiah. Finally,
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illustrations of the connections between the major purposes of the Book of
Mormon and the writings of Isaiah will illustrate the meaning and relevance
of many of Isaiah’s statements and demonstrate why Nephite prophets and
the Savior found it so important to quote the writings of Isaiah.
Writing Style

President Packer’s observation regarding the barrier of the Isaiah chapters
raises several questions: Why is Isaiah so difficult? Is he deliberately challenging? Why does he use poetic parallelism rather than employ a more
straightforward style like Nephi, who writes “mine own prophecy, according
to my plainness; in the which I know that no man can err” (2 Nephi 25:7)?
In Isaiah’s call to be a prophet, known as his “throne theophany,”5 he was
given this instruction: “Go and tell this people—hear ye indeed, but they
understood not; and see ye indeed, but they perceived not.6 Make the heart
of this people fat, and make their ears heavy, and shut their eyes—lest they
see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with their heart,
and be converted and be healed” (2 Nephi 16:9–10; compare Isaiah 6:9–10).
The New Testament references this Isaiah passage several times (see Matthew
13:10–15; Mark 4:12; John 12:37–41; Acts 28:25–28) and makes the statement one of consequence—they did not understand or perceive because
they hardened their hearts and blinded their minds. Nephi makes a similar
claim in the Book of Mormon, that by “looking beyond the mark” the Jews
dulled their spiritual capabilities. Jacob explained, “They despised the words
of plainness, and killed the prophets, and sought for things that they could
not understand; . . . [therefore] God hath taken away his plainness from
them, and delivered unto them many things which they cannot understand,
because they desired it” ( Jacob 4:14).7 In other words, both Nephi and Jacob
connected Isaiah’s style of prophecy with the cultural background of the
Israelites, created as a result of their desires, and called by Nephi “the manner
of prophesying among the Jews” (2 Nephi 25:1).8 Nephi and Jacob did not
emulate certain features of that manner of teaching in their own prophecies;
nevertheless, they valued Isaiah’s prophecies highly and testified that they
came from the Lord.
Isaiah’s poetic language does reveal great truths in profound ways to
those willing to invest time, humility, and faith, even as it hides those truths
from the spiritually immature.9 As an additional challenge to the Nephites
and to latter-day readers, Isaiah’s similes and metaphors were often based
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in agricultural and geographical details that were no longer familiar to the
Nephites and are not part of a modern understanding.
Isaiah’s major poetic technique is the use of parallelisms—the repetition
of a thought, idea, grammar pattern, or key word.10 His writing is further
characterized by its potential for multiple applications. This means that many
of his prophecies had a historical fulfillment in his day, and others were fulfilled in future times—such as among the Nephites, and at the time of Jesus
Christ—and some even have yet to be fulfilled, such as in the latter days at
Christ’s Second Coming.11 For example, after Nephi’s extended quotation of
the words of Isaiah in 2 Nephi 12–24, he proceeded to interpret and apply
these words first to the Jews (2 Nephi 25:9–20), then to the descendants
of Lehi (25:21–26:11), and then to the Gentiles in the latter days (26:12–
30:18). Although it may be helpful to understand each poetic device and each
potential level of application for the Isaiah passages in the Book of Mormon,
readers need not comprehend every simile, metaphor, allegory, poetic meaning, or application to find overarching themes and doctrines.
Isaiah’s Original Historical Context

As a prophet who was given access to the kingly court of Judah, Isaiah regularly prophesied of the consequences of sin for Judah and other kingdoms
and attempted to persuade those who would listen to return to faithful worship of the Lord. Isaiah’s era included strife between the kingdoms of Israel
(the northern kingdom) and Judah (the southern kingdom) during the reign
of King Ahaz (c. 734 BC; see 2 Kings 16:5), King Hezekiah’s religious and
temple reform (c. 728 BC; see 2 Kings 18:4), the deportation of the northern kingdom of Israel by Assyria (c. 721 BC; see 2 Kings 17:23), and the
siege of Jerusalem by the Assyrian King Sennacherib during the reign of King
Hezekiah (701 BC; see 2 Kings 18:17). For example, Isaiah 7 (2 Nephi 17)
mentions the plotting of the king of Israel and the king of Syria to replace
King Ahaz of Judah with a puppet king who would join together with them
against the Assyrian Empire (see 2 Kings 16; 2 Chronicles 28). The account
assumes the reader is aware of the geopolitical crisis that led to this attempt
and that Ahaz was a wicked king who wearied both Isaiah and the Lord with
his refusal to seek a sign from God, as Isaiah instructed him to do. Because
Ahaz would not follow Isaiah’s counsel, the Lord provided his own sign;
Isaiah prophesied of the birth of a child called Immanuel, literally “with us is
God,” indicating divine help (see Isaiah 7:14; 2 Nephi 17:14).
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Appreciating the historical, literary, and doctrinal background of Isaiah
is useful in gaining deeper spiritual insights that then help us liken the scriptures to ourselves appropriately.12 Isaiah’s words had meaning for the people
of his day as well as for those of future time periods. For example, Isaiah
likened Jerusalem to ancient Old Testament cities and “address[ed] them
directly by name as actually being Sodom and Gomorrah.”13 Nephi and Jacob,
who understood the historical, literary, and doctrinal background of Isaiah’s
writings, could properly liken Isaiah’s prophecies to their own people, thus
providing an additional level of prophetic application. This background
knowledge will help today’s readers better understand the original purposes
of ancient prophecies before they endeavor to apply them further.14
Nephi’s and Jacob’s Introductory Context of Isaiah

Nephi stated that he delighted in plainness and subsequently restated Isaiah’s
words in his own straightforward style, so why did he not simply move
directly to his own clearly stated message? There appear to be at least three
reasons for quoting Isaiah:
1.
Because Lehi’s descendants were a branch of Israel broken off and
led away, Nephi saw Isaiah as their prophetic connection back to
their homeland. Isaiah was their reassurance that they were natural
branches of the “olive tree,” the house of Israel—that they had not
been forgotten—and that in the latter days they would be re-grafted
into that original tree (see 1 Nephi 15:12–18; 21).
2.
Nephi was following the time-honored prophetic pattern of ancient
Israel, continued later in the New Testament and still today, of quoting
an earlier prophet as an additional authority.15
3.
Nephi was showing later readers the scriptural context that provided
his own clear understanding of true principles in order to enable them
to gain the depth of understanding that he possessed.16
Nephi set the stage for his first quotation of Isaiah by citing clear prophecies about the “God of our fathers, . . . the God of Abraham, and of Isaac, and
the God of Jacob” from the brass plates and by then explaining that Isaiah
was writing to all the house of Israel (1 Nephi 19:10–21). After explaining
his reason for teaching from Isaiah (22–24), he quoted Isaiah 48–49. Nephi’s
choice to start with two chapters from the end of Isaiah’s writings is instructive; Isaiah’s later teachings include more descriptions of God’s mercy and
long-suffering love toward the house of Israel than his earlier teachings do.
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These two chapters provided a hopeful final outlook for Nephi’s people while
describing their challenging departure from their homeland.17 Subsequent to
reading these prophecies concerning God’s love for Israel and the servant who
would gather his people, Nephi interpreted his quotation of Isaiah with an
extended exposition on the destruction of the wicked, the preservation of the
righteous, and how the Holy One of Israel would gather his people in the last
days (see 1 Nephi 22:1–28). Nephi underscored his exposition on mercy by
citing a familiar Mosaic passage:
A prophet shall the Lord your God raise up unto you, like unto me; him shall ye hear
in all things whatsoever he shall say unto you. And it shall come to pass that all those
who will not hear that prophet shall be cut off from among the people.
And now I, Nephi, declare unto you, that this prophet of whom Moses
spake was the Holy One of Israel. (1 Nephi 22:20–21; emphasis added; see also
Deuteronomy 18:15)

In commenting on Nephi’s inclusion of Isaiah’s writings in 1 Nephi 20–21,
S. Kent Brown notes that the prophecies coincide with the difficulties that
Lehi’s family encountered in their wilderness experience. For example, passages from Isaiah mirror the description of their journey: they were “broken
off and [were] driven out because of the wickedness of the pastors of my people” (1 Nephi 21:1; Isaiah 48:1) and “they thirsted not; he led them through
the deserts; he caused the waters to flow out of the rock for them” (1 Nephi
20:21; Isaiah 49:21). From Nephi’s point of view, Isaiah was speaking about
him and his people.18 It appears that Nephi sees in each of his quotations of
Isaiah a direct application to his family’s experiences: Lehi’s throne theophany (see 1 Nephi 1:8; compare with 2 Nephi 16:1); the law and the word
of God contained in the brass plates (see 1 Nephi 5:11–16; compare with
2 Nephi 18:20); the journey through the desert wilderness, which included
famine, thirst, and fatigue that was mitigated by God (see 1 Nephi 16:35;
17:1–3; compare with 1 Nephi 20:20–21); his apocalyptic vision of Nephite
apostasy, destruction of the wicked, and visitation by Christ (see 1 Nephi
12–14; compare with 2 Nephi 13–14); questions about God’s vineyard and
the re-grafting of Israel into the olive tree (see 1 Nephi 15:7; compare with
2 Nephi 15:1–4, 26); and the separation of the family into two warring clans
(see 2 Nephi 5:5; compare with 2 Nephi 17:1, 6). These examples from the
story of Lehi’s family align with prophecies of Isaiah that Nephi quoted.
Jacob introduced his quotation of Isaiah in 2 Nephi 7–8 by explaining
that he would quote from Isaiah because Isaiah’s words speak of “things which
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Lehi and his family had access to the words of Isaiah on the plates of brass. Nephi declared that the words
of Isaiah “shall be of great worth unto them in the last days; for in that day shall they understand them”
(2 Nephi 25:8).

are, and which are to come . . . concerning all the house of Israel” (2 Nephi
6:4–5). According to Jacob, the future scattering and gathering of the house
of Israel would be dependent upon their response to a “knowledge of their
Redeemer” (2 Nephi 6:11), just as it had been anciently.19 Following the death
of Lehi and the separation of his descendants into two factions, Jacob quoted
from Isaiah 50 regarding an unrepentant people and a willing servant (see
2 Nephi 7); from Isaiah 51, urging the Nephites to look back to the righteous
progenitors of the covenant, Abraham and Sarah (see 2 Nephi 8:1–23); and
from Isaiah 52:1–2, bidding Zion to rejoice in her future redemption (see
2 Nephi 8:24–25). Jacob applied Isaiah’s teachings first to the Nephites, as
warnings and prophecies for them specifically, then to the Jews generally, and
then to all the house of Israel.
It appears that Jacob understood that the Nephites were following the
same tragic pattern as the Israelites in the Holy Land. The death of Solomon
precipitated the breakup of the united kingdom of Israel into northern and
southern polities, just as the death of Lehi brought about the separation of
the family into Nephites and Lamanites. The unrepentant people could be
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likened to those of the northern kingdom (see 1 Kings 12:20, 25–28) and
the Lamanites (see 2 Nephi 5:5–8, 20–25). The willing servant most likely
symbolizes Christ and his prophets but could also have initially symbolized
the people in the southern kingdom and the Nephites (2 Nephi 7:1–9).20 The
historical devastation of the northern kingdom by Assyria and the prophetic
pronouncement regarding the demise of the southern kingdom by Babylon
(2 Nephi 6:8) were part of Jacob’s cultural inheritance. He therefore taught
Isaiah’s words to prevent the same captivity and destruction from occurring
to his people. Jacob also knew from Nephi’s apocalyptic vision (see 1 Nephi
12) about the eventual apostasy and destruction of the two nations springing
from Lehi. At about the time the southern kingdom of Judah was taken into
captivity and scattered, Lehi’s family had been led away to a new promised
land.21 The two Israelite kingdoms had become deaf to the messages taught
by their prophets and did not understand the promise of a Savior, just as both
the Lamanites and the Nephites would eventually become deaf to the message of the gospel.
By quoting Zenos’s allegory of the olive tree, Jacob answered a question
of supreme importance to both the house of Israel in general and to him and
his future posterity specifically, as a branch of that house: “How is it possible
that these, after having rejected the sure foundation, can ever build upon it,
that it may become the head of their corner?” ( Jacob 4:17). As phrased by
Elder Jeffrey R. Holland, the central theme of this allegory and the answer
to Jacob’s question is the at-one-ment: returning, repenting, and reuniting.22
Jacob used the cultural and historical heritage found in Isaiah’s prophecies
and Zenos’s allegory to give context to his people’s current situation, to call
them to repentance, and to reassure them that God’s plan provided for their
future redemption.
Nephi’s Large Quotation of Isaiah: Covenants, the House of Israel,
and Christ

One explanation for the whole chapters and passages of Isaiah interspersed
throughout certain parts of the Book of Mormon is that Isaiah’s messages
resonated with the Nephites as they likened his words to themselves and
looked forward to the prophecies’ further fulfillment in the latter days.
Moroni clearly states that the Book of Mormon “is to show unto the remnant
of the house of Israel what great things the Lord hath done for their fathers;
and that they may know the covenants of the Lord, that they are not cast off
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forever—And also to the convincing of the Jew and Gentile that jesus is the
christ, the eternal god, manifesting himself unto all nations” (Book of
Mormon title page, emphasis added).23 In accordance with this declaration,
the Lord focused the authors and compilers of the Book of Mormon on two
fundamental themes: (1) the house of Israel, and (2) the covenant of Christ,
often referred to as the Abrahamic covenant.24
Nephi’s introduction of his long quotation from Isaiah in 2 Nephi 11
identifies that these themes—types and shadows of Christ and the covenants
of the Lord with the house of Israel—are important to him. It also underscores the overall themes of the Book of Mormon (see 2 Nephi 11:4–5).
Nephi deliberately chose to quote passages from Isaiah that would focus on
the house of Israel and the Abrahamic covenant.25
We have found that if a teacher identifies the main focus of the passages
quoted by Nephi and Jacob, Isaiah becomes a more readable and understandable text for students. Jacob’s introductory quotation of Isaiah early on sets
the stage: “Hearken unto me, ye that follow after righteousness. Look unto
the rock from whence ye are hewn, and to the hole of the pit from whence ye
are digged. Look unto Abraham, your father, and unto Sarah, she that bare
you; for I called him alone, and blessed him” (2 Nephi 8:1–2). Almost all of
the quotations from Isaiah can be understood as flowing from the covenant
made with Abraham and Sarah, focusing on the consequences of obedience
or disobedience to that covenant. Obedience brings gathering and illustrations of the doctrine of mercy, whereas disobedience brings scattering and
the doctrine of justice. Isaiah’s metaphors and similes emphasize and repeat
these themes.26
The importance of understanding the central themes in Nephi’s use of
Isaiah cannot be overstated. Modern readers are typically comfortable with
the concepts of justice and mercy, especially when understood as a loss or
addition of spiritual blessings, but are often less familiar with the powerful
concepts of punishment, destruction, or the scattering and gathering of Israel.
When Isaiah warns of punishment, destruction, and scattering, he is teaching
what modern readers understand as justice, or the idea that sins cause a loss
of both spiritual and temporal blessings. When he speaks of gathering, he is
referring to what modern readers understand as mercy, or the spiritual and
physical blessings that come through repentance and obedience because of
the Atonement of Jesus Christ. In accordance with this ideology, the Book
of Mormon repeats the phrase “prospering” to denote mercy, or blessings
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from God. The most important warning in the Book of Mormon is against
being “cut off ” from the Spirit and left to one’s own strength, denoting justice and punishment (see 2 Nephi 1:20, 4:4; Alma 9:13, 36:30, 37:13, 38:1;
Ether 2:15). Thus the following terms are generally linked together: scattering, punishment, being cut off, justice; and gathering, blessings, prospering,
mercy.27 In the writings of Isaiah and Nephi, these principles and doctrines
have meaning through a covenant relationship, and have power because of
the Atonement of Jesus Christ. A similar focus on the power of covenants
centered in Christ continues later in the Book of Mormon through the teachings of Abinadi and Christ.
Abinadi’s Use of Isaiah’s Words

Abinadi also used Isaiah’s words to preach of Christ and covenants. He was
called two times to cry repentance to apostate Nephites living in the land originally settled by Lehi’s son Nephi. Interestingly, the wicked priests of King Noah
began to cross-examine Abinadi by quoting a passage of Isaiah (see Mosiah
12:21–24; Isaiah 52:7–10). They ask, “What meaneth the words which are
written, . . . How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth good tidings; that publisheth peace?” (Mosiah 12:20–21). Some of the
implications of Nephite history and this question are their view that
1. The priests have the scriptures with them and are aware of Isaiah’s
teachings (see Mosiah 12:20–21).
2. They believe they are living in the “promised land” settled by Nephi
(see Omni 1:27; Mosiah 9:3).
3. They believe they are worshipping in a temple that is even more beautiful than when Nephi originally built it (see Mosiah 11:10–11).
From their point of view, Abinadi’s message to them should have been
glad tidings rather than a condemnation of their king, a call to repentance, and
a prophetic warning of bondage and destruction (see Mosiah 12:21–24).28
Abinadi responded to their interrogation by teaching the Ten Commandments
and quoting Isaiah’s messianic promise before finally addressing their initial
question (see Mosiah 15:10–18).29 Abinadi’s quotation of Isaiah’s “Song of
the Suffering Servant” (Mosiah 14; Isaiah 53) and explanation of the “how
beautiful upon the mountains” passage both reflected the promise of gathering and great blessings to those who would come to Christ and testify of
him—they “declare his generation” and become “his seed” (see Mosiah 14,
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12:21; 15:10–18; Isaiah 53). Noah’s priests, with the exception of Alma, did
not fit this designation.
Christ’s Use of Isaiah’s Words

The risen Christ promised the Nephites that the words of Isaiah would be
fulfilled, associating them with the fulfilling of the covenant—meaning the
Abrahamic covenant—which promises both a spiritual gathering through
knowledge of Christ and a temporal gathering to a promised land (see
3 Nephi 20:11–14). Christ encouraged the Nephites to put on the power
and authority of the priesthood (see 3 Nephi 20:36; D&C 113:8) and promised redemption to those who would make covenants by his authority and
testify of him (see 3 Nephi 20:36–40). Christ promised a sign in the latter
days that would indicate the beginning of the fulfillment of Isaiah’s words
and the fulfilling of the covenant. The sign prophesied was the coming forth
of the Book of Mormon, “a great and a marvelous work” (see 3 Nephi 21:9;
Isaiah 29:14), accomplished by a servant of God—interpreted in latter days
as Joseph Smith—whose reputation and life would be marred for his efforts
(see 3 Nephi 21:10; Isaiah 52:14). Christ called the writings of the Book
of Mormon his words and warned that all who rejected them would be cut
off from the covenant family (see 3 Nephi 21:11; emphasis added). Christ
concluded his quotation of Isaiah with an entire chapter promising phenomenal growth in the latter days and requiring that the “gospel tent” of Zion
be enlarged (see 3 Nephi 22:1–3; Isaiah 54:1–3)—he also included Isaiah’s
prophecies that righteousness would be established as the norm and that
Christ’s children would prosper against their enemies (see 3 Nephi 22:13–17;
Isaiah 54:13–17).
Illustrating Isaiah

The four illustrations provided below are designed to assist students in better
understanding the Isaiah chapters by:
1. Presenting general themes of Isaiah in the Book of Mormon;
2. Connecting themes of the Book of Mormon as a whole to central
names in Isaiah’s writings;30
3. Demonstrating how the concepts of scattering and gathering, based
on the Abrahamic covenant and centered in Christ, are central to the
Isaiah chapters;
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4. Providing detailed examples from the Isaiah chapters in order to
demonstrate how specific phrases from the Isaiah chapters can be
understood when they are placed in a context of the main themes
of the Book of Mormon. The fourth illustration should provide sufficient examples for students of the Isaiah chapters, enabling them to
view those passages within this framework.

Figure 1

Figure 1 shows that the Book of Mormon’s basic message, according to the
title page, centers on the covenant of the Lord. Latter-day Saint students
recognize this as the gospel covenant that was given to those who sustained
Heavenly Father’s plan in the council in heaven.31 The Book of Mormon
teaches that the covenants promise the raising up of one who is like unto
Moses and who was identified by Nephi as the Holy One of Israel (see
1 Nephi 22:20–21). The consequences of individual acceptance or rejection
of Jesus Christ and his covenant are exemplified in the principles of scattering
and gathering and in the doctrines of justice and mercy. Scattering is the consequence of sin, and its results are judgment and justice, or being cut off from
the Spirit. Gathering is the result of obedience or repentance and brings forth
cleansing and mercy, or as the Book of Mormon explains it, “prospering.” See
1 Nephi 2:20 for the first of many examples of this term or see 1 Nephi 13:20
for the phrase “prosper in the land.”
themes
Covenants of the Lord
The Holy One of Israel/Jesus Christ
path of rejection

path of acceptance

Sin

Obedience/Repentance

Judgements/Justice

Cleansing/Mercy

Scattering

Gathering

Cut off from the Lord

Prosper in the land

Fig. 1: General Themes of Isaiah in the Book of Mormon
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Figure 2

Figure 2 displays the main themes of both the Book of Mormon in general
and of the Isaiah chapters specifically. Isaiah declared, “Behold, I and the children whom the Lord hath given me are for signs and for wonders in Israel
from the Lord of Hosts, which dwelleth in Mount Zion” (2 Nephi 18:18).
Isaiah’s name—meaning “Jehovah is salvation”—reflects the covenant of salvation made with the house of Israel, given to their progenitors Abraham and
Sarah, and called the Abrahamic covenant. Isaiah’s name serves as a reminder
to all people that the covenant provides for the salvation of mankind as a
result of the coming of Immanuel (meaning “God with us”)—or the Holy
One of Israel, referring to the condescension of the Son of God.
The principles of scattering and gathering illustrate the doctrines of justice and mercy that are denoted in the prophetic naming of Isaiah’s two sons,
Maher-shalal-hash-baz—literally meaning “speed, spoil, hasten, plunder,”
or that destruction is imminent—and Shearjashub—meaning “a remnant
shall return.” Maher-shalal-hash-baz’s name foreshadowed the coming of
names and terms
Isaiah [means “Jehovah is salvation”]
Abraham and Sarah [recalls the Abrahamic covenant]
Immanuel [means “God with us”]
path of rejection

path of acceptance

Justice

Mercy

Scattering

Gathering

Maher-shalal-hash-baz
[means “speed, spoil,
hasten, plunder”]

Shearjashub
[means “a remnant
shall return”]

Judgments

Repentance, cleansing

Cut off

Prosper

babylon

zion

Fig. 2: Isaiah’s Names and Terms Highlighting Book of Mormon Themes
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conquerors to take captive and scatter the northern and southern kingdoms
because they had rejected the covenant as it was manifested through the rituals of the law of Moses and taught by the prophets. Shearjashub’s name, seen
on the opposite side of the illustration, prophesied that those who repented
and returned to the covenant would be preserved and would receive the joy,
comfort, and security of Zion. Since Isaiah knew that most of the house of
Israel would reject the covenant, he prophesied that the wickedness of his era
would result in the scattering of Israel and captivity to Assyria and Babylon—
symbols of Satan’s kingdom. The prophecy of the return of Israel inherent
in Shearjashub’s name was partially fulfilled when a portion of the Israelites
were allowed to return to Jerusalem seventy years after being deported to
Babylon. Nephite prophets interpreted Isaiah’s words to mean that another
“return” or gathering would occur in the last days, when the house of Israel
would be prepared to accept the covenant provided by Christ and thus enjoy
the blessings of Zion, the kingdom of God (see 2 Nephi 25:16–17).
The themes of justice and mercy support the purposes of the Book of
Mormon as demonstrated by their centrality in the passages of Isaiah that are
quoted in 2 Nephi. Following Hebraic literary form, the meaning of Isaiah’s
poetic writings can be found in the balance of these two themes. Thus the
central principles found in Nephi’s large quotation of Isaiah are not located
at the beginning or end of that section, as modern readers might anticipate.
Rather, the cardinal principles are found in the center point of 2 Nephi 12–24,
in 2 Nephi 18, and supporting concepts are found at the beginning and end.
These supporting concepts expand outward from the essential, central concept—the acceptance or rejection of the covenant with Christ—leading to
mercy or justice.
This centrality and balance is demonstrated in the following illustration
of the thematic structure of 2 Nephi 12–24.32 It should be noted, however,
that there are too many blocks of material in these chapters that do not fit the
chiastic structure illustrated below to be defined as a true chiasm. They are
shown here in this form primarily to serve as a modern teaching tool, rather
than to indicate how they would have been viewed anciently.
Figure 3

As can be seen in figure 3, the promise of Christ is the message at the center of
the Isaiah chapters, found in 2 Nephi 18 (letter G). Israel’s scattering hinged
on its rejection of Christ, or Immanuel,33 and was prophesied in the divinely
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mandated name Maher-shalal-hash-baz (see 2 Nephi 18:3). This is the most
important warning found in the Book of Mormon: rejecting Christ brings
the penalty of being cut off spiritually from the Lord (in italics in figure 3).
The principle found immediately next to that of scattering—in chapters 17
and 19 (letters F and F′)—is mercy, that all who believe in Christ (Immanuel)
will be gathered (in roman text in figure 3). This concept is represented by the
name Shearjashub. Isaiah’s writings about scattering and gathering, or justice
and mercy, ripple out from the center point of Nephi’s large quotation, demonstrating the beautiful balance of Isaiah’s writing.
Thematic Balance of 2 Nephi 12–24
A 12—The latter-day gathering to the temple during the millennial reign of Christ, connected to
the destruction of the wicked
B 13—Kingdom of Judah and Jerusalem punished for their wickedness and pride
C 14—Zion to be redeemed in the last days
D 15—An ensign will be lifted up in Zion in the last days34
E 16—Those who reject Isaiah’s message will be destroyed
F 17—Christ will be born of a virgin (names: Immanuel
and Shearjashub)
G 18—Seek after the Lord
(names: Immanuel Maher-shalal-hash-baz)
F' 19—A child (Christ) will be born
E' 20—Hard–hearted Assyria will be destroyed
D' 21—An ensign will be raised in Zion in the last days
C' 22—During the millennium, all will be able to dwell with the Lord
B' 23—Babylon will be punished and destroyed for its wickedness and pride
A' 24—Israel will be gathered and enjoy millennial rest, connected to the destruction of the wicked

Fig. 3: Thematic Balance of 2 Nephi 12–2435

Figure 4

Comprehending the overarching themes in this block helps the student find
meaning in the details of Isaiah’s poetic voice. Figure 4 illustrates brief quotations from each of the Isaiah chapters provided by Nephite prophets and
Christ. These passages demonstrate how the themes of (1) Christ/Immanuel,
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(2) faithfulness/disobedience to covenants, (3) scattering/justice, and
(4) gathering/mercy dominate the teachings of Isaiah that were included
in the Book of Mormon. Throughout the writings quoted by Nephi, Isaiah
teaches that all must be faithful to their covenants with Christ, and that
justice and scattering or mercy and gathering center on their acceptance or
rejection of Him. By reviewing these examples, the rest of the details in the
chapters may become clearer. The Isaiah chapters in 1 and 2 Nephi, Mosiah,
and 3 Nephi can be presented by the teacher, or studied by the student, as
a well-balanced whole rather than as disjointed segments that do not relate
to each other. Although the passages below lack a full context, we have
attempted to quote a sufficient amount of the text so that the reader can see
how the above principles are illustrated. The reader can then put the phrases
back into the full context of the pericope and see that this is the main point
Isaiah was teaching.
To students, what may at first appear in the Isaiah chapters to be a bewildering mix of disconnected detail in reality works together thematically to
testify of the importance of the Abrahamic covenant that leads to a Zionlike state of joy. Each of the causes and results in the references listed under
scattering and gathering (in the illustration above) is taken directly from the
teachings of Isaiah quoted in the Book of Mormon. For example, phrases
using words such as divorce, orphaning, apostasy, and captivity fall under
scattering; and concepts such as marriage, status as a child, liberation, and
return or restoration fall under gathering. Isaiah’s use of names and entities
such as Babylon and Assyria symbolize the worldly kingdom of Satan. In
contrast, Zion symbolizes God’s kingdom. These polar opposites portray the
dichotomy between misery and joy that Book of Mormon prophets teach
with plainness and simplicity. Isaiah describes both the consequences of
abominable behaviors and the promised blessings of righteousness, under
the Abrahamic covenant. Although many of the warnings of Isaiah may
appear harsh to the modern student, they are necessarily strong in order to
sufficiently warn the wicked, as well as to prepare the reader for the sublime
description of the blessings that come to the righteous. The punishments of
the wicked are as one side of a coin, balanced by the blessings of the righteous
on the other side of the coin. The promised blessings lack power without the
balancing strength of the punishments.
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Sin, Scattering, Cutting Off, and Justice
•

O that thou hadst hearkened to my commandments—then had thy peace been as
a river, and thy righteousness as the waves of the sea. Thy seed also had been as
the sand; . . . his name should not have been cut off nor destroyed from before me.
(1 Nephi 20:18–19)

•

For your iniquities have ye sold yourselves. . . . [Ye] walk in the light of your fire and
in the sparks which ye have kindled. This shall ye have of mine hand—ye shall lie
down in sorrow. (2 Nephi 7:1, 11)

•

Awake, awake, stand up, O Jerusalem, which hast drunk at the hand of the Lord
the cup of his fury—thou hast drunken the dregs of the cup of trembling wrung
out. (2 Nephi 8:17)

•

Their land is also full of idols; they worship the work of their own hands. . . . And
the mean man boweth not down, and the great man humbleth himself not, therefore, forgive him not. O ye wicked ones, enter into the rock, and hide thee in the
dust, for the fear of the Lord and the glory of his majesty shall smite thee. (2 Nephi
12:8–10)

•

For Jerusalem is ruined, and Judah is fallen, because their tongues and their
doings have been against the Lord, to provoke the eyes of his glory. The show
of their countenance doth witness against them, and doth declare their sin to be
even as Sodom. . . . Wo unto their souls, for they have rewarded evil unto themselves! . . . They shall eat the fruit of their doings. (2 Nephi 13:8–10)

•

They understood not; . . . they perceived not. . . . [therefore] cities be wasted without inhabitant, and the houses without man, and the land be utterly desolate; . . .
there shall be a great forsaking in the midst of the land. (2 Nephi 16:9, 11–12)

•

There is no light in them. . . . They shall look unto the earth and behold trouble,

•

The people turneth not unto him. . . . Therefore will the Lord cut [them] off. . . .

•

Every one that is proud shall be thrust through; yea, and every one that is joined to

and darkness. (2 Nephi 18:20, 22)
Every one of them is a hypocrite and an evildoer. (2 Nephi 19:13–14, 17)
the wicked shall fall by the sword. Their children also shall be dashed to pieces;
. . . their houses shall be spoiled and their wives ravished. . . . And Babylon . . .
shall be as when God overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah. It shall never be inhabited,
neither shall it be dwelt in from generation to generation: . . . For I will destroy her
speedily. . . . The wicked shall perish. (2 Nephi 23:15–16, 19–20, 22)
•

They will be drunken with iniquity and all manner of abominations—and when
that day shall come they shall be visited of the Lord of Hosts, with thunder and
with earthquake, and with a great noise, and with storm, and with tempest, and
with the flame of devouring fire. . . . For behold, the Lord hath poured out upon
you the spirit of deep sleep. For behold, ye have closed your eyes, and ye have
rejected the prophets; and your rulers, and the seers hath he covered because of
your iniquity. . . . The learned shall not read them [words of the Book of Mormon],
for they have rejected them. (2 Nephi 27:1, 2, 5, 20)
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Obedience, Gathering, Prospering, and Mercy
•

Nevertheless, for my name’s sake will I defer mine anger, and for my praise will
I refrain from thee, that I cut thee not off. For, behold, I have refined thee, I have
chosen thee in the furnace of affliction. . . . Come ye near unto me. . . . Go ye forth
of Babylon. (1 Nephi 20:9–10, 16, 20)

•

Thou art my servant, O Israel, in whom I will be glorified. . . . I will preserve thee,
and give thee my servant for a covenant of the people, to establish the earth, to
cause to inherit the desolate heritages . . . They shall not hunger nor thirst, neither
shall the heat nor the sun smite them; for he that hath mercy on them shall lead
them, even by the springs of water shall he guide them. . . . I will lift up mine hand
to the Gentiles, and set up my standard. . . . And I will save thy children. (1 Nephi
21:3, 8, 10, 22, 25)

•

Nevertheless, for my name’s sake will I defer mine anger, and for my praise will
I refrain from thee, that I cut thee not off. For, behold, I have refined thee, I have
chosen thee in the furnace of affliction. . . . Come ye near unto me. . . . Go ye forth
of Babylon. (1 Nephi 20:9–10, 16, 20)

•

Thou art my servant, O Israel, in whom I will be glorified. . . . I will preserve thee,
and give thee my servant for a covenant of the people, to establish the earth, to
cause to inherit the desolate heritages . . . They shall not hunger nor thirst, neither
shall the heat nor the sun smite them; for he that hath mercy on them shall lead
them, even by the springs of water shall he guide them. . . . I will lift up mine hand
to the Gentiles, and set up my standard. . . . And I will save thy children. (1 Nephi
21:3, 8, 10, 22, 25)

•

And the Lord is near, and he justifieth me. Who will contend with me? Let us stand

•

Look unto the rock from whence ye are hewn. . . . Look unto Abraham . . . and unto

together. . . . For the Lord God will help me. (2 Nephi 7:8–9)
Sarah. . . . For the Lord shall comfort Zion, he will comfort all her waste places; and
he will make her wilderness like Eden, and her desert like the garden of the Lord.
Joy and gladness shall be found therein, thanksgiving and the voice of melody. . . .
The redeemed of the Lord shall return, and come with singing unto Zion; and everlasting joy and holiness shall be upon their heads; and they shall obtain gladness
and joy; sorrow and mourning shall flee away. (2 Nephi 8:1–3, 11)
•

And it shall come to pass in the last days, when the mountain of the
Lord’s house shall be established in the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted
above the hills, and all nations shall flow unto it. And many people shall go and
say, Come ye, and let us go up to the mountain of the Lord, to the house of the God
of Jacob; and he will teach us of his ways, and we will walk in his paths; for out
of Zion shall go forth the law, and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem. (2 Nephi
12:2–3)

•

In that day shall the branch of the Lord be beautiful and glorious; the fruit of
the earth excellent and comely to them that are escaped of Israel. . . . They that
are left in Zion and remain in Jerusalem shall be called holy. . . . And the Lord will
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create upon every dwelling-place of mount Zion . . . a cloud and smoke by day
and the shining of a flaming fire by night; for upon all the glory of Zion shall be
a defence. And there shall be a tabernacle for a shadow in the daytime from the
heat, and for a place of refuge, and a covert from storm and from rain. (2 Nephi
14:2–3, 5–6)
•
•

There shall be a tenth, and they shall return. (2 Nephi 16:13)
A virgin shall conceive, and shall bear a son, and shall call his name Immanuel.
(2 Nephi 17:14)

•

For God is with us. . . . Neither fear . . . nor be afraid. . . . Sanctify the Lord of
Hosts himself, and let him be your fear, and let him be your dread. And he shall
be for a sanctuary. (2 Nephi 18:10, 12–14)

•

The people that walked in darkness have seen a great light. . . . Thou hast
multiplied the nation, and increased the joy. . . . For thou hast broken the yoke
of his burden. . . . For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given; and the government shall be upon his shoulder; and his name shall be called, Wonderful,
Counselor, The Mighty God, The Everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace. Of the
increase of government and peace there is no end. (2 Nephi 19:2–3, 6–7)

•

O my people that dwellest in Zion, be not afraid. (2 Nephi 20:24)

•

And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse. . . . And the Spirit of the
Lord shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom and understanding, the spirit of
counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and of the fear of the Lord. . . . With
righteousness shall he judge the poor. . . . They shall not hurt nor destroy in
all my holy mountain, for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord.
. . . And it shall come to pass in that day that the Lord shall set his hand again
the second time to recover the remnant of his people which shall be left. . . . And
he shall set up an ensign. . . . There shall be a highway for the remnant. (2 Nephi
21:1–4, 9, 11–12, 16)

•

God is my salvation. . . . Jehovah is my strength. . . . With joy shall ye
draw water out of the wells of salvation. (2 Nephi 22:2–3)

•

For I will be merciful unto my people. (2 Nephi 23:22)

•

For the Lord will have mercy on Jacob, and will yet choose Israel, and set them
in their own land. . . . And it shall come to pass in that day that the Lord shall
give thee rest, from thy sorrow, and from thy fear, and from the hard bondage
wherein thou wast made to serve. . . . The Lord hath founded Zion. (2 Nephi
24:1, 3, 32)

•

The Lord God shall bring forth unto you the words of a book. . . . And in the
book shall be a revelation from God, from the beginning of the world to the
ending thereof. . . . I am a God of miracles. . . . I will proceed to do a marvelous
work among this people, yea, a marvelous work and a wonder. . . . The deaf hear
the words of the book, and the eyes of the blind shall see out of obscurity and
out of darkness. And the meek also shall increase, and their joy shall be in the
Lord, and the poor . . . shall rejoice in the Holy One of Israel. (2 Nephi 27:6–7,
23, 26, 29–30)
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Surely he has borne our griefs, and carried our sorrows. . . . But he was wounded

•

for our transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities; the chastisement of our
peace was upon him; and with his stripes we are healed. . . . By his knowledge
shall my righteous servant justify many; for he shall bear their iniquities. . . . He
shall divide the spoil with the strong; . . . and he bore the sins of many, and made
intercession for the transgressors. (Mosiah 14:4–5, 11–12)
For O how beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth good

•

tidings, that is the founder of peace, yea, even the Lord, who has redeemed his
people; yea, him who has granted salvation unto his people. (Mosiah 15:18)
Then shall their watchmen lift up their voice, . . . for they shall see eye to eye.

•

. . . Then will the Father gather them together again. . . . Then shall they break
forth into joy. . . . The Father hath made bare his holy arm, . . . and all the ends
of the earth shall see the salvation of the Father. . . . Awake, awake again, and
put on thy strength, O Zion; put on thy beautiful garments. . . . And ye shall be
redeemed without money. (3 Nephi 20:32–36, 38)
•

I give unto you a sign. . . . A great and a marvelous work. . . . And they shall go
out from all nations; and they shall not go out in haste, nor go by flight, for I will
go before them, saith the Father, and I will be their rearward. (3 Nephi 21:1, 9, 29)

•

Enlarge the place of thy tent, and let them stretch forth the curtains of thy habitations; spare not, lengthen thy cords and strengthen thy stakes. . . . And all thy
children shall be taught of the Lord; and great shall be the peace of thy children. . . . In righteousness shalt thou be established. . . . Whosoever shall gather
together against thee shall fall for thy sake. (3 Nephi 22:2, 13–15)

Fig. 4: Prophetic Imagery Illustrating Isaiah’s Themes in the Book of Mormon

Conclusion

Some students wonder why Nephi, Jacob, Abinadi, and finally Christ emphasized the words of Isaiah. Apparently, these prophets did so because the
central messages of Isaiah support, enhance, and give depth to the central
messages of the Book of Mormon. From Nephi’s teachings to Moroni’s final
message—contained in Moroni 10 and on the title page—the authors of the
Book of Mormon indicated that their purpose was “to the convincing of the
Jew and Gentile that Jesus is the Christ” and that the house of Israel might
know the “covenants of the Lord” (Book of Mormon title page). Nephi was
the first prophet to provide the promise repeated often by subsequent Book
of Mormon prophets: “Inasmuch as ye shall keep my commandments, ye
shall prosper,” but “inasmuch as [ye] shall rebel . . . [ye] shall be cut off from
the presence of the Lord” (1 Nephi 2:20–21). Later, Lehi made it clear that
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the promise to prosper meant that those who were obedient would prosper
“in the land” (2 Nephi 1:20), referring at times to physical blessings, but most
importantly to the spiritual ones. The promise of prospering “in the land” is
related to scattering and gathering; it mirrors the biblical understanding of
covenants connected to the promised land found in Deuteronomy 27–28.
Thus, just as in Isaiah, Book of Mormon prophets saw Christ as the key that
unlocked the power of the covenant. Israel’s acceptance or rejection of Christ
and his covenant determined whether they would be scattered or gathered or
whether they would be connected to or separated from the Lord. Isaiah’s use
of the concepts of scattering and gathering undergird the doctrines of justice
and mercy taught by Lehi, Jacob, Mosiah, Abinadi, Alma, Samuel, Mormon,
Moroni, and Christ himself.
The writings of Isaiah are not included in the Book of Mormon as a test
for beginning readers, as prophetic filler to increase book length, or as a challenge for those at an advanced level of scriptural understanding. They exist
in the Book of Mormon because they support its main messages in beautiful and poetically profound ways. Indeed, it could be argued that the early
authors of the Book of Mormon understood the themes of scattering and
gathering—meaning the doctrines of justice and mercy—so well because
they had first absorbed the central messages in the writings of Isaiah. This
deep understanding of Isaiah allowed them to focus on the most important
concepts in God’s plan for his people and to teach them in plainness and
simplicity. An understanding of the writings of Isaiah solidifies, deepens,
and focuses students’ testimonies of the Book of Mormon, allowing them
to “rejoice in Christ” (2 Nephi 25:26) and in the blessings provided for those
who make and keep covenants with him.
Notes
1. Boyd K. Packer, “The Things of My Soul,” Ensign, May 1986, 59. Mark Twain once
infamously called the Book of Mormon “chloroform in print.” Twain’s comment is likely a
pun on the Book of Ether. Nevertheless, as the full quote indicates, he was referring to the
entire Book of Mormon. “The book is a curiosity to me, it is such a pretentious affair, and
yet so ‘slow,’ so sleepy; such an insipid mess of inspiration. It is chloroform in print. If Joseph
Smith composed this book, the act was a miracle—keeping awake while he did it was, at any
rate.” Mark Twain, Roughing It (NY: Harper & Brothers, 1904), chapter 16. The drama of
leaving Jerusalem and the adventures of retrieving the brass plates, finding wives, surviving in
the wilderness for eight years, building a ship, and sailing across the sea could not be what he
found so soporific; the Isaiah chapters are perhaps a better candidate for his lack of interest.
On the other hand, the challenge of reading Isaiah may not have been as significant in the
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early years of the restoration of the Church. As demonstrated by the Puritans, early American
settlers knew the Old Testament and desired to form covenant “new Israel” communities.
Early Latter-day Saint convert Parley P. Pratt mentions reading the entire Book of Mormon
from beginning to end without stopping. Elder Pratt was a preacher for the “Campbellite”
or Disciples of Christ movement and was well-acquainted with Old Testament prophetic
passages. During the nineteenth century, Old Testament reading decreased as more emphasis
was placed on the New Testament, creating an increasingly large barrier to understanding
Isaiah for many.
2. Karel Van Der Toon has suggested that the study of Isaiah was an important text in
Judah’s scribal school, which could help explain Nephi’s familiarity with the text and his
propensity for citing Isaiah’s writings so frequently as the basis of his own writings. Nephi’s
considerable writing abilities are demonstrated in the way he uses this external source as a
springboard for his own ideas. See Karel Van der Toorn, Scribal Culture and the Making
of the Hebrew Bible (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2007), 101–2, as discussed
in Brandt A. Gardner, “Musings on the Making of Mormon’s Book: Preliminary, Nephi
As Author,” Interpreter: A Journal of Mormon Scripture; http://www.mormoninterpreter.
com/musings-on-the-making-of-mormons-book-preliminary-nephi-as-author/?utm_
source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+mormoninterpret
er+%28Interpreter%3A+A+Journal+of+Mormon+Scripture+%28RSS%29%29 (accessed
July 31, 2013).
3. Victor L. Ludlow, Unlocking Isaiah in the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book, 2003), 13–15; see also Victor L. Ludlow, “God’s Covenants and Promises to the
House of Israel,” in Book of Mormon Reference Companion, ed. Dennis L. Largey (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book, 2003), 342.
4. For example, other important Latter-day Saint studies include, but are not limited to, Victor L. Ludlow, Isaiah: Prophet, Seer, and Poet (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book,
1982); Unlocking Isaiah in the Book of Mormon; Donald W. Parry, Jay A. Parry, and Tina
M. Peterson, Understanding Isaiah (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1998); Donald W. Parry
and John W. Welch, Isaiah in the Book of Mormon (Provo, UT: FARMS, 1998); Donald
W. Parry, Harmonizing Isaiah: Combining Ancient Sources (Provo, UT: Foundation for
Ancient Research and Mormon Studies, 2001); David R. Seely, “Nephi’s Use of Isaiah 2–14
in 2 Nephi 12–30,” Isaiah in the Book of Mormon, 151–71; Avraham Gileadi, The Book of
Isaiah: A New Translation with Interpretive Keys from the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book, 1988); Ann N. Madsen, “What Meaneth the Words That Are Written?
Abinadi Interprets Isaiah,” Journal of Book of Mormon and Other Restoration Scripture
10, no. 1 (2001): 4–14; Monte S. Nyman, Great Are the Words of Isaiah (Springville, UT:
Horizon Publishers, 2009); David J. Ridges, Isaiah Made Easier: In the Bible and the Book
of Mormon (Springville, UT: Bonneville Books, 2002); John Bytheway, Isaiah for Airheads
(Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 2006); Philip J. Schlesinger, Isaiah and the Book of Mormon
(Salt Lake City: P. J. Schlesinger, 1990); Mark Swint, Compare Isaiah: Understanding Biblical
Scriptures in the Book of Mormon (Springville, Utah: Horizon, 2009); H. Clay Gorton, The
Legacy of the Brass Plates of Laban: A Comparison of Biblical & Book of Mormon Isaiah Texts
(Bountiful, UT: Horizon Publishers, 1994); Sidney Sperry, “The Isaiah Problem in the Book
of Mormon,” Journal of Book of Mormon Studies 4, no. 1 (1995): 129–52. While all of these
studies have unique views of the Isaiah texts in the Book of Mormon, and contribute to an
LDS understanding of these sections, of special mention are works by Victor Ludlow for
their strong attention to historical context; works by Donald Parry, with their careful focus
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on intertextuality and other comparative textual considerations; the chapter by David Seely
for its thematic linking of 2 Nephi 12–24; and the work of Avraham Gileadi, which is a new
translation of Isaiah into modern English that relies on the Book of Mormon’s use of Isaiah.
5. This is a revelation of God before his throne and sometimes accompanies the calling of a prophet. For further discussion, see Daniel C. Peterson and Steven D. Ricks, “The
Throne Theophany/Call of Muhammad,” in The Disciple as Scholar: Essays on Scripture and
the Ancient World in Honor of Richard Lloyd Anderson, ed. Stephen D. Ricks, Donald W.
Parry, and Andrew H. Hedges (Provo, UT: FARMS, 2000); see also Blake Thomas Ostler,
“The Throne Theophany and Prophetic Commission in 1 Nephi: A Form Critical Analysis of
the First Chapter of the Book of Mormon,” BYU Studies 26, no. 4 (1986): 67–95.
6. The Book of Mormon and KJV differ slightly in verse 9. The KJV is written in the
present tense without pronouns; however, the Book of Mormon passage is in the past tense
with pronouns that identify who is at fault—“they,” meaning the people, not Isaiah or God
(2 Nephi 16:9; Isaiah 6:9).
7. Nevertheless, Nephi prophesied that after the marvelous work and a wonder comes
forth that “the deaf hear the words of the book, and the eyes of the blind shall see out of
obscurity and out of darkness” (2 Nephi 27:29), a reversal of the curse upon the hard-hearted.
8. It is evident throughout the scriptures that prophets were often considered outsiders
belonging to a minority group deemed heretics (see 3 Nephi 10:15–16). Nephi preceded
his quoting of Isaiah’s symbolic prophecies by first reciting the clearly-worded predictions
about the “very God of Israel” by the prophets Zenock, Neum, and Zenos (1 Nephi 19:7).
He would be “lifted up,” “crucified,” and “buried in a sepulchre” with signs in the heavens
and earth at his death (1 Nephi 19:10–12). Lehi was mocked and almost killed by the people
in Jerusalem for his teachings—not only did he testify of their wickedness and abominations, he also “manifested plainly of the coming of a Messiah” (1 Nephi 1:19–20), suggesting
that clearly teaching about the anointed one could arouse murderous opposition. Just as
Lehi’s plain testimony enraged the Jews of his day (see 1 Nephi 1:20), their plain and bold
testimonies had earlier caused Zenock to be stoned and Zenos to be killed (see Alma 33:17;
Helaman 8:19; 3 Nephi 10:15–16). Interestingly, the only portions of the writings by Zenock,
Neum, and Zenos that have survived are those quoted by Nephi and other Book of Mormon
prophets (see, in addition to the above, Jacob 5; Alma 33:3–17). Their prophecies were taken
from the original record of the Jews (see 1 Nephi 13:24–29; Jacob 4:14, emphasis added) and
will only come forth in their entirety when the brass plates or other sacred writings become
available (see 1 Nephi 5:17–18; 13:39).
9. Interestingly, in Matthew 13:14–15, Jesus refers to the same verses of Isaiah as those
quoted by Nephi and alluded to by Jacob (see previous paragraph in paper). Jesus uses this
section of Isaiah to explain why he is speaking in parables, so that only the spiritually mature
will hear and understand. Jesus’s understanding of the purpose of parables, then, forms a helpful parallel to Nephi and Jacob’s understanding and use of Isaiah.
10. Victor L. Ludlow, Isaiah: Prophet, Seer, and Poet (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book,
1982), 32.
11. Elder Jeffrey R. Holland, writing of Isaiah’s manner of prophesying, stated: “These
parallel prophecies with application in more than one age create much of the complexity
in Isaiah, but they also provide so much of the significance and meaning that his writings
contain.” Jeffrey R. Holland, Christ and the New Covenant (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book,
1997), 78.
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12. Exegesis is the process of “reading out of ” a text the original meaning; whereas
eisegesis is “reading in” to the text one’s own preconceived notions and is not the same as
“likening.” Understanding how a principle applies to “them, there, then” helps correctly apply
to “us, here, now.” See Eric D. Huntsman, “Teaching through Exegesis: Helping Students Ask
Questions of the Text,” Religious Educator 6, no. 1 (2005): 108–10.
13. Nibley, “Great Are the Words of Isaiah,” 224.
14. Students frequently hurry to make modern application of Isaiah; however, latterday prophets have elucidated both ancient and modern meanings of passages of Isaiah that
support the process of first understanding their original meanings and then seeing how other
prophets have applied them. For example, Jeffrey R. Holland explained in his October 2000
general conference address the ancient meanings of the Lord’s admonition “be ye clean, that
bear the vessels of the Lord” (Isaiah 52:11) and then made application to latter-day priesthood
bearers. In this talk, Elder Holland explained that this scripture referred to “the recovery and
return to Jerusalem of various temple implements that had been carried into Babylon by King
Nebuchadnezzar. In physically handling the return of these items, the Lord reminded those
early brethren of the sanctity of anything related to the temple. . . . They themselves were to be
as clean as the ceremonial instruments they bore.” He also quoted the Apostle Paul, writing to
Timothy, “If a man . . . purge himself [of unworthiness], he shall be a vessel . . . sanctified, and
meet for the master’s use, and prepared unto every good work.” Therefore, Paul says, “Flee . . .
youthful lusts: but follow righteousness . . . with them that call on the Lord out of a pure heart”
(2 Timothy 2:21–22). Following the explanation of Old Testament and New Testament usages
of the phrase, Elder Holland applied the scripture to latter-day priesthood bearers: “In both of
these biblical accounts the message is that as priesthood bearers not only are we to handle sacred
vessels and emblems of God’s power—think of preparing, blessing, and passing the sacrament,
for example—but we are also to be a sanctified instrument as well. Partly because of what we
are to do but more importantly because of what we are to be: . . . clean.” Jeffrey R. Holland,
“Sanctify Yourselves,” Ensign, November 2000, 38–39.
15. See, for example, Matthew 1:22–23; 2:13; and 2:17–18. For modern examples
almost any talk from general conference will show numerous examples of a modern message built upon the doctrines and principles provided in the scriptures by ancient prophets.
Although prophets are not obligated to support their statements from the writings of other
prophets, this process of connecting the prophetic voice over generations demonstrates that
the doctrines of the gospel do not change.
16. To help make clear the central messages of each Isaiah passage, Book of Mormon
prophets consistently employed a “formula quotation pattern” when quoting Isaiah’s
prophecies. John Gee calls this pattern a “verbal paradigm.” Gee, “‘Choose the Things That
Please Me’: On the Selection of the Isaiah Passages in the Book of Mormon,” in Isaiah in the
Book of Mormon, 77. This pattern begins with an introduction in which the prophet clearly
teaches principles regarding the gathering and scattering of the house of Israel, the blessings
associated with keeping covenants and the importance of turning to the Messiah, the Holy
One of Israel, who is later explicitly identified as Jesus Christ, the Son of God (see 2 Nephi
10:3; 25:19). Then, after quoting an extended passage of Isaiah, the Book of Mormon prophet
explained the passage, prophetically likening it to his people, both in his own time and in the
latter days. Nephi specifically identified this interpretive and authoritative explanation as a
form of prophecy (see 2 Nephi 31:1).
17. The stronger warnings against wickedness provided in earlier chapters of Isaiah were
saved for inclusion in Nephi’s recording of Nephite life after arriving in the promised land.
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18. S. Kent Brown, From Jerusalem to Zarahemla (Provo, UT: Religious Studies Center,
Brigham Young University, 1998), 10.
19. When the house of Israel came into the promised land, Joshua directed the ceremony prescribed by Moses. From Mount Gerizim and Mount Ebal the blessings promised
in the law and the curses that would be Israel’s if she were not true to her covenants were
reenacted in dramatic fashion. Scattering “among all people, from the one end of the earth
even unto the other” was one of the warnings (Deuteronomy 28:64).
20. Ludlow, Isaiah: Prophet, Seer, and Poet, 422.
21. Nephi and Jacob incorporated the words of Isaiah for both public and private
reasons. While they both attempted to increase the people’s faith in the Holy One of Israel,
the prophecies also comforted them in the knowledge that eventually their nation, Judah,
would be destroyed. (Brown, From Jerusalem to Zarahemla, 9). For a different interpretation, see John Gee and Matthew Roper, “‘I Did Liken All Scriptures unto Us’: Early Nephite
Understandings of Isaiah and Implications for ‘Others’ in the Land,” in Fullness of the Gospel:
Foundational Teachings of the Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book; Provo, UT:
Religious Studies Center, Brigham Young University, 2003), 51–65.
22. Holland, Christ and the New Covenant, 165.
23. These are similar to the three purposes Ludlow identified as reasons Book of
Mormon prophets quoted Isaiah. (Ludlow, Unlocking Isaiah in the Book of Mormon, 13).
24. It should be acknowledged that the title page refers to the “covenants of the Lord,”
and does not specifically name the Abrahamic covenant. However, the Book of Mormon
prophets came from a biblical context in which the covenant was initiated with Abraham (see
Genesis 17:3–8), renewed with Jacob or Israel (see Genesis 35:9–15), and renewed again with
Moses and the children of Israel under the law of Moses (see Exodus 19:5–6; Deuteronomy
28:1–2), providing the Israelites with consistent demonstrations that God had chosen them
forever for specific purposes, and would thus continue to fulfill his purposes through the
house of Israel in the future. The book of Deuteronomy (specifically Deuteronomy 26–30)
records Moses’ further development of this covenant to specify the theme of scattering due
to disobedience and future gathering due to forgiveness. The expression of this covenantal
theme in the title page of the Book of Mormon states that the children of Israel “are not cast
off forever.” When this paper refers to the Abrahamic covenant, it does so from a modern
Latter-day Saint viewpoint that includes all of God’s biblical covenants with Israel as his chosen people. This viewpoint is consistent with the message of the books of Moses—Genesis
through Deuteronomy—and is consistent with the biblical understanding that would have
been inherited by the Nephites, even if they did not always refer to the covenants of the Lord
as the Abrahamic covenant, as is typically done today. Salvation as the fruit of sacred covenants has its earliest roots in the Garden of Eden. Adam and Eve were expelled from Eden
after they had entered into covenant with God and were clothed in garments that symbolized
the promise of redemption. In the broadest sense, however, the covenant of salvation reaches
back to premortality and is called the new and everlasting covenant, entered into anew in
mortality, and restored anew in each dispensation. Doctrine and Covenants 132:11 declares
that it was a law “ordained unto you, before the world was.” Robert L. Millet and Joseph
Fielding McConkie, Our Destiny: The Call and Election of the House of Israel (Salt Lake City:
Bookcraft, 1993), 13–14.
25. See John Gee, “‘Choose the Things That Please Me’: On the Selection of the Isaiah
Passages in the Book of Mormon,” in Isaiah in the Book of Mormon, 73, 86: “The Isaiah
sections are not simple filler, but an integral part of Nephi’s, Jacob’s, Abinadi’s, and Christ’s
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discourses, which all serve to fulfill the Book of Mormon’s stated purpose.” See also Gee and
Roper, “‘I Did Liken All Scriptures unto Us,’” 51–65.
26. Elder Bruce R. McConkie made this comment regarding scattering: “They [Israel]
were scattered because they forsook the Abrahamic covenant, trampled under their feet
the holy ordinances, and rejected the Lord Jehovah, who is the Lord Jesus, of whom all the
prophets testified. Israel was scattered for apostasy.” A New Witness for the Articles of Faith
(Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1985), 515.
27. One could further liken this dichotomy to natural man and redeemed man, following the central gospel principles of the Fall and Atonement (2 Nephi 2:4, 10).
28. Robert J. Matthews, “Abinadi: the Prophet and Martyr,” in The Book of Mormon:
Mosiah, Salvation Only Through Christ, ed. Monte S. Nyman and Charles D. Tate Jr. (Provo,
UT: Religious Studies Center, Brigham Young University, 1991), 91–111.
29. John W. Welch, The Legal Cases in the Book of Mormon (Provo, UT: Neal A.
Maxwell Institute for Religious Scholarship, 2008), 139–210.
30. “Behold, I and the children whom the Lord hath given me are for signs and for wonders in Israel from the Lord of hosts, which dwelleth in mount Zion” (Isaiah 8:18).
31. Joseph Smith declared that the “everlasting covenant was made . . . before the organization of this earth and relates to their dispensation of things to men on the earth.” Teachings
of Presidents of the Church: Joseph Smith (Salt Lake City: The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saint, 2007), 42. Additionally, the Doctrine and Covenants states: “Behold, here
is the agency of man, and here is the condemnation of man; because that which was from
the beginning is plainly manifest unto them, and they receive not the light” (D&C 93:31)
and “Even before they were born, they, with many others, received their first lessons in the
world of spirits and were prepared to come forth in the due time of the Lord to labor in
his vineyard for the salvation of the souls of men” (D&C 138:56). Joseph McConkie clarified, “No one in this mortal sphere will ever be taught any principle of truth that was not first
known to him or her in the premortal estate.” Joseph Fielding McConkie and Craig J. Ostler,
Revelations of the Restoration (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 2000), 680; see also n. 23.
32. Although we have not called this a chiasmus, for a discussion of chiasmus in the
Book of Mormon, see John W. Welch, “The Discovery of Chiasmus in the Book of Mormon:
Forty Years Later,” Journal of Book of Mormon Studies 16, no. 2 (2007): 74–87. In Illustration
3, the “chiastic” pattern shown is not necessarily intended to portray a purposeful creation
of a chiasmus by Isaiah, since it is not clear what form these texts originally took or precisely
when the chapters came to hold their current place and order in the book of Isaiah. However,
these chapters as used by Nephi in the Book of Mormon do exhibit a balance that effectively
demonstrates the related concepts of scattering and gathering. While an awareness of this
balance can be a helpful learning tool for modern students, and may have been intended as
a teaching tool by Nephi, there is no way of knowing whether Nephi would have necessarily
seen the text in this way, as has been stated in the paper. Nor should this balance be taken as
an additional evidence of the ancient Near Eastern context of the Book of Mormon, as may
appropriately be done with clearer evidences of chiasmus elsewhere in the Book of Mormon
text. For a discussion of the appropriate identification of chiasmus, see John W. Welch,
“Criteria for Identifying and Evaluating the Presence of Chiasmus,” Journal of Book of Mormon
Studies 4, no. 2 (1995): 1–14. He states, “Some texts are strongly and precisely chiastic, while
in other cases it may only be possible to speak of a general presence of balance or framing.
From these studies it is apparent that all possible chiasms were not created equal and that in
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order to be clear in discussing chiasmus it is necessary for commentators to recognize that
‘degrees of chiasticity’ exist from one text to the next” (p. 1).
33. The promise of Immanuel is an instance of dual prophecy, in which Isaiah apparently
referred to one of his own children to be born of his wife while also prophesying of a future
child to miraculously be born. Elder Jeffrey R. Holland has stated: “The dual or parallel
fulfillment of this prophecy comes in the realization that Isaiah’s wife, a pure and good young
woman—symbolically representing another pure young woman—did bring forth a son. This
boy’s birth was a type and shadow of the greater and later fulfillment of that prophecy, the
virgin birth of the Lord Jesus Christ. The dual fulfillment here is particularly interesting
in light of the fact that Isaiah’s wife apparently was of royal blood, and therefore her son
was of the royal line of David. Isaiah’s son is thus the type, the prefiguring, of the greater
Immanuel Jesus Christ, the ultimate King who would be born of a literal virgin.” Jeffrey R.
Holland, “‘More Fully Persuaded’: Isaiah’s Witness of Christ’s Ministry,” in Isaiah in the Book
of Mormon, 6.
34. As demonstrated in the illustration, chapters 15 and 21 balance each other (shown
as lines D and D'), both discussing an ensign that would be lifted up. Although the ensign is
clearly positive in chapter 21, the interpretation is not so clear in chapter 15. Some modern
LDS commentary (including the chapter heading provided in the Book of Mormon for
2 Nephi 15) identify the ensign as one that will gather Israel in the last days, but Isaiah’s own
audience in his day probably understood this as the ensign of a conquering army, coming to
destroy the wicked of the Israelites and carry them away into captivity in another land.
35. Although this view of 2 Nephi 12–24 is an original contribution in this article,
we would also like to acknowledge an unpublished paper by J. David Gowdy, “The Isaiah
Chapters in the Book of Mormon (2 Nephi 12–24): A Chiasmus.” We were introduced to
Gowdy’s paper after having submitted this article for publication. It is also interesting to
note that the structure of Isaiah chapters 2–12 is clear enough to have caused at least one
non-LDS scholar to approach it as a unit, which he calls “The Book around Immanuel.” See
Andrew H. Bartelt, The Book around Immanuel, in Biblical and Judaic Studies 4 (Winona
Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1996).
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emember who you are,” parents encourage each time children leave the
safety and protection of home. These words are simple, yet their true
import is profound and awe-inspiring. By these and other everyday exhortations, Latter-day Saint parents across the world invite their children to
remember and rise to their divine heritage. Witnessing eternal truth and
eternal potential with this phrase, parents pray that their children will comprehend, remember, and be strengthened by a divine vision of themselves.
Such expressions, common in many Latter-day Saint homes, reach for the
power of compelling vision and show the extent to which ennobling vision
is a cornerstone of our faith and a touchstone of our spiritual motivation.
Looking to the vision of Moses recorded in the Pearl of Great Price, we can
comprehend the depth of that phrase “remember who you are” and the power
an ennobling vision can have in our lives.
Latter-day Saint youth and young adults wrestle with temptation in a
world flooded with enticements, and many seek to strengthen their desire for
righteous living. Parents wonder what they can do to help strengthen righteous desires in their children. Leaders wonder how they can help instill in
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youth and young adults a steadfast, unwavering desire and determination for
a righteous life. We all seek to gain a resolute desire and determination to
repent and overcome our weaknesses. Mortality is a time of testing, and as
we face temptations we must gain the strength to refuse them, even as Christ
refused temptation (see Hebrews 4:15–16, 12:1–2). In our day, scientific
research supports Restoration scripture as a template to strengthen ourselves
and others against temptation.
Motivational Interviewing—Building Intrinsic Desire for Change

M

otivational interviewing is an intervention technique that has demonstrated considerable success in drawing forth and strengthening
intrinsic desire for change, leading to positive changes in problem behavior. It
has been used especially in the treatment of addictions,1 including with youth.2
Motivational interviewing taps into latent or dormant positive vision, desires,
and hopes God’s children inherit for a noble life. Motivational interviewing
is juxtaposed both conceptually and in empirical research with other perspectives that employ confrontation, punishment, and shame in the attempt to
motivate change. Research shows that building positive, intrinsic motivation
for change is superior to confrontational approaches, which at best tend to
produce only transitory, fleeting change driven primarily by external forces.
In contrasting motivational versus confrontational approaches, the originators of motivational interviewing offer this telling observation:
A certain folk belief seems to be embedded in some cultures and subcultures:
[namely, that] change is motivated primarily by the avoidance of [pain]. If you can
just make people feel bad enough, they will change. [So you] punish undesired
behavior. . . . [The belief is that] people would be motivated to change . . . [if they
felt] enough discomfort, shame, guilt, loss, threat, anxiety, or humiliation. . . . In this
view, people don’t change because they haven’t yet suffered enough. . . .
Instead, constructive behavior change [comes] . . . when the person connects
[change]. . . with something of intrinsic value, . . . something cherished. Intrinsic
motivation for change arises in an accepting, empowering atmosphere that makes it
safe for the person to explore the . . . painful present in relation to what is [deeply]
wanted and valued.3

“Humiliation, shame, guilt, and angst are not . . . primary engines of
change.”4 Painful emotions and punishing experiences can be corrective when
measured carefully (see Alma 42:29), but when over-dosed, pain and punishment risk actually eroding motivation and undermining change. In excess,
painful and negative emotions and punishing experiences can become more
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Joseph F. Brickey, Moses Speaking with Jehovah. Used by permission. www.josephbrickey.com

God’s Motivational Interview with Moses

Moses’ vision is seen as a revealed archetype for building and strengthening change motivation, one that is
confirmed by modern-day science and practice.

predictive of relapse than recovery (or repentance).5 Excessive guilt can weigh
a person down, and intemperate chastening can beat them down, leaving
them even more vulnerable to their weaknesses.
In a very striking way, these differences between positive versus punishing
approaches not only distinguish motivational interviewing from confrontational approaches, but also touch upon the motivational essence of Moses’
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vision and God’s similarly higher way (see Isaiah 55:8–9), as recorded in the
Pearl of Great Price.
In this paper, we denote basic elements of motivational interviewing and
then uncover parallels evident in the scriptural account of Moses’ vision of
God. Moses’ vision is seen as a revealed archetype for building and strengthening change motivation, one that is supported by modern-day social science
and best clinical practice. These two witnesses converge in revealing that the
best way to facilitate enduring, intrinsic change in youth struggling with
addictions (or any temptations) is to foster an ennobling vision of their divine
nature and divine potential: a vision that sparks divine desire and internal
change motivation.
Motivational interviewing uncovers and capitalizes upon a person’s own
desires for “the better life” in order to build and strengthen intrinsic motivation for change. Thus motivational interviewing is a therapy intervention
fundamentally anchored to an implicit assumption of what Latter-day Saints
understand to be the Light of Christ in each of us—innate human resonance
with and desire for the virtuous life. Tapping into that divine vision and desire
planted deep within each of us is at the heart of motivational interviewing,
and also clearly evident in Moses’ vision. For our instruction, though, it can
be helpful first to briefly consider the opposite of motivational counseling.
Punishing and Shaming Responses—the Contrast to Motivational
Interviewing

Developmentally, youth and young adults are at a phase in their lives where
they are trying to make sense of who they are.6 As our youth encounter maturationally emergent and persistent temptations and sometimes succumb,
they may doubt their divine nature and their capacity to change. When they
stumble, sometimes they and others who care for them and mourn for their
missteps may resort primarily and excessively to shame and suffering (e.g.
shaming expressions of disappointment, incredulity, berating, etc.), assuming
it will motivate change.
Motivational interviewing arose in juxtaposition to traditional confrontation. Confrontation and condemnation are understood to be external
influences upon behavior, ones that fail precisely because change is pressured
from the outside, rather than being cultivated in and arising from the heart.
In practice, confrontational approaches have been shown to precipitate
immediate, reactive reduction in addictive behavior, only to be followed by
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a return to baseline levels of addiction at a twelve-month follow-up.7 Other
studies have similarly demonstrated the poor outcomes associated with “confronting,” “challenging,” or condemning.8 The tragic irony is that, rather than
promoting recovery, excessive punishment often leads the person right back
to the narcotic escape of addiction.
Dr. James Harper draws an essential distinction between guilt and shame
that points to the very different influence and effects of each: guilt is about
recognizing that a certain behavior falls below one’s standards and therefore
needs to be corrected (“I did a bad thing and need to fix it”), while shame
goes beyond behavior to include rejection of core personhood (“I did a bad
thing; therefore I am bad”).9 Elder Neal A. Maxwell also taught this distinction and the importance of avoiding the trap of shame when he said:
[We need to] distinguish more clearly between divine discontent [or guilt] and
the devil’s dissonance [or shame], between dissatisfaction with self and disdain for
self. . . . We can contemplate how far we have already come in the climb along the
pathway to perfection; it is usually much further than we acknowledge, and such
reflections restore resolve. . . . We can allow for the reality that God is still more
concerned with growth than with geography. . . . This is a gospel of grand expectations, but God’s grace is sufficient for each of us if we remember that there are no
instant Christians.10

While guilt, suffering, and chastisement often play a meaningful early
role in personal change, these as well as their toxic counterfeits of shame,
punishment, condemnation, and humiliation are not the primary drivers of
change over time11 and in fact have been shown to undermine change.12 Guilt,
suffering, and chastisement, measured for repentance, not punishment (see
Alma 42:29), help promote a behavioral “U-turn”; nevertheless, it is positive
motivation that sustains repentance striving and forward momentum over
the long haul, leading to spiritual transformation (see Mosiah 5:2; Alma 5:14).
Toxic shame, punishment, condemnation, and humiliation as change
strategies stand in stark contrast to the motivational influence of a compelling vision of mankind’s true nature, origins, and destiny as is demonstrated
in Moses’ vision. Shaming strategies cloud God’s declarations that all his creations were “very good” (Genesis 1:31) and that the worth of all human souls
is “great in the sight of God” (D&C 18:10). In fact, shaming is much more
indicative of Satan’s declaration that we are nothing more than a “son of man”
(Moses 1:12)—a base, earthly, animal creation. Perhaps the experience of
shame and its negative outcomes are what Elder Maxwell had in mind when
he counseled us not to yield to the “devil’s dissonance.”
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Unfortunately, sometimes parents or leaders rebuke and reprove their
youth without adequately testifying of and reconnecting them with their
divine nature, potential, and purpose. Yet, as parents and leaders, we are likely
to know much about our youths’ strengths, their motivations, and what is
really important to them. By helping our youth to perceive, confirm, and
remember their spiritual desires and aspirations, we help build internal motivation for change and for resisting temptation. Like Moses’ vision, motivational
interviewing—while heightening an awareness of discrepancy—avoids confrontation and condemnation, instead focusing on uncovering core yearning
for “the better life,” and then focusing on collaborating to correct discrepancy
between an individual’s vision and their present behavior. Research confirms
what we learn in Moses’ vision: people change when they see what their life
could be, not by emphasizing what their life is not. Parental, priesthood, and
professional counseling should form around the foundation of maintaining
change motivation through instilling a compelling vision of our divine nature
and affirmation of our capacity in Christ to achieve it.
Revelation and Science Converging on the Truth

Research on motivational interviewing runs parallel to Moses’ archetypal
vision in confirming the importance of relying not on “sobering punishment”
but on compelling vision to build change motivation and strength.
One of the grand truths of the gospel of Jesus Christ is that each and
every youth with which we work has a divine nature, destiny, purpose, and
identity as a child of God.13 Regardless of situational concerns such as present worthiness, amount or severity of sins committed, amount of good deeds
done, or comparative progression in Christlike attributes, every youth is
always and forever a divine child of God. As Elder Maxwell taught, “Our individual worth is already divinely established as ‘great’; it does not fluctuate like
the stock market.”14
When youth labor under crippling shame that makes it hard for them
to see their divine nature, that toxic shame undermines—not strengthens—
both desire and drive for change.15 President Dieter F. Uchtdorf taught a
similar principle when he said: “It can be discouraging at times to know
what it means to be a [child] of God and yet come up short. The adversary likes to take advantage of these feelings. Satan would rather you define
yourself by your sins instead of your divine potential. . . . Don’t listen to
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him.”16 Feelings of discrepancy (guilt) are helpful; feelings of inherent badness (shame) are toxic.
The authors of motivational interviewing—therapists and scientists—
realized from decades of clinical experience that their ability to effect
positive change in people’s lives required first that they adopt a different
outlook on their clients. The words of President Thomas S. Monson accurately capture the conclusion of these scholars after many years of clinical
practice and research: “We must develop the capacity to see men not as they
are at present but as they may become.”17 They too must see themselves not
as they are at present but as they may become. Both those who struggle and
those who help must hold fast to this vision in order to build and sustain
motivation for change.
These same therapists and scientists also learned that people must believe
that change is possible; they must have a sense of efficacy. With desire and
efficacy both in place, awareness of discrepancy between where we are now
and where we want to go is met with faith and commitment to action.
Thus parents and siblings, Church leaders, and others must remember
and help our youth to remember their divine nature—which includes an abiding witness of their divine potential and faith in their power to change. Only
as our youth hold companion beliefs in their divine potential and power for
change—through the Atonement of Christ and exercise of will (personal and
spiritual efficacy)—will they be inspired to reach for repentance and redemption. The “all we can do” (2 Nephi 25:23) striving that is sometimes required
of us can only be sustained by such vision and faith. Day upon day, that vision
and faith can fortify us against the temptations naturally accompanying our
fallen natures, this fallen world, and the workings of the adversary.
We turn now to Moses’ vision recorded in the Pearl of Great Price to
discover a powerful Restoration revelation of these fundamental principles
of motivational counseling. Moses’ vision is unique in contrasting God’s
strengthening endowment of ennobling vision and efficacy with Satan’s
demeaning lies.
The Ennobling Vision of Moses: A Powerful Example

The vision of Moses recorded in the Pearl of Great Price is a powerful revelation of a “motivational interview” and a pattern for gaining strength to resist
temptation. The truths Moses was taught by the Lord offered an ennobling
vision that inspired and strengthened him to live true to his divine heritage.
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Moses was empowered by eternal truth (see Alma 31:5). Parents, leaders, and
youth can learn from Moses’ experience how to increase desire and strength
to resist temptation and live true to our divine nature.
Endowed with Divine Vision

During the time that Moses was in preparation to receive his foreordained
calling to lead the exodus of Israel from Egypt to the promised land, he was
given a vision—a sort of patriarchal blessing—to help him meet the challenges he would face.
Moses was “caught up into an exceedingly high mountain” (Moses 1:1).
Anciently, when temples were not available, the Lord revealed himself to his
prophet-servants in the sacred seclusion of “temple mountains.” The vision
God gave Moses is like unto the endowment of vision in the holy temple today.
Moses saw God “face to face, and he talked with him, and the glory of
God was upon Moses” (Moses 1:2). God revealed himself to Moses, and
Moses was able to look upon God and comprehend his perfection and glory.
God declared and Moses clearly comprehended that God is “the Lord God
Almighty” (Moses 1:3). Moses beheld the “workmanship of [God’s] hands,”
and the glory of God’s being and grandeur of his works led Moses to declare,
“Now . . . I know that man is nothing, which thing I never had supposed”
(Moses 1:10).
First, God endowed Moses with vision and understanding of who he
(God) was, and his works, and Moses was drawn to worship him. Consider
how it must have astonished Moses when, after seeing who God was, God
declared, “Behold, thou art my son” (Moses 1:4). God repeated this witness
of divine heritage, again calling him “my son” and joining it with a further
witness that confirmed Moses’ divine potential. God declared, “Moses, my
son; . . . thou art in the similitude of mine Only Begotten; and mine Only
Begotten . . . is full of grace and truth” (1:6). Thus the second truth God
endowed Moses with was an ennobling vision of who he (Moses) was.
Moses saw who God is and who he was. He knew he was a son of God, created in the image of God (not in the image of any earthly thing; see Genesis
1:27; Alma 18:34) and in the similitude of the Only Begotten Son, whom
Moses saw was like unto God! Thus God revealed and declared, and Moses
now knew that he, like the Son, could grow in godliness and become like
God. What an awe-inspiring vision Moses received: a vision of God and an
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ennobling vision of himself as a spirit son of God (see Acts 17:29; Romans
8:16; Hosea 1:10; Psalms 82:6; D&C 76:24).
Finally, God’s endowment of vision to Moses concluded with God’s
charge, “I have a work for thee, Moses, my son” (Moses 1:6). The Almighty
God, creator of “worlds without number” (Moses 1:33), endowed Moses
with the vision of who God was, who we are, and what work and purpose
God has for us. The courts of Pharaoh must have paled in comparison. Thus
Moses reflected, “Now . . . I know that man”—with all his self-made glory—
“is nothing” (1:10). How could Moses be anything but overwhelmed and
nearly stagger under the endowment of vision he received? Experiencing the
presence and glory of God, Moses was weak, and he “fell unto the earth” (1:9),
and “it was for the space of many hours before Moses did again receive his
natural strength like unto man” (1:10). Yet, as we shall see, Moses was not
only weakened in the knees by his experience, but also strengthened in the
Spirit by it.
Experiencing and Resisting Temptation

Now, with the “presence of God [withdrawn] from Moses, that his glory was
not upon Moses, . . . Moses was left unto himself ” (Moses 1:9). Now Satan
came to tempt Moses, and here we learn how true understanding of who we
are, who God is, and what our life’s work is can empower us to resist temptation. We can observe in Moses’ experience the same kind of results evident
from successful motivational counseling; finally, the likeness of Moses’ experience facing and resisting temptation can be perceived in the temple too.
Left unto himself for a time to be tried and proved, Moses was confronted by Satan, saying, “Moses, son of man, worship me” (Moses 1:12).
Note Satan’s first line of attack: “Moses, son of man” (Moses 1:12; emphasis
added). Satan sought to drag Moses’ view of himself “down to earth,” saying,
as it were, “You are nothing more than a human animal, a carnal creature.
Your origins and destiny begin and end here! Your design and purpose is to
follow your instinct, so follow your base appetites and impulses, and worship
the flesh and me” (see Romans 1:25).
Satan wanted to make Moses more susceptible to temptation, and to do
this Satan led an attack on Moses’ understanding of his true identity, which
God had endowed him with. Moses, though, remembered what he knew premortally and now had seen again in vision (Moses 1:11), and looking upon
Satan he rejected the false and corrosive “son of man” claim by responding,
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“Who art thou? For behold, I am a son of God, in the similitude of his Only
Begotten; and where is thy glory, that I should worship thee? For behold, I
could not look upon God, except His glory should come upon me, and I were
transfigured before him. But I can look upon thee in the natural man. Is it not
so, surely?” (Moses 1:13–14).
Clearly, Moses had gained an inspiring understanding of who God is and
who he (Moses) was and who he could become as a son of God. He learned
too that the Almighty God had a purpose and a work for him.
Moses’ vision fires his soul. Having seen in vision the glory of godliness,
Moses sets his sights on it and will not turn aside (see Moses 1:18).
In contrast, Moses sees that there is no glory in what Satan has to offer—
“it is darkness unto [him]” (Moses 1:15), truly pathetic by comparison. Thus,
in the verses that follow, we see Moses declaring what he has seen and knows,
and we see him empowered by his vision to refuse Satan’s repeated temptations.
Furthermore, in facing temptation, Moses states that the Spirit of God
“hath not altogether withdrawn from me” (Moses 1:15). A loving Father in
Heaven allows us to be tempted, but he has supplied us with vision, and he
does not leave us alone to face temptation. We are given vision and the Spirit
to help us discern and choose between good and evil. Moses is strengthened
by the Spirit (see Moses 1:15–21), and he declares, “Where is thy glory, for it
is darkness unto me? And I can judge between thee and God” (Moses 1:15).
The Holy Spirit “bring[s] all things to [our] remembrance” ( John 14:26),
linking us to the knowledge we had premortally, confirming it to our hearts,
and thereby inspiring us to strive for righteousness.
“Deceive me not,” Moses says, “for God said unto me: Thou art after the
similitude of mine Only Begotten” (Moses 1:16). Moses refutes Satan and
reaffirms his divine heritage and divine potential that God has witnessed to
him: “Don’t tell me I am nobody; don’t tell me my life and purpose begins
and ends here. Don’t tell me my weakness is who and all I am.”
Satan is unrelenting, though, and Moses must continue to fight, with the
will and strength God’s vision has inspired. As Moses continues to face temptation, he relies repeatedly on the knowledge he has received for resolve and
for strength (see Moses 1:15–16, 18, 20). Moses affirms that God’s endowment of ennobling vision has staked claim upon his heart as he declares, “I
will not cease to call upon God, I have other things to inquire of him: for his
glory has been upon me” (Moses 1:18). The vision God has endowed Moses
with has inspired him to learn more about God and strive toward that glory.
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Moses desires further light and knowledge and resolutely turns to God for
it. Moses has the confidence to approach God with further questions with
the assurance that he will be heard and answered. Moses knows this in part
because he understands his relationship to God as his father. Moses’ heart is
drawn to God, and he gains power through his relationship with God.
Though Satan escalates his opposition (see Moses 1:19–20), Moses turns
to God for strength and help and is able to prevail as he relies on the Spirit
and invokes the name of Christ (see Moses 1:20–21). So we too may need to
pray mightily to find the strength we need to prevail against temptations that
do not go away immediately as easily. God allows us to be tested, but he will
never forsake us.
Moses resists temptation and holds faithful to what he has received, and
the blessings of heaven are sent forth in renewed abundance: Satan departs,
and further light and knowledge is bestowed. In particular, the work that
God has for Moses is specifically revealed, as well as the blessings of the Lord
that will rest upon him (see Moses 1:24–26); the glory, purposes, and power
of God are further revealed to Moses as well (see Moses 1:27–39).
Thus God reiterates to Moses who God is, who he is and who he may
become, reaffirming that God has a work for him. Evidently, there is such significance to this endowment of ennobling vision that repetition is important,
just as we are invited today to return to the temple often to renew our own
vision.
Moses’ Vision as a Type and Shadow

The Lord’s endowment of ennobling vision to Moses is a type and shadow
of our own experience here in mortality as well as a type and shadow of the
endowment of vision in the temple in our day. Thus we can liken Moses’ vision
unto ourselves, and receive the same vision of our divine potential.
As we are reminded in the family proclamation, “In the premortal realm,
spirit sons and daughters knew and worshipped God as their Eternal Father
and accepted his plan by which His children could obtain a physical body
and gain earthly experience to progress toward perfection and ultimately realize his or her divine destiny as an heir of eternal life.”18 Like unto Moses’ vision,
in the premortal sphere, Heavenly Father’s spirit sons and daughters beheld
the glory of God, worshipped him, and desired to become like him (see Job
38:7). We knew our Father and His Only Begotten, we knew ourselves to be
his children and in the similitude of the Only Begotten, and we understood
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God’s purpose and plan for the realization of our divine potential. In our premortal time, each of us had the same vision Moses was given.
Then we came to this mortal sphere and time of testing. Just as “the
presence of God withdrew from Moses, that his glory was not upon Moses”
(Moses 1:9), as we entered mortality God’s immediate presence and glory
were withdrawn from us. As it was with Adam and Eve, and as it was with
Moses following his vision , we are “left unto [ourselves]” (Moses 1:9), to our
“natural strength” (1:10), for a time, that we might be tested and tried and
prove ourselves (see Abraham 3:24–25). In this mortal sphere, with the veil
drawn over our minds, we no longer enjoy the presence and glory of God and
the knowledge and understanding we possessed premortally. Here on earth,
we must come anew to the vision that can motivate and strengthen us—we
must come anew to the knowledge and witness of who God is, who we are,
and that God has a divine purpose and work for us.
Our loving Father in Heaven desires to endow us again with that knowledge and vision to help us here in mortality. Whether upon a high mountain
or in the temple, the common, sustaining truth and message woven throughout the revelation of God’s creations and works is his purpose and glory to
“bring to pass the immortality and eternal life of man” (Moses 1:39). It is
humbling, amid the grandeur of God’s creations—“worlds without number”
(Moses 1:33)— to realize that the purpose of all our Heavenly Father’s labors
is our eternal life and exaltation as his sons and daughters. The words of the
Psalmist express well our wonder and amazement at God’s plan and place for
us amid the majesty of his creations:
When I consider thy heavens, the work of thy fingers, the moon and the stars, which
thou hast ordained;
What is man, that thou art mindful of him? and the son of man, that thou
visitest him?
For thou hast made him a little lower than the angels, and hast crowned him
with glory and honour. (Psalm 8:3–5)

While Moses saw that “man is nothing” (Moses 1:10), he also knew that
man is everything to God (see D&C 18:10–16). The grandeur of creation
only highlighted for Moses how important he was to God. So also our own
knowledge of (a) who God is, with his works and glory, (b) who we are and
who we are to God, and (c) of his purpose and glory in us and work for us—
can combine to form a witness of God’s love so powerful it is like a spiritual
gravitational attraction, drawing our souls to God and drawing forth desire
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to do his will, live right, and please him. God’s endowment of understanding
can become a compelling vision, an inspiring desire, and a will that prepares
us to face life’s tests faithfully and resist the temptations of a baser existence.
Yet, in spite of understanding who God is, who we are, and what purpose God has in mind for us, we are still subject to temptation. Temptation
is a necessary part of our learning, growth, and progression toward eternal
life and exaltation and an intended part of our mortal experience and probation (see 2 Nephi 2:11; Abraham 3:25–26). God allows us to be tempted
and tried, including through the natural appetites and passions of our mortal
bodies (see Alma 42:10; Mosiah 16:3). Having “[fallen to] the earth” (Moses
1:10), we find ourselves, like Moses, left to our “natural strength like unto
man” (Moses 1:10), a strength insufficient by itself to withstand the onslaught
of the adversary. In our fallen, natural condition, Satan comes to tempt us.
As with Moses, Satan tempts us first to view ourselves in a diminished way—
devoid of our divine nature and divine potential—and then tempts us to sin.
Teaching on this same revelation of Moses, Elder Jeffrey R. Holland
noted that it is more or less inevitable that the adversary will seek us out after
such revelatory experiences in an attempt to lessen their effect and get us to
doubt their truthfulness: “Like Moses in his vision, there may come after the
fact some competing doubts and some confusion, but they will pale when
you measure them against the real thing. Remember the real thing.”19 Elder
Holland’s counsel—taken from the writings of the Apostle Paul—is to “cast
not away therefore your confidence” (Hebrews 10:35). Or in other words,
hold true to the revealed truths obtained in Moses’ vision as well as our own
revelatory experiences such as patriarchal blessings, and the temple endowment wherein our divine nature is laid out for us. To hold fast to true vision
is perhaps the most difficult and the most important when we have stumbled.
In response to the temptations of the natural man, our challenge and the
challenge of our youth is to yield our hearts to God and all our appetites to
the bounds the Lord has set. As C. S. Lewis said, “No natural feelings are high
or low, holy or unholy, in themselves. They are all holy when God’s hand is on
the rein. They all go bad when they set up on their own and make themselves
into false gods.”20
We can liken Moses’ experience unto ourselves as we seek strength to
refuse temptations. Again, Moses’ experience sets forth a pattern that is a type
and shadow of our own mortal probation. Like Moses, we too face a time
of testing and temptation in mortality, a probationary period where God’s
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immediate presence is removed from us and we are left unto the experience
of the natural man, the temptations of a fallen world, and the enticements of
Satan. Mortality is a condition of opposition which tests and tries us (see 2
Nephi 2:11; Mosiah 3:19).
Moses’ experience teaches us that our endowment of ennobling vision
can empower us to resist temptations. As well, we can attest from our own
experience that there are times when our own strength alone is not sufficient
to beat back the onslaught of temptation, and we must call upon God in the
name of Christ for added strength. Elder David A. Bednar testifies that “the
enabling and strengthening aspect of the Atonement (see Alma 7:11–13;
Hebrews 2:18) helps us to see and to do and to become good in ways that
we could never recognize or accomplish with our limited mortal capacity.”21
We can find hope and faith in the knowledge that we are not left alone, but
can be strengthened by the Spirit as we call upon God for help. We can find
hope and faith in the knowledge that through baptism, we enter a covenant
of grace where through the Atonement of Christ and in his name the power
of the adversary can be cast from our lives as we strive to live true and faithful
to our covenants. God won’t postpone helping us, pending our perfection; he
reaches out and succors the sincerely repentant and repenting soul. Foremost,
we learn that the genesis of will to resist temptation and walk in the paths of
virtue is found in part in God’s endowment of ennobling vision.
How We Can Establish and Confirm Compelling Vision

With our understanding of the principles of motivational counseling exemplified in Moses’ vision and ensuing experience, we search for insight into
how to convey compelling vision for our young people to hold fast with.
First, we need to teach and testify of God—his divine attributes, works,
and glory—trusting that the goodness of God will resonate with his children and draw their hearts to him. To truly know God is to love God and be
inspired to become like him.
Second, we need to teach and testify of our children’s divine nature and
divine potential as God’s spirit sons and daughters. Remember that Satan’s
first line of attack was to degrade Moses’ view of himself: “Moses, son of man,
worship me” (Moses 1:12; emphasis added). Claims that we are no more than
animals whose origins and destiny begin and end here deny our divinity and
tempt us to follow our base instincts. Regardless of the origins of our fallen
mortal bodies, as eternal spirits we are begotten sons and daughters unto God
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(see Acts 17:29; Romans 8:16; Hosea 1:10; Psalm 82:6; D&C 76:24). A spiritual witness of who we are inspires us to live better. As parents and leaders, we
should regularly bear the witness of Moses’ vision to our children, youth, and
young adults.
Third, we need to know our relationship with God and his expectations
for us. To understand God’s vision and work for us is to be inspired to live
up to the potential he sees in us. President Henry B. Eyring invites parents
to convey to their children that “the Lord [has] given them specific gifts for
each to use in His service. . . . You will bless them to help them recognize the
spiritual gifts with which they were born. . . . With your guidance, those you
lead will be able to see, want, and believe they can achieve their full potential
for service in God’s kingdom.”22
We are spiritually strengthened to resist temptation as we remember
what we knew premortally and now know again. The Spirit’s witness of who
God is, who we are, and God’s purpose and work for us can stake claim upon
our hearts too and build compelling motivation for the disciple’s life. Our
Father in Heaven desires that each of his children come to church, come listen
to the prophet’s voice, study the word of God, come to the temple, and there
in ways and moments small and great glimpse his glory and be endowed with
the ennobling vision he shared with Moses. In addition to revealing his glory
to us in these places and by these means, he also does so in other ways equally
powerful in establishing compelling vision.
The Power of a “Glorious” Example

Our lives can also bear witness of these truths. We can mirror God’s goodness and glory in the conduct of our own lives. St. Francis of Assisi exhorted,
“Witness for Christ each day, and if necessary use words.” Our most important
witness is our own example of Christlike lives and virtuous, joyful relationships. As Latter-day Saint parents and leaders live virtuous lives of love and
goodness, their lives will “reveal” the glory of God and of the godly life to
those whose vision we hope to uplift, edify, and clarify.
Within the walls of our own homes is where our examples are most
important and can best reveal the godly life, including the joy and glory of
marital love and family life. When parents honor their covenants with complete fidelity, and love and serve one another as Christ loves us (see Ephesians
5:25), then peace, joy, and love will abide in their hearts and homes. Thus by
their example they will reveal the vision of godliness to their children. Our
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own covenant-keeping marriage can endow our children with vision for their
lives, which can set their hearts on righteous living and strengthen them to
better resist worldly enticements. As parents and leaders, the most significant
thing we accomplish in leading our youth may be planting that divine vision
and germinating that divine desire.
By righteous example, parents and leaders become instruments through
which God can reveal his glory and inspire others to righteousness. As children, youth, and young adults see the glory of godliness in the everyday lives
of parents and leaders, Moses’ vision can stake claim upon their hearts, minds,
and lives, and lead them to love and seek the godly life. The endowment of
the vision of godliness empowers us to resist temptation and more steadfastly
hold to the path that leads to life and joy.
Moses’ Vision Echoes throughout the Church

As well as in the examples of parents and leaders, the vision and pattern of
Moses is echoed throughout the Church, including in our youth programs,
manuals, and themes (such as the Young Women theme). Consider, as an
example, these words found in the First Presidency Message to the Youth in
For the Strength of Youth: “We have great confidence in you. You are beloved
sons and daughters of God and He is mindful of you. . . . In all that you do,
stay focused on the temple. . . . Our Father in Heaven has placed great trust in
you. He has a work for you to do.”23
The Cornerstone of Our Faith

Above all these motivating truths stands our witness of Jesus Christ and his
Atonement as the cornerstone of our faith, “in whom all the building fitly
framed together groweth unto an holy temple in the Lord” (Ephesians
2:20–21). Realization of our divine potential rests upon divine influence, the
chief cornerstone of which is Christ. We anchor our faith and works in the
Atonement, without which our carnal natures do us all in. However great our
confidence, we ultimately come to the despair that our personal efficacy alone
is not enough. Like Moses, in that fearful moment we must call upon a power
greater than ourselves, even Christ, to save us from temptation and sin.
Thus, lastly, to all the elements of ennobling vision, as parents and leaders,
we must add our witness of Christ and the necessity of reliance on the atonement and grace (see 2 Nephi 25:23). Spiritual efficacy through Christ and
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God’s grace in our lives is the final element for motivation, captured in 12-step
programs but missed by secular models such as motivational interviewing.
Along with provisioning us with spiritual efficacy or faith, the Atonement
also grants our hearts patience in progression—for our children will stumble,
as do we (see 2 Nephi 4:16–35; Romans 5–7, especially 5:1–2; 6:1–2; 7:24–
25). Ennobling vision, paired with our faith in Christ and reliance on the
Atonement, instills the divine motive force for patient and persistent striving
to overcome our fallen nature and become all that God envisions for us, and
to undertake the journey in hope, peace, and joy. The gospel of Christ is the
perfect plan for our progression!
Ennobling, Compelling Vision

“Where there is no vision, the people perish,” we are taught in Proverbs
29:18. Elder O. Vincent Havelock of the Seventy, commenting on this verse,
affirmed that “if we are to prosper rather than perish, we must gain a vision
of ourselves as the Savior sees us.”24 By the witness of the Holy Spirit in our
homes, the temple, and in church, and by the example of parents, family, and
good men and women living Christian lives, we can come to the compelling
vision expressed in William Wordsworth’s poem, and be empowered to resist
temptation.
Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting:
The Soul that rises with us, our life’s Star,
Hath had elsewhere its setting,
And cometh from afar:
Not in entire forgetfulness,
And not in utter nakedness,
But trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God, who is our home.25

We must never lose the ennobling vision of who God is, who we are, and
what work and glory God has for us. We must never forsake the imperative
witness of Christ and the cleansing and enabling power of the Atonement.
Together this vision and power can enable us to refuse temptation.
The story of one young man offers a final, anecdotal attestation of what
Moses’ vision teaches us and modern science has confirmed about motivation: “When I no longer believed in myself, my mother still did. Her faith
never faltered, and her words were a constant light and beckoning beacon, as
she assured me, day after day, ‘I know who you are, Son, and I know you can
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We must never lose the ennobling vision of who God is, who we are, and what work and glory God has for us.

yet be that person and live that life.’” A faithful mother’s witness was for this
young man a hope he tied his heart to, a belief tied to her faith in Christ and
in her son that never could be extinguished, and it invited and encouraged
him, sustaining his striving, until he finally made his way back home. Perhaps
there are none who need the remembrance of their divine potential more
than those whose lives are at present out of touch with the divine.
Ennobling vision is no complete antidote to the natural man. We will
continue to be tempted and tried (see 2 Nephi 2:11). Nevertheless, as we resist,
temptations will diminish in power and sway in our lives; and God’s endowment of vision can provide a constancy of desire and will for the virtuous life.
Vision joined with faith in Christ and his redeeming power and love26 can
provide a firm foundation of motivation—both righteous desire and faith
or hope—that moves us to exercise our will and agency for righteous living.
Enduring desire and constant striving, combined with the enabling power of
the Atonement and the grace of God, are more than half the battle in the
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lifelong process of “overcoming” and becoming all that God envisions for us
to be.
Learning and Doing Objectives
Primary Objectives for Parents and Leaders

1. Help parents and leaders understand that the divine pattern of change
influence is to inspire our children to righteous living with a “compelling” vision of the glory of godliness and their divine potential as sons
and daughters of God.
2. Help parents, leaders, and youth to understand that a spiritual witness
of (a) who God is, (b) who we are, and (c) what purpose God has for
us comprises our ennobling vision that becomes a compelling influence for righteousness and for striving to overcome temptations and
our mortal weaknesses.
3. Help parents and leaders understand that as we exemplify the gospel
in our own lives and relationships, we become instruments through
which God can reveal his glory and the glory of righteous living to
our children and youth and inspire their divine desire and striving for
repentance and righteousness.
Objectives for Youth and Young Adults

1. Convey to youth and young adults who may have lost their way that
they yet have divine potential and can live better than their present
choices. Convey that because of and through their relationship with
God, and through the Atonement of Christ and God’s grace, including the help of the Holy Spirit, we can all rise to the stature of our
divine nature.
2. Help young adults and youth understand that attempting to punish
or shame themselves into repentance is a failed strategy for change.
(Indeed, it is more predictive of relapse than recovery.) Help all to see
that we are most strengthened and able to resist and overcome temptations—and much more quickly—by gaining the ennobling vision and
inspiring testimony of (a) who God is, (b) who we are, and (c) what
God’s purpose and plan for exalting his children is. We don’t punish,
suffer, or shame our way to obedience or repentance; we envision it.
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Discussion Ideas for Counselors, Teachers, and Other Professionals

In Moses’ vision we see another instance of an “interview” with motivational outcomes—by virtue of Moses’ experience he is empowered to resist
temptation and to live true to a nobler vision. As you consider Moses’ experience, consider the following learning and discussion questions and activity:
•
How many of the dimensions of motivational interviewing can you
detect?
•
What is your sense of when motivational interviewing can be useful?
•
What does the discovery of motivational processes in the scriptural
account of Moses’ “interview” with God offer for your own model of
change process?
•
Building on these accounts, on your own experiences, and on your
understanding of motivational interviewing, offer your own outline of
the key elements of building intrinsic motivation for change.
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Abraham Martinez (Seminaries and Institutes area director of Mexico and Area Seventy) and Alfredo Mirón (final
director of Benemérito and Area Authority) following the final graduation ceremony at Benemérito. Both were
students at Benemérito as youth.
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O

n January 29, 2013, Church leaders and administrators arrived at
Benemérito de las Americas, the Church high school in Mexico City.
These leaders included Elders Russell M. Nelson and Jeffrey R. Holland of
the Quorum of the Twelve; Elder Paul V. Johnson, Commissioner of the
Church Educational System and member of the First Quorum of the Seventy;
Elder David F. Evans, Executive Director of the Missionary Department
and member of the First Quorum of the Seventy; Bishop Gerald Caussé,
first counselor in the Presiding Bishopric and member of the Missionary
Executive Committee; Chad H. Webb, administrator of Seminaries and
Institutes; Kelly I. Mills, director of international missionary training centers; and Carl B. Pratt, the newly called mission president of the Mexico
Missionary Training Center, and his wife, Karen. There they met with the
Mexico Area Presidency—Elder Daniel Johnson, Elder Benjamín de Hoyos,
and Elder Jose Luis Alonso—along with Abraham Martinez, the CES area
director, and Alfredo Mirón, the school’s director, all five being natives of
Mexico. Faculty, parents, more than 2,000 high school students on campus,
and thousands of alumni throughout Mexico viewed this historic event via
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School motto at the entrance of the Benemérito campus with the “B” painted on the hill in the background.
The sign read “Intelligence, power, light and truth.” The sign now reads “Centro de Capacitación Misional,
Mexico” (Missionary Training Center, Mexico).

satellite. The purpose of this momentous meeting was to announce the closure of Benemérito de las Americas as a high school—and the transitioning
of the campus for the opening of a Missionary Training Center at the end of
the 2013 school year.
The result? Most members of the Church in the United States and other
parts of the world now knew that the Church owned a high school in Mexico.
Benemérito, a major high school in Mexico City that operated for over fortynine years with a total enrollment of nearly 23,000 students, would graduate
its last senior class of approximately 650 students. The nearly 1,600 students
not graduating would return home to find and enroll in a high school near
their own homes throughout Mexico, giving their seat up, as Elder Holland
taught them, “so that a missionary could take it and help in the conversion of
thousands.”1 This announcement raised many questions. Why did the Church
have a school in Mexico? Who were the faculty and students involved in this
school? What was life on campus like? What has been its impact on individuals, families, the Church, and Mexico? A review of historical documents and
interviews with participants help to answer these questions.
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Why Church Schools in Mexico?

Following World War II, the Church expanded dramatically in a number of
important ways. In fact, during the nineteen-year tenure of President David O.
McKay, from 1951 to 1970, total membership of the Church went from 1.1 to
2.9 million. In 1950, 87 percent of the total membership of the Church lived
in North America. As the Church expanded worldwide, educational needs—
especially those in the international areas—became more pronounced. No
prophet in this dispensation up to that time had more experience with the
international Church and education than did President McKay. In 1921,
Elder McKay took a yearlong world tour of the Church’s missions, which
took him to more locations and made him the most traveled Church leader
up to that time.2 Professionally, he was an educator, which carried into his
ecclesiastical assignments, including general Sunday School superintendent
and Commissioner of Education for Church Schools.3 For President McKay,
the international growth of the Church meant international focus on Church
education. The worldwide growth of the seminary and institute programs,
which enabled thousands more students to be reached primarily through
early morning and home-school programs, was among his top priorities. In
addition, areas of substantial Church growth where public education was
inadequate, such as the Pacific islands and Latin America, also received major
attention. At the beginning of his tenure, the Church opened the Church
College of Hawaii as well as high schools and several elementary schools in
the Pacific. The expansion of Church schools in Latin America, focused primarily in Mexico, also came as a result of the growth of the Church and lack
of educational resources there.4
During President McKay’s tenure as prophet, Church membership in
Mexico grew from less than 8,000 in 1950 to over 60,000 in 1970.5 Although
the Church in Mexico was first established in 1885 as a place of refuge for
the early Saints to practice plural marriage, it was more than a half century
later before the Church began its dramatic growth in membership. Although
the Mormon colonies of northern Mexico had a small system of schools, the
first Church school for native Mexicans started further south, in the village of
San Marcos, just north of Mexico City.6 As early as 1915, local members and
leaders began requesting Salt Lake to fund Church schools to meet the needs
of the growing membership. By the 1930s faithful Hispanic LDS teachers
were hired by local members to teach their children. In 1944, a formal application to the Church leaders was made by Mexican ecclesiastical leaders to
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incorporate the school at San Marcos into the Church’s education system.
By the 1950s students living throughout Mexico who were unable to receive
adequate education in their home town, were sent to the LDS colonies for
educational opportunities available there.7
With the growth of the Church in Mexico and continued requests
for educational assistance from members and leaders in Mexico, President
McKay formed a committee in 1957 to assess the educational situation in
Mexico and provide recommendations for action. He named Elder Marion
G. Romney of the Quorum of the Twelve as director of the committee, with
Joseph T. Bentley, president of the Northern Mexican Mission, and Claudius
Bowman as members.8 After completing a two year extensive assessment, the
committee reported that the “Mexican government was having difficulty
providing education facilities for its people.” They continued, “In 1950 some
nine million Mexicans over six years of age could neither read nor write.”
They found that the illiteracy rate was rising, “because the increase in population is greater than the advances in education.” They further explained, “The
Federal Department of Education indicated that it was in desperate need of
more schools, particularly in the urban areas. Private schools are encouraged,
especially on the elementary school level.”9
As a result, in 1959, the committee recommended building twelve to
fifteen elementary schools, taught by members of the Church and establishing an educational and cultural center just north of Mexico City that would
include a primaria (elementary), secundaria (junior high), preparatoria (high
school), and a normal (teacher preparation) school. They indicated that “this
could well form the nucleus of a center not only for Mexico, but for all the
Latin American missions.” They continued: “We have a great work yet to do
in these lands . . . developing programs around the native cultures. Stories
and illustrations for Mexico should be taken from Mexican history and from
the lives of Mexican heroes such as Benito Juárez and Miguel Hidalgo. Our
M.I.A. [Mutual Improvement Association] activities should feature Indian
and Mexican dances, folklore, and music.”10
Within one year of the report, the Church opened thirteen elementary
schools, with at least fourteen more in the planning stage. By 1962, as these
elementary students reached eligibility for graduation, the need for secondary schools became evident. Not only was the Church Educational System
lacking secondary schools, with three being planned and only one in existence in the colonies, but the entire country of Mexico had a major shortage
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Students in the library at Benemérito. This library now serves as the welcoming center for the new Missionary
Training Center in Mexico City.

of secondary schools. In fact, on September 1, 1962, Adolfo Lopez Mateo,
president of Mexico, stressed the need for secondary schools in his message
to the nation and called on anyone who could offer a solution to help. “The
educational effort does not fall exclusively upon the State,” he pled in his
speech to the nation. “Within the means of your possibilities, the patriotism
of all citizens should participate in this great work.”11 Using this statement by
Mexico’s president along with his needs assessment, Daniel Taylor, the superintendent of Church education in Mexico, requested the immediate building
of secondary schools in Mexico.12
Launching the New School: Hiring Teachers and Enrolling Students

Less than a year after this request, Church leaders created a master building
plan based on the projection of three thousand students in four different
schools: an elementary school for children living nearby, and secondary, preparatory, and normal schools with boarding facilities available for students
living a distance from the school. By August 1963, a 247-acre lot in Mexico
City known as “Rancho El Arbolillo” was found and purchased, with 60
acres set aside immediately for educational facilities. In November of that
same year, the groundbreaking ceremony was held. In the groundbreaking
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Baptism of Abraham Martinez and his family in the late 1960s. Martinez was raised by his grandmother
and sent to Benemérito shortly after his baptism. There he had his first hot shower and three meals a day.
Abraham Martinez would later serve as a bishop, stake president, mission president, and Area Seventy. He
also later taught at Benemérito.

ceremony, “Benemérito de las Americas13” was announced as the school name,
giving homage to Benito Juárez, the Abraham Lincoln of Latin America. In
his groundbreaking talk, Elder Romney emphasized the love he had for his
native Mexico and prophesied that the school would become a “great Spanishspeaking cultural center.” He added, “Its influence will reach far beyond the
valley of Mexico. . . . It will be felt in all of Latin America, including South
America. Hundreds of thousands of people will come here.” He prophesied,
“Going out from here, they will help the Nation build up its education, its culture and its spirituality. This school will prepare men for a better future here
on the earth, and for eternal life in the world to come.”14
With only four months between the groundbreaking and school starting,
major work still needed to be done. Buildings needed to be built, curriculum needed to be determined, students needed to be invited, and, of great
urgency, teachers needed to be hired. When planning the schools, President
McKay was asked where he was going to find an adequate number of qualified teachers. After a short pause he replied, “You go ahead and organize the
schools and the Lord will provide the teachers.”15
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About this time, Efrain Villalobos, a Brigham Young University agronomy student, returned to his home in San Marcos for Christmas vacation.
He heard about the Church school being constructed only a half hour from
his home and, being curious, went with his brother to see what was going on.
After looking around for a while, they were leaving when a man waved them
down and told Efrain that Professor Wagner, the director of the school whom
he had met briefly in the colonies a few years previously, urgently wanted
to see him. Without hesitation Wagner announced, “Efrain, I want you to
be in charge of teacher education at this secondary school. We start classes
this February [1964].” This caught Efrain totally by surprise. “No, Brother
Wagner,” he cried, “do not ask this favor of me. There are three things that
I never want to be in my life: a chef, a stake president, and a schoolteacher.”
With a look of concern on his face, Kenyon Wagner replied firmly, “I have a
serious problem. I have not been able to obtain the necessary teachers that are
required in order for us to run this school. It is a blessing that you accepted
the invitation to come to my house today. Look, Efrain,” he continued, “you
have in front of you an exceptional opportunity to serve the youth of the
Church, and I invite you to be a part of this grand experience.”
For a moment Efrain was unable to speak. After asking the director
when he needed to know, Wagner replied, “Right now.” Efrain replied that he
could only commit for one year. Wagner assured him that would be fine, and
they would await his return.16 In February Efrain returned to Mexico City,
where he was immediately assigned to be the first “dorm parent” with his wife,
Olivia, as the school’s first teacher of agronomy, and he was appointed administrative assistant over teacher development. Efrain would be at the school for
over four decades.
Another potential teacher, Jorge Rojas, a good friend of Kenyon Wagner’s
from the Mormon colonies, was studying at New Mexico State University
when he received a phone call. “Jorge,” Wagner said, “the Church is opening up a new school in Mexico City, and I need your help to teach English
and physical education.” Jorge responded that he would love to as soon as
he finished his last year of college and served a full-time mission. Wagner
quickly retorted, “You stay where you are, and in fifteen minutes I’ll call you
back.” This time President Ara Call, the president of the northern Mexican
Mission, called Jorge fifteen minutes later. “I’m calling you on a mission for
the Church at Benemérito,” he proclaimed. “It is opening in six months, and
that is when your mission will start.” Jorge finished off the semester and in
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February commenced teaching English and coaching basketball as a full-time
set-apart missionary.
Irma Soto had been studying biology at a local university when she met
the Mormon missionaries and was converted. Knowing that her parents
were staunch Catholics, she decided to wait until after she was baptized to
tell her parents. Upon learning that Irma was baptized, her mother, enraged,
drenched her with a pail of pig slop and yelled, “Now you have not only been
baptized by the Mormons, but by your own mother,” and then demanded
that she leave their home. Only a few days later, and just a few weeks after
her baptism, Kenyon Wagner invited Irma to be the first biology teacher at
Benemérito, a position she gratefully accepted.
Efrain, Jorge, and Irma’s experiences were similar to that of many other
teachers, employees, and students who attended Benemérito. Reflecting on
those first teachers, employees, and students in his personal journal, Kenyon
Wagner, the first director of the school, compared them to the first pioneers
of the Church. “I have the firm conviction that God chose this first generation of teachers, the employees, and the students, to play an integral role in
the beginning of this school. Through everyone’s great strengths,” he continued, “we will overcome and be capable of resolving major problems. The faith
that I have seen among them is very impressive.”17 During the next few years,
major problems were encountered and resolved, including handling the first
death of a student, receiving unprecedented government permission to run a
normal school, and obtaining water rights for the campus after much fasting
and prayer.
Before school started, Efrain, Jorge, and Irma, with twelve other teachers
who had little or no experience in adolescent psychology or pedagogy, and
some of whom had recently joined the Church, received their first official
training as teachers. Daniel Taylor, the superintendent of Church Schools
for Mexico, enumerated the goals of the school. He expressed his desire that
Benemérito would give the students a better education than any other school,
that the students would consider their opportunity to work as a privilege to
learn, that all students would be equal, that the teachers and home supervisors
should consider the students as younger brothers and sisters, that both scholastic and religious education were important and time and effort should be
given to each, and finally, and that all who studied or worked there “should at
all times live as faithful members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints.”18 Even though they were trying to become expert in their own fields,
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these teachers recognized that “the most important area of competence was
that of being an authentic disciple of Jesus Christ.” Efrain soon recognized
that “in the process of trying to reach this goal myself, I was more capable of
inspiring my students both academically as well as spiritually.”19
With the first generation of faculty and employees hired, teachers and
leaders welcomed the first 125 secondary students from all over Mexico on
February 17, 1964. One large room was used for the dual purpose of a classroom for all the students and sleeping quarters for the young men. The young
women all shared one small cottage for the first week, with another cottage
being built each week for seven weeks. Although the living standards were
Spartan, with no running water, it was better than the majority of the students had experienced up to this point in their lives. Wagner estimated that
“ninety percent of the students came from poor families and only ten percent came from homes which would be considered middle class.”20 Many of
these students who came to the school had never previously slept in a bed, or
owned a pair of pajamas, and some showed signs of malnutrition.
Abraham Martinez, for example, having been abandoned by his mother,
planned on dropping out of school and working after completing elementary school because there was no secondary school to attend in his area.
“Fortunately, my grandmother, who raised me, made many sacrifices and
helped me be able to attend Benemérito.” Abraham lived on campus, where,
for the first time, he “took a shower every day and ate three meals.”21 One
student’s clothes were so ragged his bare skin could be seen. He had no
underwear and no change of clothing when he arrived.22 Another student,
Miguel Velez Adame, admitted that he and his friends “were baptized just
to take advantage of this unique opportunity, the only opportunity we had
to receive an education.”23 Alfredo Mirón, one of the first students to enroll,
had watched his father get drunk and abuse his mother and siblings and was
raised in complete poverty for years. He decided that he would raise a family very different than his own. After meeting the Mormon missionaries, he
joined the Church and, with his mother, embarked on an overnight bus trip
to Benemérito. After sleeping there for a night, his mother woke him up
and said as she left, “Son, here you will stay. Everything in your future now
depends on you.” For the next three years, Alfredo worked in various jobs at
the school, returning home only once a year to visit his family.24
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Student Life

At the school’s inception, Church leaders were anxious to educate these young,
mostly poor members, but did not desire to hand out a dole, thus making them
dependent on the Church. “We firmly believe,” they stated, “that these young
men and women should earn their own way as far as possible so that they do
not get the idea of having everything given to them.”25 In fact, one of the key
positive factors in buying the land for the school was the fact that there was
a farm on the property. Daniel Taylor wrote in his explanation for the proposed purchase of the land to the Church Board of Education, “My attraction
is based principally upon my awareness of the fact that our members are very
poor.” He continued, “If they are to attend our high school and junior college
they will need to have projects on which they can work in order to earn their
way. Simultaneously it would provide the dormitories with much that they
would need in order to feed the students.”26 When Benemérito first started,
all students were required to work and were given a variety of assignments.
These students worked on the farm, in the physical plant, in the cafeteria, and
in janitorial positions. They worked as secretaries, gardeners, phone operators,
assistant coaches, and a variety of other jobs. For most students work was
necessary for them to be able to afford schooling. These jobs also gave these
students a great work ethic and provided many other skills that they could use
to become self-reliant in their later lives.
Jesus Flores, for example, was the oldest of five. Because of the poverty of
his family, education was not a possibility for Jesus until he became aware of
Benemérito. With no extra money beyond the bus fare, Jesus, at age twelve,
left his family and enrolled at Benemérito. He explained with great emotion,
“Here, I learned how to use a fork, slept in a bed for the first time, and learned
how to flush a toilet.” Jesus was immediately given a job. “I worked all year for
six years, in the garden, in the classroom, but primarily on the farm. With the
money I earned I paid for my own schooling, my own clothes, and was able
to earn enough money to go home [only] during the long vacation.” Many
times when other students were going home, Jesus stayed and worked. “This
allowed me to save enough money to pay for my sister to come here so that
she could work and go to school.” Before he left for his mission, Jesus was able
to bring all of his siblings to Benemérito. “The Church never gave me money;
the Church gave me opportunity,” he reflected. “The Church didn’t just help
us; they did something much better; they gave us the ability to help ourselves;
they gave us the opportunity to work, to become self-reliant.”27
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Over the years the opportunity to work at Benemérito was reduced.
When the school first started, all students were required to work on campus,
and there was plenty of work as the students helped with constructing the
new buildings, working on the farm, planting trees, and so forth. With fewer
needs and hired workers doing more tasks on campus, in later years only
about 25 percent of students could be employed. Thus, unlike earlier years,
some students could not afford to attend Benemérito because there were not
enough jobs to enable them to pay their own way.
Although fewer students were working on campus, they became involved
in other ways. The Mexican government required all students to be involved
in some type of extracurricular activity, so a variety of activities were made
available to these students throughout the years.28 Some of these clubs and
activities include drama, carpentry, glass etching, electrical repair, driving lessons, making electrical and stuffed toys, wood burning, conversational English,
embroidery and crochet, art, chorus, dancing, journalism, piano, orchestra,
band, as well as sports teams including basketball, football, soccer, and track
and field. The school also held other activities, including painting the B annually on a nearby mountainside, school dances, anniversary programs, Model
United Nations, missionary week, culture week, student leadership, seminary
activities, and graduation. Benemérito’s dance and sports teams were known
throughout Mexico and were recognized by other government and private
schools in the area for their talent. In fact, other schools decided not to play
sports on Sunday so that Benemérito could participate, regarding the school’s
involvement as essential to the quality of their league.29
Participation in extracurricular activities was a new experience for many
of these students, especially those raised in poverty where athletics and culture
were luxuries could not be afforded. “Because I didn’t have time to participate
in activities as a child,” one student observed, “when I got to school I didn’t
know how to play sports.” Speaking of the influence of his coach he continued, “I learned much about football, but more about life.”30
One young woman, Marcela Burgos, reflected what she gained from participation in sports. “We had an incredible coach who woke us up and had
us practicing by 6:00 am. . . . I learned that success was not free, but only
came after much sacrifice. Strict discipline governed everything. Punctuality
was critical, we needed to practice to the limit of our strength, and never
accept mediocrity.” These extracurricular activities not only benefited the
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individual, she continued, but also brought great “fame, respect, and trust to
the Church.”31
Perhaps one of the most widely known extracurricular activities since it
officially began in 1972 was the folk dance group, which performed throughout Mexico and the United States, becoming ambassadors for the school and
Church. At the conclusion of the program as the performers sang “I Am a
Child of God” and “We’ll Bring the World His Truth,” audiences often felt a
special spirit and inquired about the school and its sponsoring Church. “The
youth understood that they were missionaries,” explained Guadalupe Lopez
Duran, who taught dance at Benemérito for nearly forty years. “They carry a
message through dance, art and music. We testify of the Church as we perform.”32 Over the decades, it has become more common for schools in Mexico
to provide better and wider variety of extracurricular activities. Benemérito,
however, is still remembered for its expansive and excellent extracurricular
activities. In fact, for many students, participation in these activities drew
them to Benemérito.
The school fulfilled curriculum requirements specified by the Mexican
government. For the secondary level, all students were required to take
Spanish, math, physics, chemistry, English, geography, world history,
Mexican history, and biology for all three years. In addition, art, physical
education, technology, and contemporary history were required at some
point during their schooling. At Benemérito, an additional course was also
required: seminary. These two entities with their specific curriculum formed
the vision statement of the school: “To be a model of spiritual strength and
educational excellence.”33 Since the school’s inception, seminary and Church
attendance were mandatory. Two years following the opening of the school,
a seminary building and a chapel were built on campus. Due to Mexican law,
which forbade “holding classes in religion or religious meetings of any kind,
in buildings used for school purposes,” a concrete wall separated the seminary
building from the rest of campus. This wall was recently been removed, however, because of the increased flexibility of Mexican laws.34
As enrollment on campus increased, student wards were created under
the direction of local bishops, many of whom were teachers, “dorm fathers,”
or employees of Benemérito. These student wards eventually formed a campus stake, the Zarahemla Stake. Auxiliary leaders were also drawn from
Benemérito employees, but the students themselves held the majority of the
callings, performed the ordinances, gave the talks, offered the prayers and
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taught the classes. This stake and these wards were unique in all the Church
because they served high school rather than college students.
Many students credit seminary and Church activity as the most beneficial experiences in their schooling years. Miguel Velez Adame, the student
previously mentioned who joined the Church in order to have the opportunity to receive an education explained, “When I left I was scared, had many
doubts, and was so homesick. I had never left my pueblo. I don’t know how
often I cried and how many tears I shed as I began this major change in my
life.” His spiritual conversion began when he found a new spiritual home on
campus. “I will never forget the peace I felt as I walked into sacrament meeting and the congregation was singing ‘Oh hablemos con tiernos ascentos’ [Let
us oft speak kind words to each other]. In this moment I felt an indescribable
peace. Then they sang ‘Asombro me da’ [I stand all amazed], I felt a sensation
in my chest that is difficult to explain. The next morning I woke up for family
prayer and scripture study, I attended seminary, and that night, we had family
home evening.” He continued, “I remember the lessons from my seminary
teachers, but more important was their example, their spirituality, and their
testimonies.”35
In addition to the influence of the seminary and ecclesiastical leaders, many students at Benemérito attributed their spiritual growth to their
“foster parents and families.” Due to the young, impressionable age and circumstances of these students, Church school administrators suggested the
construction of small cottages, in which the students would live in a family
type environment where “foster parents” would watch over, train, and provide
an example of righteous LDS living.36 For many, Benemérito was more than
a boarding school; it was their home; it literally offered them the only family
they had. In fact, of the first generation of students, the director reported that
60 percent were “abandoned by their parents, or by one parent; or come from
homes broken by divorce.”37
Having lost his mother to death and being abandoned by his father, Jesus
Gordillo became the provider of his family at the age of eleven. One day,
as he was walking the streets as a “young vagabond” in Mexico City, a bus
drove by him with a sign that read “Sociedad Educativa Y Cultural.” “I saw
the students and noted how clean they were. I couldn’t imagine ever having
the opportunity to go there.” Jesus and his brothers eventually ended up in
an orphanage where he was invited to stay until he turned fifteen. Just prior
to his fifteenth birthday, the director of the orphanage introduced him to
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the Lopez family. She explained that this family was interested in taking him
home, where they would provide him with an education. Having no other
family and no other plans, Jesus accepted the invitation, and was taken to
their home where they were “foster parents” of one of the cottages. There he
would live until he graduated from high school. “In the school song there
is a line, ‘en la escuela un hogar encontré’ (in the school I found a home). It
seemed as though this line was written just for me.”38
The impact of Benemérito on future families is a common theme. They saw
ideal family life modeled by their cottage supervisors, were taught the importance of creating eternal families, and many of them even met their future
spouses on campus. While playing soccer in the field close to Benemérito,
Arturo Limon was asked by Kenyon Wagner where he was attending school.
When Arturo replied that he was not going to school, Kenyon said that he
had the perfect school for him, and if Arturo desired, he would help him get
in. A few years after attending Benemérito, Arturo was baptized. “I was introduced to a new lifestyle. I gained a new identity. I was taught to be a leader
and learned what a family could be like.” Arturo’s future wife also attended
Benemérito. After both returned home from their missions, they started dating seriously and traveled to Provo, Utah, where they were married in the
temple. “We now have four children, two of whom have served missions,” he
enthusiastically shared. “We were able to teach our own children, as parents
who had been taught at Benemérito. It’s a great sequence. What we learned
from Benemérito we used to raise our own family as pioneers in Mexico!”39
Kenyon Wagner, speaking of the first generation of students and teachers,
wrote simply in his journal, “They have become members of my own family
and I love them as such.”40
When the school first started, about 25 percent of the students were not
Latter-day Saints. As the school became more prestigious in academics and
extracurricular activities, many government officials started sending their
children there. With the increased acclaim of the school, came positive advertising for the Church. One graduate from a Mexico City suburb insisted,
“The missionaries were very important in my home town of Chalco, but the
greatest missionary tool was Benemérito. People in my town heard about this
great school, with clean kids, and good teachers.” She reflected, “When I was
a child, my town had only a branch. Now the same town has three stakes. It is
commonly understood among us that this happened because of the influence
of Benemérito.”41
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Elder Jeffrey R. Holland and a translator speaking at the meeting held on January 29, 2013, announcing the
conversion of Centro Escolar Benemérito de las Americas into the second-largest missionary training center
in the world.

Leona Wagner, wife of the director, knew the importance of sharing
the gospel and held many missionaries discussions in her home. Many students recalled that if they were not faithful worthy members of the Church,
she worked with them until they were. This emphasis on missionary work
spread across campus. Every year, through the seminary program, students
participated in missionary week, where they dressed up and acted like fulltime missionaries. During this week they would receive missionary training,
role-play by giving missionary discussions to other students, and attend missionary firesides conducted by a stake president or area leaders.
One of the common occurrences at graduation is for the leading authority
to have the students raise their hand to indicate the number who have turned
their mission papers in or who had received their mission calls. The response
from the students is electrifying as so many have already received calls and so
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many are anticipating calls in the near future. In January 1999, Church leaders
approved eighteen-year-olds, who had graduated from high school in Mexico,
to be called as full-time missionaries. Over five hundred eighteen-year-old
young men have been called to serve from Mexico each year since.42 During
the last ten years, approximately 85 percent of all male Benemérito graduates
have served full time missions.43 Elder Nelson, who chairs both the Board of
Education and the Missionary Executive Committee, acknowledged that it
was the success of these younger Mexican missionaries that led to the lowering of the missionary age for elders and sisters throughout the whole Church.
“Thanks to these Mexican elders, they helped pioneer this change in age.”44
By Their Fruits: Impact

Elder Romney told the first graduating class that they should be the great
pioneers of a great movement, “not only in secular education, but to bring
the light of the gospel to the people of this great country.” He encouraged
them to reach for the highest peaks and promised them the blessings of the
Lord as they worked towards their goals. He invited them to give service to
themselves, their families and their country, and especially to God.45 “What
marvelous strength you could be to this nation: doctors, lawyers, teachers,
businessmen, government leaders. Arise and shine forth your light! Be Latterday Saints,” he admonished. Employ your time doing the things that the Lord
has said are of the greatest value that a person can do: help to bring souls unto
Christ. . . . I see in this institution of learning that the Church has brought
to pass in this nation one of the greatest movements of the world to bring to
pass the salvation of the people of this nation. It is impossible to measure the
contribution that each of you will make.”46
Although it is perhaps impossible to measure the impact of these
Benemérito alumni and faculty, a few statistics and personal experiences
paint a more vivid picture. Although there are other factors influencing the
growth of the Church in Mexico, we note that at the commencement of the
school there were approximately eight thousand members of the Church in
Mexico, many of whom lived in the Mormon colonies. Today there are over
one million, making it the largest country of Church membership outside
of the United States. Approximately twenty-three thousand of them are
graduates of Benemérito who have produced a large posterity grounded in
the gospel of Jesus Christ. A report of Benemérito alumni of students who
graduated during the school’s first decade lists one General Authority, four
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Area Seventies, twelve regional representatives, twenty-six mission presidents,
and forty-three stake presidents.47 According to a recent study, of the current
stake presidents serving in Mexico, 25 percent are alumni of Benemérito.48
Efrain Villalobos, the first teacher mentioned, was one who gave back.
Although he declared that he did not want to be a chef, a stake president or a
teacher, he ended up becoming all three as he prepared and served food to not
only the students who lived in his home, to his own children, but also to the
missionaries who were under his leadership as a mission president.49
Magdalena Soto, who watched her older sister, Irma, get splattered with
pig food by her mother, also gave back. Upon graduation from Benemérito,
Magdalena received a degree in biology and psychology and joined her older
sister as a teacher at Benemérito. She would later marry, becoming the wife of
a stake president at age twenty-four. They would raise seven active children.
All except one daughter have served full-time missions, and all are sealed in
the temple. One of her daughters is a graduate from the J. Reuben Clark Law
School at BYU and practices immigration law in Utah. Their mother joined
the Church shortly before her death.50
Abraham Martinez, whose grandmother sacrificed to help him attend
Benemérito, where he ate his first three meals in a day and took his first real
shower, explained that he served a mission after he graduated from secundaria
and normal school at Benemérito. Upon his return he taught in the Church
Educational System in the elementary schools, as a seminary and institute
teacher, as an institute director, as an area coordinator, and most recently as
the CES area director of Mexico. In addition, he has served as a bishop, a
stake president, and a mission president and now serves as an Area Seventy.
Following his release as a mission president, Martinez returned to his employment at Benemérito. Choosing a different young men’s cottage every week,
Martinez conducted missionary training every morning at five thirty. One of
the highlights of his life was receiving a letter from a missionary stating that
they had found Abraham Martinez’s mother and baptized her. “The impact
of Benemérito in my life is large,” he reminisced. “As a student and a leader I
have lived on this campus for over twenty years. I found my eternal companion, and all three of my children were born here. The young men I taught here
baptized my mother. There are no words to express the gratitude I have for
this school.”51
The impact of Benemérito, however, reaches beyond the family and
expands throughout the Church and Mexico. “Many of the alumni are stake
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presidents, own companies, are doctors and attorneys. Whatever their occupation, they use the principles of the gospel that they learned as students
here at Benemérito.” Martinez shared. Speaking of the impact of the community and country Martinez explained that many alumni have gone into
politics, including some who have become members of the Mexican senate
and one who became administrator of health for his state. When asked how
Benemérito students compared with other students in Mexico City, the chief
of police responded, “If all students could be like the students who have and
are now attending Benemérito, this city would be a different place. We would
have little or no crime, there would be a much greater level of honesty and
respect. It would be a much safer and better place to live. We never have a
problem with students from this school.”52 When asked his thoughts on
the closing of Benemérito, Cesar, the public relations and recruiting director for the Universidad del Valle de Mexico, the largest university in Mexico,
responded: “I think it’s horrible. Mexico needs more schools like Benemérito.
Not less. The students who graduate from here have a higher moral standard.
We need more schools like this not less.”53 When asked how Benemérito compares to other schools, he replied: “I am personally over nearly two hundred
preparatory schools. There is no other school like Benemérito. Benemérito
focuses on the whole person. They take students from all over Mexico,
wealthy and poor and focus on helping them learn principles and live the values of a good person in alignment with the Mormon Church. . . . Benemérito
students stand out. They are confident and able. Rather than focusing on
themselves, they have reached a level where they desire and are able to focus
on building others.”
Alfredo Mirón, when asked how the school affected his life, responded,
“Benemérito gave me a vision to change my life. I married in the temple
and have four children—three of whom attended Benemérito and have
professions and strive to be faithful members of the Church. I worked for
the Church Educational System for years, have served as a bishop, a stake
president, a mission president, and the director of Benemérito. All of this is
possible because of Benemérito.”54 Alfredo Mirón was sustained as an Area
Seventy in the April 2013 general conference. The foundational experiences
he gained as a student have and will continue to impact generations of people
in and out of the Church, especially in Mexico.
Jesus Flores, who worked at Benemérito to pay for his own education
and was able to save up enough money to bring all of his siblings there, also
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was greatly impacted by Benemérito. As a result of his hard work, he was
offered a scholarship to BYU where he studied English. After leaving BYU,
he returned to Mexico, where he received a job teaching English as a second language for the government. In this position he has been influential in
educational policies throughout Mexico. “Because the Church gave me such
incredible opportunities,” he stated, “I was able to not only pay for myself and
my siblings then, but I was able to raise my standard of living and be able to
provide for my own family and educate my own children, and hopefully make
a small difference in the world.”55
Marcela Burgos de Rojas, the young basketball player and normal school
student, met Jorge Rojas, the one who served as a teacher and basketball
coach as a full-time missionary. With the permission of both of their parents, the urging and unheard-of approval of Director Wagner, they dated and
were married the day after graduation. “I did not want to marry him until
I graduated,” she admitted. “So I got dressed up for graduation and graduated one night, and the next day I wore the same dress and married Jorge.”
Together, they have raised a wonderful family and have been a great benefit
to the Church throughout the world. With the support of his wife, Brother
Rojas has fulfilled many callings, including mission president of the Mexico
Guadalajara Mission, stake president twice, and regional representative twice.
He became a member of the Second Quorum of the Seventy in 1991. In 2004
he was called as an Area Seventy and was most recently called as the temple
president of the Guayaquil Ecuador Temple. “Benemérito has been the key to
opportunity for thousands of youth like myself,” Rojas reflected.56
After leaving his pueblo for the first time and being touched by the songs
in sacrament meeting, Miguel Velez Adame continued his education through
normal school at Benemérito, where he met his future wife and married her
in the Mesa Arizona Temple. They both used their degrees to teach in the
Church schools and eventually opened their own elementary school in their
home town, “applying all that they were taught at Benemérito.” Reflecting
on his experience as a young boy he explained, “If I had to live my life again,
without thinking for a minute, I would return to Benemérito.”57
Conclusion

On November 13, 1947, Elder Spencer W. Kimball, a member of the
Quorum of the Twelve Apostles, described his vision of what these people
might become. “I had a dream of your progress and development,” he stated.
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I saw you as the owners of many farms and gardens. . . . I saw you as the employer, the
owner of banks and businesses, . . . as engineers and builders. . . . I saw you in great
political positions and functioning as administrators of the land. I saw you as heads
of government . . . and in legislative positions. . . . I saw many of your sons become
attorneys. I saw doctors, . . . owners of industries and factories. I saw you as owners
of newspapers with great influence in public affairs. I saw great artists among you. . .
. Many of you I saw writing books and magazines and articles and having a powerful
influence on the thoughts of the people of the country. . . . I saw the Church growing
in rapid strides and I saw wards and stakes organized. . . . I saw a temple. . . . I saw
your boys and some girls on missions, not only hundreds but thousands.58

Without any question, Benemérito de las Americas has played a key role
in seeing Elder Kimball’s vision come to fruition. Without exception, every
element of his vision has been fulfilled by alumni of this school.
One month after the announcement, over fifteen thousand alumni, from
all over Mexico and parts of the world, joined together on Benemérito campus to reunite and express appreciation for the opportunity they had been
given to attend such a school. Sentiments of joy, humility, faith and gratitude were expressed freely in song, dance, firesides, discussions, and meetings.
Although it was difficult and emotional for many of those involved to see this
era come to an end, they expressed gratitude for the trust the Lord had in
the people of Mexico to open a new missionary training center. When asked
what the fruits of Benemérito are, Alfredo Mirón, the school’s last director,
gestured with his hands to include all the gathered crowd, and answered simply, “Look and see.”
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We are teaching people, not just subject matter. It’s better to take a few good ideas and get good discussion than to
be frenzied, trying to teach every word in the manual.

Helping Students Interact
with the Word of God
st eve n t . l i n fo rd

Steven T. Linford (linfordst@ldschurch.org) is the institute director of the Orem Utah
University Institute of Religion.

I

t is inspiring to read of the powerful impact that Jesus Christ had on people
during his mortal ministry. As people interacted with him, they experienced life-altering outcomes. There were many people who were healed, and
others who had their fear turned to faith and confidence. Some couldn’t see
or understand, and the Savior gave them vision or helped to open their minds.
He often left people feeling peace, comfort, and strength. His words encouraged individuals when they were distraught. He lifted those who felt isolated,
those who had sinned, and those who were hurt. Jesus changed, forgave, and
instructed people, and ultimately loved and helped them too. Many cried
tears of joy when they were with him. Although there were those who persecuted him and sought to harm him, there were others who were completely
devoted to him and followed him. Ultimately, Jesus entered the Garden of
Gethsemane and felt the weight of all mankind on his soul. He bore all things
for us, he atoned for us, and he helps us to become free of whatever problem,
issue, or difficulty we encounter. He deeply cares for each one of us.
Although most of us don’t have the privilege to see him or to interact with
him face-to-face in this life, we can experience outcomes similar to those with
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whom he interacted in mortality, as we interact with his words. As we think
about those times in our lives when we have been instructed by the Lord’s
words, and those of his servants, we too “can testify that [we] have heard [his]
voice, and know [his] words” (D&C 18:36). We remember when we were
burdened, and his words strengthened us. Other times his words fortified our
faith and renewed our hope. His words, spoken as though he himself were
there, heal, forgive, nurture, and edify us. His words help us pass through our
ailments, challenges, and difficulties. Just as those of old were greatly touched
through their personal interactions with Jesus Christ, we too can be touched
through edifying interactions with his words today. As religious educators,
it is critical to spend substantial class time in the scriptures, helping our students interact with him through his words, and be changed by him.
Over the years and through my various assignments, I have observed
hundreds of lessons taught in seminary and institute classrooms. One thing
I have consistently observed is that the most edifying time in class1 is often
when students are given time to interact with the scriptures in a meaningful
way, discovering truth that is relevant to them, and being invited to share
what they find. It is similar to what Elder Robert D. Hales described when
he said, “Faith-promoting incidents occur in teaching when students take a
role in teaching and testifying to their peers.”2 Often, it appears that the Holy
Ghost reveals insights, stirs feelings, and reminds students of experiences that
relate to the scriptures. As students appropriately share what they are learning and feeling, the scriptures and the class come alive with spiritual energy.
As one student is sharing, others will often spontaneously add their personal
witness and share experiences. It is amazing to see classrooms come alive with
youth who are studying the scriptures and discussing them in a marvelous way.
As I observe this, I sometimes reflect on the vision shared by Henry B. Eyring
in 1981, who was then serving as Commissioner of the Church Educational
System. He said:
I have a hunch that four or five years from now you will see more Latter-day Saint
youth in our classes pondering the scriptures, talking about them with each other,
teaching each other from them, believing that they really do have the answers to
the questions of their hearts. I really believe this, but it is going to take a miracle for
young people to do that. It’s going to take a miracle. It hasn’t happened yet except in
a few cases. It’s not the rule among our students, not yet. Therefore you are talking
about a miracle. We need a miracle for us to succeed. We need a miracle, and how
are we going to get it? We’ll work very hard, but there is something else; I just can’t
believe the Lord would give us that miracle unless we have faith.3
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Some thirty years later, I believe this “miracle” is no longer just happening “in a few cases,” but, as I have gone from class to class, I have seen this
miracle occur many times. I have also seen that as teachers begin having these
experiences with their students, they (students and teachers) desire to have
them more frequently, and consistency is soon established. In one class, after
a lesson where students were sharing their thoughts and feelings about the
scriptures, the student saying the closing prayer thanked Heavenly Father that
they could “come to seminary and be edified so that [they could] withstand
the temptations of the adversary.”
We Are to Find Ways and Create Opportunities

The scriptures lead to edifying classroom experiences. When students are
given opportunities to interact with the scriptures in a personal and relevant
way, the Spirit often comes and teaches the students directly. In speaking of
this, Chad Webb, administrator of Seminaries and Institutes, shared the following: “The Spirit will bear witness of the things we are teaching if we are
true to the scriptures. And as we find ways to allow the inspired writers of the
scriptures to teach and to testify to our students, there will be an increased
power in our classrooms. . . . We need to create opportunities for our students
to interact directly with the words of these and other wonderful people of the
scriptures.”4 Similarly, Elder Jeffrey R. Holland stated: “Please teach by the
Holy Spirit. If we do not teach that way, then by scriptural definition we are
teaching ‘some other way’ (D&C 50:17). And any other way ‘is not of God’
(20). Give your students a spiritual experience every way you can.”5
One day as I was teaching a class at BYU for potential seminary teachers, I wanted to see how my students had personally benefitted by interacting
directly with the scriptures. I wrote the following question on the board:
“What do you experience when you interact with the scriptures in a meaningful way?” As my students responded, I wrote their answers on the board. After
we had filled the board, I asked one of my students to continue recording
their responses on paper. Here are some of their statements about interacting
with the word of God:
•
“It makes you want to change/repent.”
•
“The ancient prophets want us to learn from them. Similar to a father
who wants his children to understand what is most important in life,
the prophets want us to gain wisdom from their experiences. As we
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interact with the scriptures we learn from these ancient prophets
about those things that will help us the most.”6
•
“It builds desire and increases my hunger and thirst for the scriptures.”
•
“The scriptures come alive. They begin to speak to us in personal ways.
It is as though the power comes up from the word, or the Holy Ghost
reaches up to us out of the word, and touches our minds and hearts,
speaking to us personally.”7
•
“We grow to love the scriptures and learn to rely on them to receive
answers to our prayers.”
•
“Sometimes I will interact with a single verse and receive insight and
power. I will read it over and over again, because it is so personal and
meaningful. Special meaning comes.”
•
“You savor what you have seen and felt, it was shown to you, and it is
just for you. It is yours.”
•
“It feels like the scriptures are connecting our life to heaven.”
•
“When I am hurt or confused, I find comfort in the scriptures.”
•
“The scriptures help me draw nearer to Heavenly Father and Jesus
Christ.”
Listening to my students talk about the vital role the scriptures play in
their lives reaffirms in my mind the need to have the scriptures as the basis of
each lesson I teach. We know we won’t always be with our student; therefore
as we help them understand, feel, and find answers to life’s problems in the
scriptures, our students will gain confidence in the word and be equipped to
rely on them the rest of their lives. President Howard W. Hunter spoke to
religious educators and gave the following counsel:
I strongly encourage you to use the scriptures in your teaching and to do all within
your power to help the students use them and become comfortable with them. I
would like our young people to have confidence in the scriptures. . . . We want the
students to have confidence in the strength and truths of the scriptures, confidence
that their Heavenly Father is really speaking to them through the scriptures, and
confidence they can turn to the scriptures and find answers to their problems and
their prayers. That is one kind of confidence I would hope you give your students,
and you can give it to them if you show them daily, hourly, that you trust in the
scriptures just that way. Show them that you yourself are confident that the scriptures hold the answers to many—indeed most—of life’s problems. So that when you
teach, teach from the scriptures.8

A few years ago I read an article by James Ferrell, who is an LDS attorneyturned-author. In this article Ferrell explains how rich spiritual insights have
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come to him as he has meaningfully interacted with the scriptures. Years ago,
Ferrell was called to be a Gospel Doctrine teacher in his ward, and this calling
“forced him to confront the Old Testament,” a text he admits he was “afraid
to explore.”9 As he prepared his lessons, he would wrestle with large blocks of
scripture and discovered that by asking key questions10 while he studied, all
manner of spiritual insights were unlocked. Ferrell began to see the Savior in
every story. His friends recommended he write and compile these insights
into a book. Ferrell has authored several best-selling books including The
Peacegiver, The Holy Secret, and The Hidden Christ.
Ferrell summarized how these insights have been unlocked, saying, “For
me, a study of the gospel happens best when intellect and spirit are grappling
together. If I don’t engage my mind, the Spirit won’t speak. The Lord wants
to have a personal conversation with us. If we are willing to dive in and have
that conversation, it’s always there.”11 Jim Ferrell has discovered principles
that, when applied, can enhance our study of the scriptures both in and out
of the classroom.
Based on Ferrell’s example and the experiences of others, I have learned
that one way of interacting is to “grapple” with them, or have “a personal conversation” with the Lord through them. Additionally, asking key questions,
staying engaged, searching for answers to problems, finding the relevancy to
personal life, exerting mentally and spiritually while studying, can all help
the scriptures come alive with spiritual power through meaningful scripture
interaction. The scriptures also come alive as we gain needed insights and
receive personal impressions, often by peace, comfort, and encouragement.
New understandings are reached, and strength is gained as we make decisions
in our lives. All of these blessings can be realized by our students as we “create
opportunities for them to interact directly with the scriptures.”
How to Create Opportunities

One of the most effective ways I have seen teachers create opportunities for
their students to interact with the scriptures is by implementing a simple
pattern. First, the teacher raises an issue or asks a question about a principle
or doctrine that is highly relevant to students. Next, the teacher mentions
the scripture block they are about to consider as well as some background or
other context. Then the teacher invites the students to search for answers in
the scripture block, thus inviting the Holy Ghost into their minds and hearts.
As the students search, they are looking for answers or insights that can help
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them or someone they know to understand and apply gospel truths. Finally,
students share what they have seen and felt, providing a spiritual witness of
the truths they have discovered.
Again, this simple pattern (addressed below in greater detail) is as follows:
•
Ask a question or raise an issue.
•
Clarify the context and background of the scripture you will be
studying.
•
Invite students to search in the scripture block.
•
Invite students to share what they have learned or felt.
Ask a Question or Raise an Issue

When students hear something that is relevant to their lives, their interest,
attention, and engagement are heightened, and the energy and motivation
in the classroom increase. It works best when, prior to class, the teacher has
searched the scripture block and found the principles and doctrines that may
be most important for the students. The new Gospel Teaching and Learning
handbook states, “When preparing how to teach, teachers would be wise to
reflect on the eternal truths contained in the scripture block and to consider
how they may be useful and meaningful in the lives of the students. With this
in mind, teachers will often begin the lesson with a relevant question, situation, or problem that will lead the students to search the scriptures for gospel
principles and doctrines that give them guidance and direction.”12
I saw an example of this when a skilled teacher asked his college-age
students at the beginning of a class if they had “ever waited on the Lord for
certain blessings.” Almost every student acknowledged they were currently
waiting on the Lord to know more about their future concerning issues such
as college majors, careers, and marriage. It was evident that the students’
minds were alert and their attention was focused. The teacher had “hooked”
the students into the lesson by establishing relevancy.
Clarify the Context and Background of the Scriptures You Will Be Studying

To increase understanding and reduce confusion, the teacher shares meaningful context and explains content that will help the students understand
what they will be studying. Going back to the previous example, the teacher
provided information about Hannah of the Old Testament, who had been
hoping to have a child. The teacher further explained that Hannah’s husband,
Elkanah, had another wife, Peninnah, and that Peninnah had children but
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Hannah had none. Furthermore, Peninnah had been unkind to Hannah and
had “provoked her sore, for to make her fret, because the Lord had shut up
her womb” (1 Samuel 1:6). The teacher said how difficult it must have been
for Hannah to “wait on the Lord.” Again, the Gospel Teaching and Learning
handbook states the following regarding context and content: “An understanding of such information as background and storyline creates a basis for
discovering gospel principles and doctrines as well as providing illustration
and clarification of those truths found within the scripture block.”13
Invite Students to Search in the Scripture Block

Next the teacher encourages students to interact with the scriptures in a
meaningful way that invites them to be personally taught by the Holy Ghost.
A good question for teachers to consider is, “What is the inspired intent of the
author?” or “What would the Lord want us to know about or learn from this
particular passage, doctrine, or principle?” With the students now invested,
this time turns into a collective scripture study session. Continuing with the
above example, the teacher simply said, “Please study 1 Samuel 1:7–28 and
think about the following question: What can you learn from Hannah that
helps you as you continue to wait on the Lord?” A variation of this question
could be, “What might Hannah want us to know about waiting on the Lord?”
As the students are studying the scriptures, some teachers play inspiring
music.14 During this time, teachers walk around the classroom answering
questions and providing clarifications for their students. Oftentimes, students
are writing in their scripture journals as they study. Interacting in this manner,
one can see that students are studying with real intent, thinking of their own
needs, and finding answers to their own challenges while being immersed in
the word. Students are discovering inspired principles and doctrines that are
meaningful and useful to them. The Holy Ghost is teaching them. It is exactly
what Elder Eyring described when he said, “Years from now you will see more
Latter-day Saint youth in our classes pondering the scriptures.”15
Invite Students to Share What They Have Learned or Felt

Next, the teacher invites students to appropriately16 share what they have discovered from the scripture passage. During this time, students frequently share
truths, and “all [are] edified of all” (D&C 88:122). Oftentimes, spontaneous
participation builds as more students want to discuss what they have learned
and what they feel. When peers speak by the power of the Holy Ghost, they
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often share powerful, relevant and inspiring thoughts that seem to greatly
influence their classmates. During the class on 1 Samuel 1, I witnessed several
students share powerful insights that would not only help them personally
as they are “waiting on the Lord,” but would certainly also help others in
the class. Inspiration seemed to flow into the classroom and edification took
place. And where they are peers, their words can carry tremendous influence
in the lives of the students in the class. When peers speak by the power of the
Holy Ghost, they often share relevant truth for others in the class.
Other Experiences

Following are additional examples of teachers I have observed who are working to “find ways to allow the inspired writers of the scriptures to teach and to
testify” and to “create opportunities for our students to interact directly with
the words . . . of the scriptures.”
Years ago I was observing a class that had just completed their study of
the Pearl of Great Price. The teacher said to his students, “Before we leave
this book of scripture, I would like to give you a test.” A few of the students
groaned in displeasure, but the teacher continued, “For this test I would like
to give you some time to find Christ in the Pearl of Great Price.” He added,
“Look for him, find him, and then be prepared to share what you have found.”
What followed was something I have seen over and over in other classes—as
we teach about the Savior, the students focus and the Spirit comes. All of
the students began intently studying the chapters, engaged in this “test.” The
teacher played an inspiring hymn, and I could soon feel the Spirit in the classroom. Again, I could sense that the students were interacting with the word
of God in a manner that was edifying. Finally, after allowing sufficient time,
the teacher simply asked his students, “Where did you find him?” Student
after student shared their discoveries. One young woman raised her hand and
said, “I found him in Moses 6:27.” I turned to Moses 6:27 as she began to
read: “And he heard a voice from heaven, saying: Enoch, my son, prophesy
unto this people, and say unto them—Repent, for thus saith the Lord: I am
angry with this people, and my fierce anger is kindled against them.” She then
paused and said, “Here he is,” and then continued reading: “for their hearts
have waxed hard, and their ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes cannot see
afar off.” She again said, “There he is in the end of the verse.” As I searched
the words, I couldn’t see what she had found. The teacher wisely said, “Please
tell us what you see.” She continued, “Do you see where it says, ‘their hearts
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are waxed hard’?” Then she explained, “When you light a candle, the wax
becomes warm and soft. However, when you extinguish the flame, the wax
quickly turns cold and hard. The light is Jesus Christ and when we are near
him, our hearts are warm and soft. However, when we aren’t near Jesus Christ
it doesn’t take long for our hearts to become cold and hard.” The teacher
paused and allowed time for this thought to settle into our minds and hearts.
It was profound.
Another young woman raised her hand and said, “I found him in Moses
4:23–24.” I turned there and began reading about the effects of the Fall:
“Cursed shall be the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all
the days of thy life. Thorns also, and thistles shall it bring forth to thee.” The
young woman pointed out the words thorns and thistles, and then she asked
the class, “Do you think Christ knew that one day he would physically wear,
in a crown of thorns, the effects of the Fall?” No one answered. The students
just sat silently looking at the verse. Many other inspiring insights were shared
and class ended too soon that day, but minds had been opened and hearts had
been touched.
I have learned that people seem to treasure those truths they have found
on their own, and we all love to share scriptural insights that we have discovered. These experiences, and the passages that prompt them, take on special
meaning in our lives.
I once heard an analogy that teachers are like tour guides and students
are like tourists. A good tour guide directs a bus full of people as they drive
past various sites, providing appropriate context and content that will help
the tourists really understand and feel the importance of the historical or natural sites they are seeing. And yet there are times when the tour guide invites
everyone off the bus so they can experience a site more closely. I think most
tourists wouldn’t want to see Adam-ondi-Ahman from a bus window. After
hearing about the site, most tourists would want to get off the bus so they can
walk around to ponder and experience it for themselves. The Gospel Teaching
and Learning handbook states, “Sometimes in class, doctrines and principles
will be pointed out by the teacher. Other times the teacher will guide, encourage, and allow students to discover them for themselves. Teachers should
diligently help students acquire the ability to identify doctrines and principles on their own.”17
On another occasion I watched as a teacher asked his large afternoon
class to write down in their scripture journals a personal concern—something
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that had been troubling them. Then he asked, “Where are you seeking peace?”
He then explained the background of Doctrine and Covenants 88 and read
from the heading, which states that this revelation “was designated by the
Prophet as the olive leaf . . . plucked from the Tree of Paradise, the Lord’s
message of peace to us.” To help students understand the scriptures better, the
teacher had some words defined on the marker board (such as alms, Sabaoth,
and so forth). The teacher then invited his students to read verses 1–17 and
to find principles “that bring you peace.” The students began searching and
writing in their study journals the truths they had found. The students were
totally immersed in the word of God.
After a while, the teacher asked, “What principles of peace did you find?”
One student raised his hand and then read the beginning of verse 3, in which
the Lord says, “Wherefore, I now send upon you another Comforter, even
upon you my friends, that it may abide in your hearts, even the Holy Spirit
of promise.” He then explained how the Lord had comforted him during his
parents’ divorce. Then another student raised her hand and told of how the
Lord had been comforting her through her father’s kidney failure. She said
that it was difficult to see him suffer, and that she was afraid he would die.
The Lord was helping her through this difficult time. Next, a student shared
how hard it was to move to a new school, not knowing anyone and feeling so
lonely. The Lord had helped him through the adjustment. Another student
said he didn’t have anything big in his life like divorce, kidney failure, or moving, but he said that even in small things, the Lord had comforted him. Yet
another student pointed out that in verse 4 the Lord gives a promise of eternal life, and commented, “I think the greatest message of peace is that if we
are faithful, one day we can return to our Heavenly Father.”
During the lesson the teacher skillfully weaved the historical context
into the lesson, adding richness to the discussion as he asked, “Why might
these teachings bring peace to the Saints in 1832? What had they been experiencing?” As students responded, he also asked, “Why is the gift of the Holy
Ghost such a powerful evidence of Heavenly Father’s love for you?” As I have
observed this teacher repeatedly, I have seen that he consistently helps his
young students to discover insights and to share meaningful thoughts, feelings, and experiences, based on their increased ability to study the word of
God.
I have also seen examples of institute teachers taking the time in class
for their students to interact with the word of God. During one such lesson,
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the teacher invited his students to search their scriptures for their favorite reference about dealing with adversity. He said that because we all pass
through adversity in life, it is important to know truths that can help us during difficult times. The institute teacher then added they would be making a
scripture chain on adversity where they would link several scriptural references together. He said that they would discuss each reference to see where
it might best fit in the chain. He then turned his students loose to study. I
watched as the students began studying with real intent.
After a few minutes, the teacher asked them to share their scriptures and
why they were important to them, there was power in the classroom. In fact,
the teacher later told me that during this entire experience he kept asking
himself, “Why haven’t I been doing this more?” He also mentioned that he
hadn’t felt the Spirit in his class that powerfully for quite some time. At the
end of class as his students were leaving, they commented on how they loved
studying the scriptures “that way” and expressed gratitude for feeling the
Spirit so strongly.
The institute teacher later commented: “I’m amazed that I get so distracted with my traditional teaching and forget how powerful these classes
are to hungry students. I relearned to trust the scriptures more and to have
more confidence in the Spirit’s power to bring those scriptures to life and
light. After all my years of teaching, the Lord is patient in helping me to relearn the power of the scriptures and the witness that the Spirit gives them.”18
This teacher had truly given time for his students to interact with them in an
edifying way.
In my own classes, I too have experienced the power that comes when
students are invited to read (or watch) a general conference talk in or out of
class and are prepared to share what they loved, or what was meaningful or
helpful to them. Almost always this experience turns into an insightful and
inspiring discussion. I have experienced this in my BYU religion classes as
well as my institute classes. The Holy Ghost truly teaches our students as they
interact with the words of the living prophets and the scriptures.
One challenge that institute teachers often talk about is the need to cover
large blocks of scripture in a short amount of time. This may cause some teachers to shy away from allowing time for students to interact with the word and
then share what they have seen or found, thinking there won’t be time for this.
However, teachers usually find that as they get students more involved in this
way, they will gain more from their lesson, and they better retain what they
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have learned. Elder Holland offered the following counsel on trying to teach
too much. He stated:
May I also encourage you to avoid a temptation that faces almost every teacher in
the Church; at least it has certainly been my experience. That is the temptation to
cover too much material, the temptation to stuff more into the hour—or more into
the students—than they can possibly hold! Remember two things in this regard:
first of all, we are teaching people, not subject matter per se; and second, every lesson outline that I have ever seen will inevitably have more in it than we can possibly
cover in the allotted time.
So stop worrying about that. It’s better to take just a few good ideas and get
good discussion—and good learning—than to be frenzied, trying to teach every
word in the manual. . . .
An unrushed atmosphere is absolutely essential if you are to have the Spirit of
the Lord present in your class. Please don’t ever forget that. Too many of us rush.
We rush right past the Spirit of the Lord trying to beat the clock in some absolutely
unnecessary footrace.19

Cautions

Any teaching method, including student discovery, should be carefully prepared and implemented. If a method is overused it can become tedious for
students. If all we did as teachers was to turn our class over to student discovery all day every day, we would be denying our students the opportunity to
understand those truths we have paid the price to learn. However, if all we did
was to impart our knowledge to our students, without allowing or providing
them opportunities to discover truths on their own, we would deny students
opportunities to find and internalize truth on their own.
I have also found that when I use a teaching idea in a perfunctory or
superficial way, it doesn’t usually work very well. However, when I have humbly and prayerfully prepared and feel impressed to use a certain method or to
teach specific principles, the lesson always goes better. If all we do is to superficially review a scripture block and then send our students into the passage,
hoping they will come up with something, we will likely fail. However, if we
have paid a personal price in the scriptures, and we feel impressed to have our
students interact with the words of Christ in a certain way, the scriptures can
come alive in class, and our students will be blessed.
When lessons don’t seem to go well, the problem is often found in the
lack of preparation in the scriptures. When the scriptures are under-prepared,
we tend to simply touch on some of the words of the scriptures, or we resort
to something we have previously taught, without helping our students with
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what they really need. The Gospel Teaching and Learning handbook states,
“The clarity and the depth of understanding . . . is often diminished or lost
when only a verse or two of a scripture block is taught.”20 Preparation, guided
by the Spirit, translates into power in the classroom.
In speaking on the importance of gaining the Spirit through scripture
study, Elder Bruce R. McConkie taught: “However talented men may be . . .
however eloquent they may be . . . however learned they may be in worldly
things, they will be denied the sweet whisperings of the Spirit that might
have been theirs unless they pay the price of studying, pondering, and praying about the scriptures.”21
Similarly, a quote in Preach My Gospel illustrates the importance of
immersing ourselves in the scriptures: “Your ability to teach with power from
the scriptures comes in large measure from the time you personally spend
studying them. As you daily feast upon the word, your ability to teach from
the scriptures will improve. In addition, your invitations to study and ponder
the scriptures will be more powerful because you are doing the same thing in
your life.”22
Questions that Invite Students to Interact Directly with the Scriptures

Following are a few sample questions and other teaching ideas that teachers
could adopt or modify, which will “allow the inspired writers of the scriptures
to teach and to testify” and “create opportunities for our students to interact
directly with the word.”
•
As we study these verses, what do you think Moses would want us to
know about receiving revelation?
•
As you study these verses, what can you learn from Joseph of Egypt
that would help you to overcome temptation?
•
What do you think Hannah would want us to learn about this particular principle or doctrine?
•
What can we learn from Hannah’s example that would help us while
we are waiting on the Lord?
•
If David were here, what would he say to us about battling the
“Goliaths” in our lives?
•
As you read this account, list the most important lessons you think
you can take from Lehi’s vision.
•
Put yourself in Mormon’s position and tell me what you would do.
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As you search these verses, find something that Jesus taught that would
help you overcome fear.
As you study, look for something that resonates with you, that is meaningful to you, or that would help you to be more obedient.
Find something in these verses that helps you feel peace.
What are the truths in this passage that will help you make righteous
choices, even in the face of peer pressure?
Find principles learned from Doctrine and Covenants 122 that will
guide you as you pass through trials and adversity.
What do you think Joseph Smith would testify to us regarding trials?
What circumstances and situations in your lives are like the circumstances and situations in this passage of scripture?23
Ask yourselves, “How am I like the characters we are studying in these
scriptures?”24
What do you think the Lord wants us to learn from this account?
What can we learn about the Lord from this passage?
What did you learn from the Lord in these verses?
Will you look for Christ today as you study these verses?
What lessons can you learn from this?
What do you learn about yourself from these verses?
How does this affect you?
What will you take away and implement into your life as a result of
what you learned?

Conclusion

I invited a former student-teacher (now a colleague) to write what he had
learned about creating opportunities for students to interact with the scriptures in a meaningful way. When he began his student teaching, we could
see he had a natural ability to teach, as well as the ability to strongly connect
with his students. However, he also had a tendency to “get in the way” of
his students’ spiritual learning. Mostly, he was highly entertaining, and his
delivery brought a great amount of attention to himself. He didn’t know it,
but he was “eclipsing” the Holy Ghost. We knew he had a keen mind and a
good heart, but he wasn’t doing those things that would invite the Spirit into
the classroom more frequently and with more power. We had a few talks with
him, and he quickly learned. Then he had an experience when he knew the
Spirit was teaching his students. Here is what he wrote:
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I had been wrestling with the Lord to help me understand how to get out of the
way of my students’ discovery. More than anything, I desired to help them become
spiritually self-sufficient enough to withstand the challenges of the last days, and the
Lord kept letting me know that that meant helping them to feel the Spirit bring the
power of the scriptures into their hearts and minds. It wasn’t about me as a teacher.
It had been good for them to hear about my stories about the scriptures changing
my life, but it would be infinitely better for them to gain their own stories about the
scriptures changing their lives. I felt as if a vision had opened up before me of what
the Lord wanted my class to look like.
And so, on this day, I offered some guiding questions, turned on some quiet
piano music, and let the students let the Spirit serve them a feast. The Spirit and the
scriptures met their individual needs, and I didn’t get in the way. After a good, long
drink from God’s pure wells of inspiration, they let me know that they were ready
to share. And I was in the background, both literally and figuratively. The room was
filled with the inimitable spirit of revelation. It flowed from their tongues as they
spoke about what the Spirit had taught them, about the individual applications they
had discovered, and about the personal witnesses that they had gained—that day
and in that class—about God’s power in their lives.
The Spirit witnessed to me that I had finally done it; I had finally gotten out of
the way enough so that I was no longer their teacher. Christ, through the power of
the Spirit and the scriptures, was teaching them.

It is important to provide opportunities for students to interact with the
scriptures in a way that invites the Holy Ghost to instruct and to edify them.
By so doing, the Holy Ghost will show students insights into the scriptures,
help them recall past inspiring experiences, assist them in making connections from the scriptures to their personal lives, expand their understanding,
and help to internalize truth more deeply and move understanding from the
mind to the heart. Additionally, students’ faith and hope can be renewed,
conversion can be deepened, and a desire to act on truth and to become more
like our Savior may be increased. And most important, by pondering the
Lord’s words in these ways, our students can come to know the Savior better
and draw nearer to him. As noted before, although we don’t live during the
time of the mortal ministry of the Lord, we can experience similar outcomes,
just as the people of his day experienced as we interact in sacred ways with his
holy words.
As we “find ways” and “create opportunities” for our student to interact
with the word of God, they can experience all these outcomes. The miracle
that Elder Eyring described can take place, and we can help our students learn
and grow through Jesus Christ and his words.
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Just as President Monson has been a strong advocate for the elderly,
he has also spent his entire life teaching and ministering to the youth of the Church.

Tender Mercies and
Thomas S. Monson
m a r k d . o g l et ree

Mark D. Ogletree (mark_ogletree@byu.edu) is an associate professor of Church history and
doctrine at BYU.

S

everal years ago, Elder David A. Bednar shared a spiritual experience
he had prior to giving his inaugural talk as an Apostle. Just before Elder
Bednar delivered his address in the Conference Center, the Tabernacle Choir
and congregation joined in singing the intermediate hymn, “Redeemer of
Israel.” Elder Bednar then explained:
Now, the music for the various conference sessions had been determined many
weeks before—and obviously long before my new call to serve. If, however, I had
been invited to suggest an intermediate hymn for that particular session of the conference—a hymn that would have been both edifying and spiritually soothing for
me and for the congregation before my first address in this Conference Center—I
would have selected my favorite hymn, “Redeemer of Israel.” Tears filled my eyes as
I stood with you to sing that stirring hymn of the Restoration.1

He then related that his mind was directed to a verse in the first chapter
of the Book of Mormon: “But behold, I, Nephi, will show unto you that the
tender mercies of the Lord are over all those whom he hath chosen, because
of their faith, to make them mighty even unto the power of deliverance”
(1 Nephi 1:20). He further explained:
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My mind was drawn immediately to Nephi’s phrase “the tender mercies of the Lord,”
and I knew in that very moment I was experiencing just such a tender mercy. A
loving Savior was sending me a most personal and timely message of comfort and
reassurance through a hymn selected weeks previously. Some may count this experience as simply a nice coincidence, but I testify that the tender mercies of the Lord
are real and that they do not occur randomly or merely by coincidence. Often, the
Lord’s timing of His tender mercies helps us to both discern and acknowledge
them.2

Tender Mercies Defined

Tender mercies are personalized messages from the Lord to us. They often come
in the form of “strength, protection, assurances, guidance, loving-kindnesses,
consolation, support, and spiritual gifts which we receive from and because of
and through the Lord Jesus Christ.”3 These tender mercies are evidence that the
Lord knows us and is intimately involved in the details of our lives.
Elder Gerald N. Lund further explained tender mercies:
As a popular saying goes, “Coincidence is God’s way of remaining anonymous.” But
in my experience, it is just the opposite. What we call coincidence is God’s way of
letting Himself be known. . . . Sometimes, the Lord sends His blessings in such a
highly, unusual, dramatic, or precisely timed manner, that it might be likened to a
“divine signature.” It is as though the Lord “signs” the blessings personally so that we
will know with certainty that it comes from Him. In doing so, God not only gives
us the blessings, but at the same time, He also strengthens our faith and deepens our
testimony of Him.4

Many events in our lives do not transpire because of happenstance—
there seems to be a purpose for the event and a reason for the timing of it. A
person may feel impressed to take a different route home only to find out later
that there was a traffic accident exactly where they would have been driving.
Tender mercies are often evident when we feel directed to do a certain
thing, but do not know why. For example, President Boyd K. Packer remembered that as a child, his mother felt inspired not to travel with their family
into town one day, but to stay home instead. Shortly after the family left, the
Packer home caught fire. Because his mother was home, she was able to put
out the fire before it destroyed all of their possessions.5 Many have had the
experience of meeting someone significant like a future spouse or an old
friend because they left their home five minutes earlier or later than usual, or
were directed to take a different route home. Some have been involved in serious accidents where earthly “angels” showed up at just the right time to help
save those who would have been seriously injured.
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Elder James E. Talmage testified, “The Lord’s hand is in our lives; if we
will but feel for it, in the darkness, we can grasp it and be lifted thereby.”6
Likewise, President Joseph F. Smith taught:
It has not been by the wisdom of man that this people have been directed in their
course until the present; it has been by the wisdom of Him who is above man and
whose knowledge is greater than that of man, and whose power is above the power
of man. . . . The hand of the Lord may not be visible to all. There may be many
who cannot discern the workings of God’s will in the progress and development of
this great latter-day work, but there are those who see in every hour and in every
moment the existence of the Church, from its beginning until now, the overruling,
almighty hand of Him.7

The purpose of this paper is to highlight some of the tender mercies in
the ministry of President Thomas S. Monson. Because President Monson has
desired to follow the promptings of the Holy Ghost, the Lord has used him as
an instrument to accomplish his purposes. Likewise, the Lord will use other
mortals to bring to pass his purposes if we are willing to follow his Spirit.
Tender Mercies in the Life of Thomas S. Monson

President Monson has spent a lifetime following the promptings of the Holy
Ghost and, subsequently, rescuing those in need. When asked how he finds
the time to help those around him, he said, “I am a very simple man. I just do
what the Lord tells me to do.”8 Each of us could be more effective as disciples
of Jesus Christ if we followed this simple formula.
As I have had the occasion to study President Monson’s life and teachings,
I have been amazed at how often these tender mercies have occurred in his
life and in the lives of those he has ministered to. I have also determined that
his initials—T. M.—could also stand for “Tender Mercy.” President Monson
has said, “The sweetest experience I know in life is to feel a prompting and
act upon it and later find out that it was the fulfillment of someone’s prayer
or someone’s need. And I always want the Lord to know that if He needs an
errand run, Tom Monson will run that errand for Him.”9
Right Place, Right Time

One of the defining marks of a “tender mercy” is the coincidental timing that
links events, as well as individual’s lives, together. Throughout his ministry,
President Monson has been led and directed by the Spirit to be exactly where
he needed to be at precisely the right time. He has taught, “The prayers of
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people are almost always answered by the actions of others.”10 The Lord has
certainly used Thomas S. Monson as an instrument to answer the prayers of
Saints throughout the world.
For example, years ago President Monson was approached by Folkman
Brown, the director of Mormon Relationships for the Boy Scouts of America.
Having learned that President Monson was on his way for a lengthy assignment in New Zealand, Brother Brown explained that his sister Belva Jones
had just been diagnosed with terminal cancer. Belva had lost her husband
to cancer just a year earlier and wasn’t sure how to tell her son, Ryan, who
was serving as a missionary in New Zealand at the time, that she would soon
die from the same disease. More than anything, she wanted her son to stay
in New Zealand and finish his mission strong. But how could she relay this
message to her son? Folkman asked President Monson, who would be in New
Zealand the following week, if he could deliver the tragic news personally.
President Monson accepted the difficult responsibility. Shortly after
arriving, he met personally with Elder Ryan Jones after a missionary meeting held adjacent to the New Zealand Temple. President Monson tenderly
explained the tragic news. Tears were shed by the missionary and President
Monson, but then with an assured handshake, Elder Jones told the Apostle,
“Tell my mother I will serve, I will pray, and I will see her again.”
As soon as President Monson arrived home from his assignment in New
Zealand, he was attending the Lost River stake conference, in Moore, Idaho.
President Monson shared the following:
As I sat on the stand with the stake president, my attention was drawn almost
instinctively to the east side of the chapel, where the morning sunlight bathed the
lone occupant of a front bench. I said to the stake president, “Who is the sister upon
whom the sunlight is resting? I feel I must speak to her today.” He replied, “Her
name is Belva Jones. She has a missionary son in New Zealand. She is very ill and
has requested a blessing.”
Prior to that moment, I had not known where Belva Jones lived. My assignment that weekend could have been to any one of fifty stakes. Yet the Lord, in His
own way, had answered the prayer of faith of a concerned mother. We had a wonderful visit together. I reported word-for-word the reaction and the resolve of her
son, Ryan. A blessing was provided, a prayer offered, a witness received. Belva Jones
would live to see her son complete his mission. This privilege she enjoyed. Just one
month prior to her passing, his mission completed, Ryan returned home.11

Some would call this experience a mere fluke. However, as Latter-day
Saints we understand the Lord’s tender mercies. It isn’t a surprise that the
Lord used President Monson as an instrument to bring a mother and a son
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together and to promise the very blessings Christ himself would have promised, had he been there.
Consider another similar meeting with yet another missionary family.
In the fall of 1970, President Monson attended a stake conference in Grand
Junction, Colorado. During the conference weekend, the stake president
asked President Monson if he would meet with Hale and Donna Larson in
regards to their missionary son, Marc. Recently, Marc had announced to his
parents that he was going to end his mission and come home early. While
President Monson met with the distressed parents, he asked, “Where is your
son serving?” They replied, “In Dusseldorf, Germany.”
President Monson placed his arms around Brother and Sister Larson and
said, “Your prayers have been heard and are already being answered. With
more than twenty-eight stake conferences being held this day attended by the
General Authorities, I was the one assigned to your stake.” He told them that
the following week he would be in Dusseldorf and would see their son there.
After meeting with President Monson, their son, Elder Larson, soon recommitted to finish his mission.12
President Monson testified, “Of all the blessings which I have had in
my life, the greatest blessing I can share with you is that feeling which the
Lord provides when you know that He, the Lord, has answered the prayer of
another person through you. As you love the Lord, as you love your neighbor,
you will discover that our Heavenly Father will answer the prayers of others
through your ministry.”13
Tender Mercies in Germany

President Monson shared this perspective on service: “During your life
you may achieve wealth or fame or social standing. Real success, however,
comes from helping others. . . . Said a wise man many years ago, ‘We can’t
do everything for everyone everywhere, but we can do something for someone somewhere.’”14 President Monson has spent his life doing “something for
someone somewhere.” He has been successful in seeking to be an instrument
for the Lord to bring to pass goodwill and to connect people.
Several years ago at a Church Educational System fireside for young
adults, President Monson spoke briefly about Ted Cannon, a man who
served as a missionary in Germany back in the late 1930s. After Ted’s mission, he came home, married, raised his family, served in the Church, and ran
his own business. Forty years after he returned home from his mission, he
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found himself in the office of President Monson. Ted explained that he had
been sorting through his missionary photographs from Germany and that
there were several photos that he could not identify. However, every time
he attempted to throw away the unidentifiable photographs, he felt a strong
impression that he should keep them.
These particular photos were taken by Brother Cannon during his mission when he served in Stettin, Germany, and they were of a family—a mother,
a father, a small girl, and a small boy. Ted knew that their surname was Berndt
but could remember nothing more about them. He told President Monson
that he understood there was a Berndt who was a Church leader in Germany
and suspected, although the possibility was remote, that this Berndt might
have some connection with the Berndts who had lived in Stettin and who
were depicted in the photographs. Before disposing of the photos, he thought
he would check with President Monson, knowing that he was a frequent visitor to Germany.
President Monson indicated that he was leaving shortly for Berlin, where
he anticipated that he would see Dieter Berndt, the Church leader, and
that he could show the photographs to him to see if he could identify them.
President Monson explained:
The Lord didn’t even let me get to Berlin before His purposes were accomplished.
I was in Zurich, Switzerland, boarding the flight to Berlin, when who should also
board the plane but Dieter Berndt. He sat next to me, and I told him I had some old
photos of people named Berndt from Stettin. I handed them to him and asked if he
could identify those shown in the photographs. As he looked at them carefully, he
began to weep. He said, “Our family lived in Stettin during the war. My father was
killed when an Allied bomb struck the plant where he worked. Not long afterward,
the Russians invaded Poland and the area of Stettin. My mother took my sister and
me and fled from the approaching enemy. Everything had to be left behind, including any photographs we had. Brother Monson, I am the little boy pictured in these
photographs, and my sister is the little girl. The man and woman are our dear parents. Until today, I had no photographs of our childhood in Stettin or of my father.”
Wiping away my own tears, I told Brother Berndt the photographs were his.
He placed them carefully and lovingly in his briefcase.15

Consequently, at the next general conference, when Dieter Berndt visited Salt Lake City, he paid a visit to Brother and Sister Edwin Cannon Jr. so
that he might express in person his gratitude for the inspiration that came to
Brother Cannon to retain those precious photographs and for the fact that he
had followed that inspiration to keep them for forty years.
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President Monson taught, “The sweetest spirit and feeling in all of mortality is when we have an opportunity to be on the Lord’s errand and to know
that He has guided our footsteps.”16 President Monson knew that the Lord
guided his footsteps as he was able to link the lives of Ted Cannon and Dieter
Berndt together. He has had many similar experiences because of his willingness to listen to the Lord and then follow his directions.
The Power of Influence

President Monson’s example of love and kindness has inspired many individuals to action. His care and concern for others is inspiring, and lifts us to higher
levels. He has encouraged all of us to radiate the gospel message wherever
we are: “We need not wait for a cataclysmic event, a dramatic occurrence in
the world in which we live, or a special invitation to be an example—even a
model to follow. Our opportunities lie before us here and now. But they are
perishable. Likely they will be found in our own homes and in the everyday
actions of our lives.”17 We can all be examples to those around us and radiate
the Savior’s love and kindness.
Many years ago, President Monson was traveling by plane with mission
president Horace D. Ensign across Australia. Their plane stopped in Mount
Isa for fuel. Meanwhile, Judith Louden, a local resident and Church member,
decided to bring her two children to the airport for the rare opportunity to
meet an Apostle. As Sister Louden approached President Monson, she said,
“I am Judith Louden, a member of the Church, and these are my children. We
thought you might be on this flight, so we have come to visit with you during
your brief stopover.” She told President Monson that her husband wasn’t a
member of the Church and that she and her children were the only Saints in
the entire area.
After visiting with Sister Louden for a while, it was time to board the plane.
However, Sister Louden seemed almost depressed to see President Monson
leave. She pled with him to stay longer. She said, “You can’t go yet; I have so
missed the Church.” Almost precisely at that moment, it was announced over
the airport loud speaker that the plane President Monson was to board had
some mechanical difficulties and would be delayed for a while longer. Sister
Louden said, “My prayer has been answered.” Sister Louden was then able to
ask President Monson the question that she had not felt comfortable enough
to ask earlier. She asked how she could influence her nonmember husband to
become interested in the gospel. President Monson counseled her to include
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her husband in the Primary lesson each week and to be an example by living
the gospel of Jesus Christ. President Monson further explained, “I mentioned
we would send to her a subscription to the Children’s Friend and additional
helps for her family teaching. We urged that she never give up on her husband. We departed Mount Isa, a city to which I have never returned. I shall,
however, always hold dear in memory that sweet mother and those precious
children extending a tear-filled expression and a fond wave of gratitude and
good-bye.”18
Years later, President Monson was speaking at a priesthood leadership
meeting in Brisbane, Australia. In his remarks, he emphasized the significance
of gospel scholarship in the home and the importance of living the gospel and
being examples of the truth. He then told the story of the woman he had met
in Australia years earlier—Sister Judith Louden. He related to the priesthood
leaders her faithfulness and dedication.
As I concluded, I said, “I suppose I’ll never know if Sister Louden’s husband ever
joined the Church, but he couldn’t have found a better model to follow than his
wife.”
One of the leaders raised his hand, then stood and declared, “Brother Monson,
I am Richard Louden. The woman of whom you speak is my wife. The children (his
voice quivered) are our children. We are a forever family now, thanks in part to the
persistence and the patience of my dear wife. She did it all.” Not a word was spoken.
The silence was broken only by sniffles and marked by the sight of tears.19

The Lord, in his kindness and mercy, allowed President Monson this
follow-up visit to Australia so he could witness that the seed he planted
became a mighty tree. What an incredible payday for an Apostle! He never
planned on ministering to a member of the Church in Mount Isa, Australia.
After all, his plane was simply stopping to refuel as they flew across the
country. Furthermore, he had no idea before his plane landed that he would
minister to a saintly woman there, and subsequently, ultimately change the
life of her and her family forever. However, he was worthy to receive the constant flow of revelation that comes to those who are prepared and obedient
to the commandments. At the same time, Sister Louden was willing to accept
the counsel from an Apostle and live the gospel in her home. Through her
example and teachings of the gospel, her husband could no longer resist the
gospel of Jesus Christ. He became a great leader of the Church “down under.”
President Monson said, “We have no way of knowing when our privilege to
extend a helping hand will unfold before us. The road to Jericho that each of
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us travels bears no name, and the weary traveler who needs our help may be
one unknown.”20
Remembering and Honoring the Elderly

Robert T. Barrett, Thomas S. Monson Collage, © Intellectual Reserve, Inc.

Few people know it,” President Packer explained, “but Brother Monson is
the self-appointed chaplain at a number of nursing homes around town. . . .
He visits them anytime his busy schedule will permit, and sometimes even
when it doesn’t permit.”21 For his entire ministry, President Monson has had a
special place in his heart for the elderly. When he served as a bishop, he continued to minister to the eighty-five widows in his ward. After his release, that
ministering continued. He managed, even as an Apostle, to speak at each one
of their funerals. He took a week off work each year to visit these women and
bring them gifts for as long as they lived. A well-meaning person once told
President Monson that it was essentially a waste of time visiting these elderly
people. This person observed that President Monson would speak to these
older people, yet often they could not communicate back to him. The person

President Monson testified, “Of all the blessings which I have had in my life, the greatest blessing I can
share with you is that feeling which the Lord provides when you know that He, the Lord, has answered the
prayer of another person through you.
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chided, “You might as well save your breath, Elder Monson. They don’t know
who you are.” President Monson responded, “Whether they know me or not
is beside the point. I don’t talk to them because they know me; I talk to them
because I know them.”22
In 1975, President Monson presided at a stake conference in Modesto,
California. As he sat on the stand, President Monson remembered that ten
years earlier he had attended a stake conference in this area, and he also
recalled that Clifton Rooker was the stake president. President Monson
leaned over to the outgoing stake president and asked if this was the stake
where Clifton Rooker once presided as stake President. The current stake
president said, “Yes. He is our former stake president.”
With confidence, President Monson stepped to the podium before the
meeting began and asked the congregation if Clifton Rooker was in the
audience. Once Brother Rooker was identified near the back of the building,
President Monson invited him to make the long journey to the front of the
chapel and to sit to him on the stand. The elderly gentleman was happy to be
reunited with his old friend, President Monson. He was also thrilled to have
a bird’s-eye view over the stake where he had once presided.
In this particular stake conference, the stake was divided and two new
stake presidencies were called. Towards the end of the meeting, President
Monson felt inspired to invite Brother Rooker to bear his testimony to the
congregation. Among other things, Brother Rooker was able to convey his
love to the members of the stake. He also testified to them that he was the real
beneficiary of the service he had rendered in their behalf.
As the meeting concluded, President Monson invited Brother Rooker to
join with him in setting apart the two new stake presidencies. Brother Rooker
responded by stating, “That would be the highlight of my life.” President
Monson and his old friend placed their hands on the heads of each new member of the stake presidency, set them apart, and blessed them to be able to
accomplish the wonderful and challenging task before them. The two friends
embraced each other when the work was finished.
The next morning Elder Monson received a phone call from Brother Rooker’s son,
who said, “Brother Monson, I’d like to tell you about my dad. He passed away this
morning; but before he did so, he said that yesterday was the happiest day of his
entire life.” Elder Monson recorded, “I thanked my God for the inspiration which
came to me in the twinkling of an eye to invite this good man to come forward and
receive the plaudits of his stake members, whom he had served, while he was yet
alive and able to enjoy them.”23
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Obviously, President Monson had no idea that Clifton Rooker was going
to die the day after the stake conference, but the Lord knew that, and he
used his Apostle to run another errand. President Monson has a special love
for the older Saints and seems to have their needs on his radar. He declared,
“Consider . . . the aged, the widowed, the sick. All too often they are found
in the parched and desolate wilderness of isolation called loneliness. When
youth departs, when health declines, when vigor wanes, when the light of
hope flickers ever so dimly, the members of these vast ‘lost battalions’ can be
rescued by the hand that helps and the heart that knows compassion.”24
Champion of the Children and Youth

Just as President Monson has been a strong advocate for the elderly, he has
also spent his entire life teaching and ministering to the youth of the Church.
Most would agree that the Prophet is young at heart. He has been known to
give “high fives” to youth and kneel down in front of Primary-age children
to speak at their level. Speaking to the youth, President Monson has said:
“Although there have always been challenges in the world, many of those
which you face are unique to this time. But you are some of our Heavenly
Father’s strongest children, and He has saved you to come to the earth ‘for
such a time as this’ (Ether 4:14). With His help, you will have the courage to
face whatever comes. Though the world may at times appear dark, you have
the light of the gospel which will be as a beacon to guide your way.”25
Some of the most significant tender mercies in President Monson’s life
have occurred in the lives of children and youth. Such was the occasion of the
October 1975 general conference. As President Monson began his address,
he noticed a young girl in the balcony of the tabernacle, perhaps eight to
ten years of age. Although President Monson’s message had been prepared
months in advance, he had the impression he should change his message
and speak to the girl sitting in the balcony. As he began his message, he said:
“Particularly am I grateful for the children who are here. In the balcony to my
left I see a beautiful girl of perhaps ten years. Sweet little one, I do not know
your name or whence you have come. This, however, I do know: the innocence of your smile and the tender expression of your eyes have persuaded me
to place aside for a future time the message I had prepared for this occasion.
Today, I am impressed to speak to you.”26
President Monson then changed his entire talk. I would assume the
translators for general conference talks were hustling to keep up. For his
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impromptu talk, he simply shared an experience he had with a young girl
just the year earlier in Shreveport, Louisiana. The first tender mercy began
when President Monson was originally scheduled to preside at a stake conference in El Paso, Texas. However, several days before leaving, President Ezra
Taft Benson asked President Monson if he would mind changing his assignment to Shreveport. Of course, President Monson was happy to go wherever
President Benson needed him.
At the same time, Christal Methvin, a ten-year-old girl from Shreveport,
had been recently diagnosed with cancer. Her deepest desire was to have a
priesthood blessing from a General Authority; thus Christal’s family was
planning to travel to Salt Lake City for her to receive such a blessing. Since
the Methvins did not personally know any of the General Authorities, they
placed before Christal a picture of all of the Church leaders. She thought that
President Monson looked “nice” and decided he should be the one to give her
the blessing. However, soon after Christal decided on President Monson, her
health deteriorated quickly and she wasn’t able to make the long journey to
Salt Lake City. She had already lost a leg to the cancer, and now the ravaging
disease had spread to her lungs. However, Christal’s faith was strong, and she
felt that if she couldn’t go to President Monson, then the Lord could send
President Monson to her. And sure enough, his assignment was changed that
very week to Louisiana.
As he continued to relate this experience in general conference, he shared
with the congregation that shortly after he arrived in Shreveport, Charles
Cagle, the president of the Shreveport Stake, almost apologetically asked
President Monson if he could give a blessing to a ten-year-old girl who had
been stricken with cancer. He said he would be pleased to do so and then
asked if she would be coming to the conference meetings or if she were confined to a Shreveport hospital. Almost reluctantly, President Cagle revealed
that Christal was unable to leave her home many miles from Shreveport.
When President Monson examined the meeting schedule, he discovered
that there was simply no place to carve out the allotted time needed to travel
many miles to give a priesthood blessing. President Monson proposed an
alternative: Christal would be remembered in the public prayers which would
be offered throughout the stake conference. President Monson attested that
the Lord would understand and bless the Methvin family accordingly. And
then came the next tender mercy:
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After receiving word from the stake president that Brother Monson
would be unable to visit Christal because of the extremely tight meeting
schedule, the Methvins were understandably very disappointed. They knelt
again around Christal’s bedside, pleading for a final favor on her behalf: that
somehow her desire for a blessing at the hands of Brother Monson would be
realized.
At the very moment the Methvin family knelt around Christal’s bed, Elder Monson
was shuffling his notes, preparing to speak at the concluding portion of the Saturday
evening session. However, as he began his move to the pulpit, a voice whispered in
near-audible tones a brief but very familiar message: “Suffer the little children to
come unto me, and forbid them not: for of such is the kingdom of God.”
His notes became a blur. He attempted to pursue the theme of the meeting as
outlined, but the name and image of Christal Methvin would not leave his mind.
Then, ever faithful to the precious gift so demonstrably his, he responded to the
spiritual message. He instructed that changes in the next day’s conference schedule be made, whatever the cost in confusion and disruption. Then the meeting
continued.27

Christal’s family arose from their knees after pleading that they would
still be able to have their meeting with President Monson. As their prayer
concluded, a bishop from their stake called to inform them that President
Monson had rearranged the schedule of the stake conference and would be
at their home early the next morning. President Monson’s only instructions
were that he would like the family to join with him in fasting.
After the long Sabbath morning drive, President Monson arrived at the
Methvins’ home and was directed to Christal’s room. He looked down upon
a child too sick to rise and too weak to speak. The cancer had spread into her
brain and rendered her sightless. The Spirit was so strong in Christal’s room
that President Monson instinctively dropped to his knees and said, “Christal,
I am here.” With all the energy she could muster, Christal whispered back,
“Brother Monson, I just knew you would come.”
President Monson pronounced a blessing upon Christal, commending her body to a loving Heavenly Father. Christal responded with a barely
audible “Thank you.” The next Thursday as she was being remembered in
the prayer circle of the First Presidency and Quorum of the Twelve Apostles,
Christal passed away.28
President Monson later shared another tender mercy that resulted from
sharing Christal’s story:
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During the message I delivered at general conference in October 1975, I felt
prompted to direct my remarks to a little girl with long, blonde hair, who was seated
in the balcony of this building. I called the attention of the audience to her and felt a
freedom of expression which testified to me that this small girl needed the message
I had in mind concerning the faith of another young lady.
At the conclusion of the session, I returned to my office and found waiting for
me a young child by the name of Misti White, together with her grandparents and
an aunt. As I greeted them, I recognized Misti as the one in the balcony to whom I
had directed my remarks. I learned that as her eighth birthday approached, she was
in a quandary concerning whether or not to be baptized. She felt she would like to
be baptized, and her grandparents, with whom she lived, wanted her to be baptized,
but her less-active mother suggested she wait until she was 18 years of age to make
the decision. Misti had told her grandparents, “If we go to conference in Salt Lake
City, maybe Heavenly Father will let me know what I should do.”
Misti and her grandparents and her aunt had traveled from California to Salt
Lake City for conference and were able to obtain seats in the Tabernacle for the
Saturday afternoon session. This was where they were seated when my attention was
drawn to Misti and my decision made to speak to her.
As we continued our visit after the session, Misti’s grandmother said to me,
“I think Misti has something she would like to tell you.” This sweet young girl said,
“Brother Monson, while you were speaking in conference, you answered my question. I want to be baptized!”
The family returned to California, and Misti was baptized and confirmed a
member of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Through all the years
since, Misti has remained true and faithful to the gospel of Jesus Christ. Fourteen
years ago, it was my privilege to perform her temple marriage to a fine young man,
and together they are rearing five beautiful children, with another one on the way.29

This story of Christal Methvin and Misti White contains a treasure trove
of tender mercies. The lessons from the life of Christal were not wasted. In his
economy, the Lord was able to use the experience of one child to permanently
bless the life of another. These experiences have blessed the lives of so many
individuals, including President Monson.
Speaking of the good Samaritan and the road to Jericho, President
Monson asked, “Will I fail to notice him who has fallen among thieves and
requires my help? Will you? Will I be one who sees the injured and hears
his plea, yet crosses to the other side? Will you? Or will I be one who sees,
who hears, who pauses, and who helps? Will you?”30 I believe it is clear how
President Thomas S. Monson will react when there are those who are bruised
and battered, and lying on the road to Jericho. However, the jury is still out
on us and how we will respond to such needs.
One of President Monson’s assignments in 1965 took him to the Sauniatu
School in Upolu, Samoa. As President Monson was speaking to the children
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at the school, he felt prompted to invite the two hundred students to come
forward and shake his hand. However, as the young Apostle wrestled with
that thought, he also recognized the schedule was tight, and he wondered
how he would accomplish this task. As he rationalized in his mind that such
a gesture would be improbable, the prompting returned. Following the Spirit,
President Monson asked the school administrator if he could shake the hand
of every child present. The administrator responded with an outburst of jubilation, explaining, “Our prayers have been answered. I told the children that
if they had faith, and that if they all prayed, that the apostle of the Lord would
personally greet each one of them when he visited Sauniatu.”31
Once again, President Monson was used by the Lord to carry out his
work and to do exactly what he would have done if he were there. Prayer has
directed the life of our prophet and provided him with the inspiration to
bless and strengthen his people.
On another occasion, President Monson was in Curitiba, Brazil, in June
2008 for the dedication of the temple. During the cornerstone ceremony
where President Monson was placing mortar between the cracks between the
granite slabs, he noticed a young boy in a cap standing close by. Our prophet
said, “There is a little boy there. He looks cold. Let’s have him come up.” A
photographer taking pictures of the event suggested that someone take the
boy’s hat off so that he could get a good picture of his face. When someone
removed his hat, the moment became slightly awkward because the boy was
bald.
Immediately, Elder Russell M. Nelson, who was standing next to
President Monson, realized who this young man was. Prior to the temple
dedication, Elder Nelson had been contacted by leaders in Brazil about a sixyear-old boy named Lincoln Viera Cordeiro, who was suffering with cancer
and was undergoing chemotherapy treatments at the time. Since the child’s
prognosis was poor, local priesthood leaders asked if Elder Nelson could give
the child a blessing while he was in Brazil.
The young man put his hat back on, grabbed the trowel from President
Monson, and placed some mortar on the temple wall. After the young
man went back into the crowd to sit with the other children, Elder Nelson
reminded President Monson that it was time to go back into the temple so
that they could stay on schedule with the dedication:
The President shook his head. “No, I want to call up one more,” he said. He scanned
the crowd, looked and looked, and finally spotted a woman at the back and said,
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motioning to her as their eyes made contact, “Will you come up? I want you to put
a little mud in the crack.”
Not until the next day did Elder Nelson learn that the woman, Odilene
Cordeiro, was Lincoln’s mother.
“That’s President Monson,” Elder Nelson states with conviction. “He knows
how to draw revelation from God Almighty to bless the life of one person.” The little boy died a short time later, “but you can imagine what it meant to the mother of
that family. That was the Lord’s way of saying, ‘I know you, I am concerned for you,
and I want to help you.’ That’s the kind of man we’ve got in this prophet of God.”
On the airplane of Brasilia to meet with the nation’s vice president, Elder
Nelson told President Monson about the mother and son he had called up to
participate in the cornerstone ceremony. “President, how did you know they were
related?” Elder Nelson asked. President Monson responded, “I didn’t know, but the
Lord knew. I’ve learned how to respond to His promptings.”32

President Monson explained, “I have always needed the help of the Lord,
and I have always asked for it. I simply put my faith and trust in Him and
move along day by day and week by week.33 And with that faith and trust, the
Lord continues to inspire him to lead his Saints.
Go and Do Likewise

President Monson’s ministry has been filled with many tender mercies of
the Lord. It is clear that the Lord has used our Prophet to bless, heal, and
strengthen Saints throughout the world that needed help. On many occasions, he has been at the exact right place and right time to minister to those
who have needed his help. President Spencer W. Kimball declared, “God
does notice us, and he watches over us. But it is usually through another person that he meets our needs. Therefore, it is vital that we serve each other in
the kingdom.”34 It is evident that in the lives of so many Latter-day Saints,
President Monson has been a Godsend for individuals who have been praying
for help or guidance or for a load to be lifted. He has certainly been led by the
Lord to meet the needs of those who have needed his help.
All of us can enjoy the privilege of serving and helping our fellow men.
If we let the Lord know that we are willing to do his work, he will point us
towards those who need us. President David O. McKay taught, “The noblest
aim in life is to strive to live to make other lives better and happier.”35 We all
can strive to live in a way that the Lord can use us to accomplish his work in
making other lives “better and happier.”
During the early-morning hours of April 10, 2013, I was driving my minivan down the hill from where I live. I was on my way to the gym where I work
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The Lord has used President Monson as an instrument to accomplish his purposes. Likewise, the Lord will
use us to accomplish his purposes if we are willing to follow his Spirit.

out. As I approached the bottom of the hill, I noticed a woman who was
sitting in the grass and waving desperately to get my attention. As I drove my
van towards her, I could tell this woman was a jogger by what she was wearing.
I pulled up next to her, rolled my window down, and asked if she was OK.
She said, “No, I think I broke my leg.”
Even though I’m not a physician, I took one look at her awkwardly bent
leg and said, “I think you’re right—that leg is broken.”
She then asked if she could borrow my cell phone to call her husband.
I told her that I didn’t have my phone with me but that I would gladly
take her home. I helped her into my vehicle, and we began the short drive to
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her house. As we drove, I learned that she was preparing to run a marathon.
I also discovered that she had slipped on a patch of ice that ran across the
sidewalk, which was the cause of her accident. I was amazed how strong and
tough this woman was. Her leg was obviously broken, but instead of being
in shock, we had a nice conversation. I could tell that she was in excruciating
pain, but she covered it well. I told her my name was Mark, and she told me
she was Rebecca. She shared with me that she was worried that I would be
late for work, and I told her that I taught at BYU and that if I was a little late
because I was helping a women get to the hospital, I’m sure my department
chair would understand. She then told me that her husband also taught at
BYU in the business department and that his name was Dan.
By this time, we had pulled up to her home, and I knew I would have
to knock hard on her front door to wake her husband up. Within a minute or
two, he came to the door, bewildered why I was standing on his front porch.
I said, “Dan, I’m Mark, and I’m sorry to wake you up this early, but your
wife broke her leg while she was jogging, and she’s in my car.” Talk about a way
to wake someone up quickly!
Dan went to his wife and tended to her. Then we found a way to transport her from my car to Dan’s so she could be rushed to the emergency room.
As I was about to leave, I said, “Dan, if you need anything, please let me
help. I also teach at BYU, so we’re in this together.”
Dan said, “What’s your name again?”
I said, “Mark Ogletree.”
Instantly, Rebecca began to weep. She said, “Oh my gosh, you are Mark
Ogletree?”
I said “yes,” and she hugged me for dear life. She said, “I am Rebecca
Shahan. I was in your seminary class at Mountain View Seminary in Mesa,
Arizona for two years.”
I replied, “Wow, Rebecca, I can’t believe it.” We hugged as tears were shed.
It was over twenty years earlier that I had taught Rebecca. Not only do
I remember her well because she was such a wonderful student, but we also
lived in the same ward, and I was good friends with her parents.
She said, “After I injured my leg and fell to the ground, I tried to stop
several people, but they just kept driving. I can’t believe that the person who
stopped and helped me was my seminary teacher from twenty years ago!”
I couldn’t believe it either. When I began teaching Rebecca back in the
early 1990s, she was a bubbly and energetic teenager, and I was in my early
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thirties, with a wife and several young children. Now, Rebecca had teenage children of her own, and I was a grandfather. Needless to say, we both
looked a little different than we did twenty years earlier.
If I wouldn’t have helped Rebecca, I am sure someone else would have.
But I am grateful that the Lord allowed me to be in the right place at the
right time. If I would have left my home ten minutes earlier, or later, I would
have missed out on this wonderful experience. Because of this accident,
our families have been reunited and have enjoyed each other’s company.
Rebecca had to have surgery on her leg and will spend many months recuperating, but she will one day run another marathon—I am sure of it.
I couldn’t help but think of this experience as a tender mercy, both
in Rebecca’s life as well as my own. As I drove away from her house that
morning, I felt a strong spirit, I felt love, and I felt peace. I couldn’t help but
think that President Monson has such experiences often—if not daily, then
weekly. I wondered how I could do a better job serving, loving, and helping those around me. I know that if we seek to run errands for the Lord, he
will lead us to those who need our help, just as he has done with President
Monson.
Many of us have had tender mercies in our lives and in the lives of those
closest to us. Are those events recorded anywhere? Years ago, one of our
daughters nearly died in a tragic accident but was miraculously spared. After
we returned home from the hospital, my father-in-law asked me, “Have you
written this experience down yet?” I told them that I had not, but his words
inspired me to record the incident in detail and share it with our family. In
President Monson’s life, these stories have been recorded in his personal
journals, as well as church magazines and books. We too should follow our
prophet’s example and record these experiences, and frankly any experience,
we have with the Holy Ghost.
Elder Richard G. Scott taught, “Write down in a secure place the
important things you learn from the Spirit. You will find that as you write
down precious impressions, often more will come. Also, the knowledge you
gain will be available throughout your life. Always, day or night, wherever
you are, whatever you are doing, seek to recognize and respond to the direction of the Spirit.”36
Elder Henry B. Eyring taught a similar principle:
When our children were very small, I started to write down a few things about what
happened every day. . . . I wrote down a few lines every day for years. I never missed
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a day no matter how tired I was or how early I had to start the next day. Before I
would write, I would ponder this question: “Have I seen the hand of God reaching
out to touch us or our children or our family today?” As I kept at it, something
began to happen. As I would cast my mind over the day, I would see evidence of
what God had done for one of us that I had not recognized in the busy moments
of the day.”37

These experiences, if recorded, will bless our lives and the lives of our children in the years to come. Tender mercies are a reminder that God is involved
in the details of our lives and that he is anxious to rescue us and come to our
aid in times of need. He involves us—his children—in the process so that
more than one person can benefit from his miraculous interventions.
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fields. The result is a gorgeously illustrated history of Mormonism.

Book Review:
The Mormons
d eva n j e n s e n
Roy A. Prete, editor. Associate editors: Richard O. Cowan, John P. Livingstone, and Craig
J. Ostler. The Mormons: An Illustrated History of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. London: Merrell, 2013. 160 pp. US $34.95; ISBN 978-1-8589-4620-7

T

he Mormons replaces the very popular (but now very outdated) Meet
the Mormons. Roy Prete, the general editor of this new volume, told me
in a personal interview that the idea for this book came after a 2012 author
banquet in which Elder L. Tom Perry invited the authors and artists in attendance to spread the message of the restored gospel to the world. Roy took the
challenge to heart and began recruiting a talented team of authors to tell the
Latter-day Saint story both succinctly and eloquently. Those authors include
eight faculty members from BYU Religious Education and six writers from
other fields. The result is a gorgeously illustrated history of Mormonism.
The introduction states the straightforward purpose of the book: to offer
“a behind-the-scenes look at Mormons” (vii). Thus the photos and artwork
are essential parts of the whole. The volume features hundreds of well-known
iconic photos and some beautiful new images, many featuring the global
Church. All the photos have well-written captions that tell the Church’s story
at a glance. In this light, it succeeds well as a basic and beautifully illustrated
introduction to the Church’s history, doctrine, and culture.
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The essays themselves are short and easy to read. For example, in chapter 3, “Joseph Smith and the Restoration,” Susan Easton Black briefly traces
the story of the First Vision, the translation of the Book of Mormon, the
restoration of priesthood authority, and the reestablishment of the Church.
The history then marches quickly through Ohio and Missouri history, the
Martyrdom, and the move west to the Rocky Mountains. This quick retelling
happens in only ten pages, but it does not seem rushed.
In chapter 4, “Jesus Christ and the Plan of Salvation,” Brent L. Top has
the unenviable task of summarizing the plan of salvation, the Atonement of
Jesus Christ, and our own part in the plan—all in eight pages. Yet he treats the
essential points very well. “Baptism by total immersion in water,” he writes,
“is deeply symbolic to Latter-day Saints. It represents not only Jesus Christ’s
death, burial, and Resurrection, but also the burying of their old lives of sin
and their rebirth to a new life of righteousness and devotion” (43). After discussing the gift of the Holy Ghost, he then links this new life of discipleship
to “following in the footsteps of Jesus”—an important emphasis given the
frequent criticism that Mormons are not Christians.
Readers who are interested in temples and family history will particularly
enjoy Richard O. Cowan’s chapter called “Mormon Temples Dot the Earth”
and Kip Sperry’s chapter titled “Family History and Genealogy.” Cowan’s
chapter discusses Old Testament sanctuaries as “sacred places,” like mountaintops, “where the heavens and earth meet—places of revelation from God to
man” (107). He then links the Old Testament to modern temple practices by
sharing the story of the Kirtland Temple and the return of Elijah to restore
the sealing keys, leading to an outpouring of world interest in genealogy. The
chapter is complemented by many dazzling photos of temples.
Kip Sperry’s chapter builds on Cowan’s chapter and explains how modern Mormon interest in family history grew out of those early experiences in
Kirtland. He quotes a poignant statement by Alex Haley, author of Roots: “In
all of us there is a hunger, marrow deep, to know our heritage—to know who
we are and where we came from. Without this enriching knowledge, there
is a hollow yearning. No matter what our attainment in life, there is still a
vacuum, an emptiness, and the most disquieting loneliness.” Next, Sperry outlines members’ quest for family history information as they search for facts in
family Bibles, letters, archives, and cemeteries. He also discusses such marvelous resources as the Family History Library, the Granite Mountain Record
Vault, and FamilySearch.
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For celebrity watchers, there is even a chapter by Helen K. Warner,
Michael H. Clifton, and Carma T. Prete called “Mormons Who Have Made
a Difference,” which features prominent celebrities, athletes, and government
and business leaders. While most of the choices were fairly obvious, it was
refreshing to note the addition of younger celebrities such as David Archuleta,
Torah Bright, Stephenie Meyer, and Jabari Parker. Some surprising omissions
from the list were Glenn Beck, Orson Scott Card, Clayton Christensen, and
Andy Reid.
This book would make a gift book to share with others who are not of the
faith. It would be a great book to display on an end table to spark discussion
about Latter-day Saint beliefs. It might even be used in members’ home to
teach family home evening lessons.
With all the positives, there is a basic limitation on the amount of new
material. The history and doctrinal discussions are mainly quick summary
statements that do not delve into detail beyond the basics known to most
Latter-day Saints. However, those who want a deeper look at Church history
or doctrine could look at the bibliography provided for further reading. The
key contribution of this book, after all, is its brevity and the beautiful packaging of the basic doctrines.
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New Publications
To purchase any of the following publications, please visit www.byubookstore.com and
search by book title or ISBN number, or call the BYU Bookstore toll-free at 1-800-253-2578.

By Divine Design
Edited by Brent L. Top
and Michael A. Goodman

The prophets of God continually raise their warning voices and lovingly give
counsel to strengthen our families and heighten the spirituality of our children. This is a gospel-centered “best practices” book for husbands and wives,
fathers and mothers that is founded on prophetic teachings and substantiated
by good science. This book will help readers gain new and important insights
about our most important responsibilities in time and eternity—our families.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2850-4; Retail: $27.99
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Joseph F. Smith
Reflections on the Man and His Times
Edited by Craig K. Manscill, Brian D. Reeves, Guy L.
Dorius, and J. B. Haws

This book is a compilation of presentations
from a BYU Church History Symposium. It
features more than twenty messages about the
life of Joseph F. Smith, including chapters by
Elder M. Russell Ballard and Joseph Fielding
McConkie. This book highlights aspects of
President Smith’s life, including his boyhood
and adolescence, his family and personal relationships, his doctrinal contributions, Church
government, and initiatives taken during his presidency in education, building construction, building the Laie Hawaii Temple, creation of the seminary
program, and public outreach. Elder Ballard, a great-grandson of Joseph F.
Smith, describes how the Lord prepared President Smith to lead the Church.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2747-4, Retail: $31.99
By Our Rites of Worship: Latter-day Saint
Views on Ritual in History, Scripture, and
Practice
Edited by Daniel L. Belnap

While negative meanings are often attached
to the words rite and ritual, these terms simply
mean “with correct religious procedure; in the
manner required, properly, duly, correctly, rightly,
fittingly.” Thus, the term perfectly describes an
array of practices within our church, including baptism, the laying on of hands, and temple
ordinances. This book explores the relationship
between the performance of priesthood ordinances (or rituals) and the power of godliness that is mentioned in Doctrine and
Covenants 84. The book covers rituals in both the ancient and modern world.
ISBN: 978-0-8425-2841-2, Retail: $27.99
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Upcoming Events
2014 BYU Religious Education Student Symposium

The student symposium, sponsored and hosted by BYU’s Religious Education,
provides a forum for students to research, write, and present papers about
religious subjects from a faithful perspective. The next symposium will be
held Friday, February 21, 2014, in the Wilkinson Center. The deadline for
students to submit papers is November 25, 2013. For details, visit rsc.byu.edu.
BYU Church History Symposium

BYU’s Department of Church History and Doctrine and the BYU Religious
Studies Center will join with the LDS Church History Department to sponsor the BYU Church History Symposium, Thursday and Friday, March 6–7,
2014. This year’s theme is The Global Church. President Dieter F. Uchtdorf,
of the First Presidency, will be the keynote speaker at 9 a.m. Friday morning,
March 7, at the LDS Conference Center theater in Salt Lake City. Terryl L.
Givens will present the keynote address at BYU campus the day before. For
details, visit rsc.byu.edu.
BYU EASTER CONFERENCE

The 2014 BYU Easter Conference is slated for April 11, 2014. Each year, a
General Authority emeritus or former Church leader is invited to give the
keynote address. Additional speakers include teachers, educators, scholars,
authors, speakers, historians, and experts on the life of Christ. Each talks
about the Savior, his life, his mission, the Atonement, and his influence in our
lives today. For details, visit rsc.byu.edu.
These events are free of charge, and registration is not required. Some event details are
subject to change. For more details, please visit us online at rsc.byu.edu/conferences
or contact Brent Nordgren at 801-422-3293.
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Staff Spotlight
Publications Director
Thomas A. Wayment is a professor of ancient scripture at BYU. He
joined the faculty in June of 2000 after completing a PhD in New
Testament studies at the Claremont Graduate School. His research
interests include the early manuscript tradition of Christian texts,
the Christian Apocrypha, the life of Paul and early Latter-day Saint
history up to the Nauvoo period. Currently he is working on a history of Christians in Oxyrhynchus in Egypt with Lincoln H. Blumell
(assistant professor, BYU). He and his wife, Brandi, are the parents
of two daughters, Shelby and Cate, and they live in Mapleton, Utah.

Student Design Intern
Emily Maurer is an undergraduate from Salem, Oregon, studying neuroscience, with a minor in visual arts. She loves problem
solving and creative expression and enjoys both in the design
work she does for the RSC. In addition to her work at the RSC,
Emily is the designer for the BYU undergraduate journal of
neuroscience, Chiasm. At home she enjoys collaborating on art
and design projects with her husband, Austin; inventing new
recipes with anything she finds in the kitchen; and spending
time with her new baby, Finn.

Student Editing Intern
Rachel Ishoy is a junior from Carrollton, Georgia. She is the oldest
of five children. Rachel is studying interdisciplinary humanities with
an emphasis in English, and she is minoring in editing and music.
She began working at the Religious Studies Center in August of
2013. Rachel one day hopes to pursue a career in editing and wants
to work as a managing editor at a publishing company. She enjoys
editing because it allows her to help others improve their writing,
and it permits her to learn new things through reading so much.
Her interests include playing the violin, cooking, running, watching
movies, and going country swing dancing.
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PERSPECTIVE S ON THE RE STORED GOSPEL

Submission Guidelines
The Religious Educator serves the needs and interests of those who study and teach the restored
gospel of Jesus Christ on a regular basis. The
distinct focuses are on teaching the gospel; publishing studies on scripture, doctrine, and Church
history; and sharing outstanding devotional
essays. The beliefs of the respective authors do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Religious
Studies Center, Brigham Young University, or The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
Complete author guidelines are provided at
rsc.byu.edu/RSCStyleGuide.pdf. All manuscripts
should be submitted electronically to rsc@byu.
edu. Hard-copy submissions are accepted only if
an electronic copy is included.
Manuscripts should be double-spaced, including
quotations. Authors should follow style conventions of The Chicago Manual of Style, 16th edition,
and the Style Guide for Publications of The Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 4th edition,
as reflected in a recent issue of the Religious
Educator.
Manuscripts will be evaluated by the following
questions:
1. Does the manuscript address a clear thesis?
Does the argument proceed cautiously and
logically? Is the writing clear? Is it engaging and
interesting? If not, why?

2. To what degree is the author knowledgeable on
the topic as a whole, as shown, for example, by
content, phrasing, contextualizing, thorough use
of the best sources, and bibliography? Does the
author adequately acknowledge and deal with
opposing views? If not, why?
3. Does the manuscript present significant new
data or new perspectives? What is its main contribution? Will people want to read this ten years
from now? Does it make a contribution without
resorting to sensationalism or controversy?
4. Does the author follow the canons of responsible scholarship (uses sound and fair methodology;
documents arguable facts)? If not, why?
5. Is the manuscript faith-promoting? Is the piece
in harmony with the established doctrine of the
Church?
If a manuscript is accepted, authors will be
notified and asked to provide photocopies of all
source materials cited, arranged in order, numbered to match the endnotes, and highlighted to
show the quotations or paraphrases. Photocopies
of source material must include title page and
source page with the highlighted quotations.

Editorial Questions
For questions or comments, e-mail us at
rsc@byu.edu or write to Religious Educator,
167 HGB, Provo, UT 84602-2701.
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Subscriptions
Place orders online at subscribe.byu.edu.

By Mail
Fill out the subscription form online at tre.byu.edu.
Click “Mail-in Order Form.” Print the form and
include a check for the amount shown on the form.
Mail both to the address shown on the form.
Failure to inform Religious Educator of an address
change in a timely manner may result in missed
issues without compensation or replacement. If
a subscription is placed after the first mailing of
an issue, there may be a delay until the second
mailing occurs.

Subscription Questions
Subscription questions should be sent via
e-mail to rsc@byu.edu and should include
“RE Subscriptions” in the subject line.

Back Issues
Back issues are available for a limited time online.
Available back issues are listed on the subscription
page and may be purchased with or without a subscription. If an issue is not listed, it is out of print
but may be viewed in our back issues archive at
tre.byu.edu. Back issues may be purchased for $5
each (shipping and handling included).
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